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ABSTRACT
In recent decades, much social research has dealt with Southern 
problems. In such regional analysis, the distinctive complex of 
agricultural practices peculiar to the South, exemplified In most ex­
treme form by the plantation system, has rightfully been considered a 
key point of emphasis. Social research in Southern problems has also 
emphasised the necessity of seeking the solution to the problems of 
the region In a maimer consistent with the requirements of its people. 
Perhaps nowhere else in the nation has the importance of demographic 
analysis been more clearly perceived.
Therefore, it seems strange at first glance that the plantation 
system and the demographic structure of the South have not been specif­
ically related to each other, lack of data rather than lack of inter­
est has, until now, prevented such a study. American agricultural sta­
tistics have been so presented that it has been impossible to determine 
the degree of importance of the plantation throughout the region. In 
1947, however, a special report of the Census of Agriculture. 1945. 
was released. For the first time sufficient data were provided to make 
feasible an attempt to demonstrate the relationship between the planta­
tion system and demographic traits.
This study attempts to determine the extent to which the plantation 
system is associated with characteristic features of population struc­
ture, and to analyse the nature of demonstrated associations* In order 
to accomplish this purpose, 71 Southern counties were selected. The 
large number of counties reduces the likelihood that local factors un­
related to the system of agriculture may distort the conclusions. These
x
71 counties were classified into 6 groups of homogeneous counties—
4 plantation groups, and 2 nonplantation groups selected for comparison 
with the plantation areas• The populations of these groups were com­
pared in respect to race and nativity; age composition; sox composition; 
family si&e; educational attainments; fertility; mortality; migration; 
and trends*
All groups of plantation counties show basic demographic similari­
ties with each other and contrasts with the nonplantation counties in 
six respects* First, the racial composition of the population of the 
plantation counties is sharply differentiated from that of nonplantation 
areas. Except in a few recently settled portions of the Delta, Negroes 
comprise 50 per cent or more of the farm population* In most plantation 
counties, two-thirds or more of the farm population is colored* The 
proportion of Negroes is much greater in plantation areas than in the 
entire South, whereas the proportion of Negroes In the nonplantation 
counties is smaller than in the region*
A second basic similarity of all plantation counties is the absence 
of contrasts in the demographic traits of nonwhltea between counties 
of differing degrees of urban influence* The influence of cities upon 
demographic traits of colored farm families is more pronounced in non- 
plantation areas. The plantation appears to provide, for its colored 
residents, a little world of its own which is not greatly altered by 
the presence or absence of near-by cities*
A third distinctive trait of plantation counties is the greater 
concentration of persons on both the upper and lower educational levels, 
when compared with nonplantation counties* Plantation counties have 
more farm residents with no education, among both races, than do non­
plantation counties; among whites, plantation counties contain more
xi
eollege-tr&ined person® than do nonplantation ©aunties* The greater 
extremes of educational attainment in plantation ©©unties reflect their 
greater social stratlfic&tion*
Fourth, analyslc ©f mortality data reveal© that plantation counties 
eenpare unfavorably with »©aplantation counties* The poor showing of 
plantation counties la evident in respect t© aimsost ©very specific 
cause of death analysed* Beth races, hut especially the nonwhites, 
appear to have snailer chances of longevity in plantation than n©nplan- 
tstion area©*
The fifth trait distinguishing plantation fxm nonplantation ooua- 
tiee is the greater frequency of farn-io-farm migration in the fomer* 
The large proportion of the total population in low tenure categories 
results is greater mobility of th® plantsti«m population, which in 
tarn weakens neighborhood and eoasnaaity ties, indirectly asking diffi* 
cult the provision of adequate institutional services®
Since all counties of this study are ©©unties ©f ocaijiereialissed 
agriculture, the relationship between trends in agricultural production 
and in population has been close* The sixth and final trait distinguish­
ing plantation fro© nonplantation counties is the store dire©t dependence 
of population trends in the foraer upon th© labor requirements of 
agri culture*
la some respects, no consistent pattern is found in all plantation 
counties* Instead, the Belts counties of highly cconeroiallaed plan­
tations contrast with Southeastern counties, where plantations are less 
completely comereialized and wore traditionalist!©* Such a contrast 
exists in the rate of reproduction of the populations* The negroes of
the Delta have low fertility, and in most counties, the whites have high
sdi
fertility* In smny older plsmtatlor. cauntioa, this r&clal differential 
Is reversed, while In the Carolina counties, the fertility of both 
races is high*
likewise, in migratory trends the Belts and Southeastern plantstioa 
couaties contrast* The Delta, counties, until re^nt yr-ros, received 
a met influx of migrsats, ©specially whites* The plantation counties 
in older sections haw long exported migrants In large numbers, parti­
cularly Negroes,
The age and sex composition of the population of Delta emmtl## 
also contrasts with that of older plantation areas* imong aonwhiiss in 
the Delta, thcre are fewer children., uom young adults, and fewer egad 
than in the other plantation counties* Among white®., the Delta con­
tains more children, more young adults, und f&r fewer aged* Both races 
in the Delta contain relatively more miss than they do in the older 
plantation areas*
In respect to rate of repreduotion, net migration, m d  their by­
product, age and sex composition, the plantation system as such apparently 
does net determine the demographic structure so m.ch as doss the pre­
vailing type of plantation system*
3&ii
CHAPTER I 
INTBGDtfOTGir
^  Sste® <a£ j&e Zsffisi
A prodigious volume of writing in recent years, ©specially the 
years just ’ efor© the outbreak of lorld 3®r IX, has dealt with the 
problems of the South. Since most of those problems have not been 
solved, but merely pushed from the limelight %  more urgent matters of 
national concern, there is ©very reason to believe that efforts, to 
analyse the Southern seen© will again become a major interest of social 
scientists* In the research on the South, its distinctive complex' of 
agricultural practices has rightfully been considered one of the key 
points of emphasis* The dependence of mob of the region upon a one- 
crop system, the existence of a large and Mraoi&l landless agricultural 
labor fore®, the concentration of ownership of land, and the union of 
these elements into a system of production peculiar to the region— all 
have received detailed study*
The interpretation of the problems of the region and the search for 
desirable readjustments to these problems have of necessity been 2§ad®
In terms of the human factor© involved* Perhaps nowhar© else in the 
nation has the importance of an understanding of the composition of 
the population been more clearly perceived* Prom the Southern point of 
view, it is necessary to seek the solution to the problems of the region 
in a manner consistent with the requirements of ite people* From the 
national point of view, further justification for the emphasis upon 
Southern population problems lies in the importance of the region,
1
2which, because of its high rate of natural increase, 1$ producing a 
disproportionately large shore of each successive generation of Ameri- 
cans.
At first glance it seems strange that two closely related phases 
of the ever*aH complex of problems confronting the South haw not 
been more directly related to each other in social research* The fact 
remains, however, that little is known concerning the extent of, or the 
nature of, the relationship between the Southern plantation system and 
the demographic characteristics of the region* Tills study attempts 
to analyse the population of certain Southern counties selected on the 
basis of their agricultural organisation*
Lack of data, rather than leek of interest, has heretofore pre­
vented such a study* Due to the fact that the national census has 
classified the land of each tenant and cropper on a plantation as a 
fan, no basis has been available for determining the extent of the 
plantation system throughout the region* "Strange as it may seem, in 
current American agricultural statistics, the plantation does not 
e x i s t * Actually, the appearance of the census materials has been 
misleading, because often those areas of intensive plantation operations 
we re the very ones in which the apparent else of 8 farm,11 based m  cropper 
units, was very small* Since the exact nature of the owner-Xaborer re­
lationship varies from time to time and from place to place, the prevalence 
of sharecropping is not a reliable indication of the extent of planta­
tion operations; and the comparability of Southern agricultural
1 Karl Brandt, "Fallacious Census Terminology and Its Consequences
in Agriculture," Social Ees.earoh* V (February 1938), 21*22.
3statistical of different years has boon destroyed* "This way of doing 
things offers unlimited opportunity for diseovering and reporting of 
’trends** fits change of a single large plantation operating on the 
share sage system in 1930 to a cash *age basis in 1940 can completely 
revolutionise the data respecting number of farms, average sim  of 
farms, and percentage of tenancy fox* an entire county*"2 Thus, in 
literature dealing with the 3outh, the oft-made statements concerning 
the breaking up of the plantations, while occasionally true for a 
particular locality, frequently have no more basis than the apparent 
decrease in the average else of Southern farms*
This confusion in the presentation of Southern agricultural sta~ 
tisties has prevailed from the era of the Civil tar until the present 
time, with two notable exceptions* the first w m  a special enumeration 
carried oat in connection with the Census of 1910* The apodal report 
devoted to this subject stated, HA tenant plantation is a continuous 
tract of land ©f considerable area under the general supervision or 
control of a single individual or firm, all or a pari of such tract 
being divided into at least five mealier tracts, which are leased to 
tenants*0 It also pointed out that "the fami on which 41,000 or more 
was expended ir 1909 for wage labor are believed to be roughly eom~ 
parable to those with five or more tenants**9 In the South at that 
tine there were over 22,000 tenant plantations, as compared to about 5,300 
wage-labor ones*3 This enumeration did not provide material in
2 T. Xyim Smith, "The Significance of hev.orted 'trends in Louis­
iana Agriculture,0 fifflflmtfflTO Seelal Saiangg XXH (December
i9a), 234*
3 United States Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Conaufc of the 
United States* 1910* "Plantation Farming in the United States," Trashing- 
tons Government Printing Office, 1916), pp. 13, 30*
4sufficient detail to permit tho analysis of deucgraphie relationships 
associated with plantation predominance*
The second departure trm th© procedure of classifying all tenant 
units as separata faras occurred in 194-7 with the ptd>limM<m of a 
report on the prevalence of so-called Bmltlple-imit operation®** In 
the South* “A multiple-unit operation is m m  in which two or more sub* 
waits are handled a® a single farm enterprise* It usually involves 
supervision of eraser or tenant operations and. central control of 
such items as sale of products, work power, machinery and equipment, 
crop rotation, or purchase of supplies* A m&tiple-unit operation 
consists of two or store subunits, one of which must b# a cropper or 
tenant operation under th© close supervision of th© multiple-uidt opera­
tor* One of th© subunits aiay consist of land worked by the operator, 
his family, or wage hands*#4 Although this definition is far less 
adequate for the purpose of delineating th© plantation than was that 
of 1910, the wealth of county data more than compensates for this in­
adequacy* Sufficient material is provided to malm feasible the selec­
tion of Southern counties on the basis of th® degree of prevalence of 
large-scale anltipls-unit operations j and such an operation is, for 
all practical purposes, a plantation* (Hereafter in this study, the 
meaningful and convenient term Kplantation* will be freely used as a 
substitute for the awkward thrae®, »large-scale multiple-unit opera­
tion*" } The only specifically demographic material included in this 
report is the presentation for each county of th© total farm population
* Halted States Bureau of th® Census, Halted States jganfflM jg£ 
Agriculture* 1945. "Special Report of Multiple-Hnit Operations in Se­
lected Areas of Seutherr states,’* (Washing tons Government Printing Of­
fice, 1947), p* will.
5residing on single unite and multiple unit®. It should be noted that 
in neither of these releases does the Bureau of the Census acknowledge 
the basic similarity of plantation "tenancy® and wage labor* the wage- 
labor plantation is listed in both simply m  a farm or'"single unit.*’ 
Since the data in th% two releases are not presented in comparable 
for®, and since neither is comparable to that ©f the Census of XS60, 
little can be gained fro® an attempt to establish trends on the basis 
of the material available* Sat one essential point is clears the 
plantation has remised a significant element in Southern agriculture* 
It is of continuing Importance In cotton production. It has declined 
in importance in portions of the South, but In other areas it is more 
important now than at th® time of the Civil War*
It is true that the .relative importance of the plantation has de- 
ollned in the life ©f the region m  a whole. This decline is partly 
due to th® fact that the small farmers of the region have increased 
numerically, pushing westward and into upland and pim f  woods areas 
which formerly were thinly settled. Hot only because of their greater 
numbers but also because of the gradual democratization of Southern 
life, the small white farmer® have gradually boon able to assert them- 
selves, politically and socially, far more effectively than was possible 
la the highly stratified society of the Old South. The relative decline 
in the importance of the role of the plantation has also resulted in 
part fro© th® growing influents® of urban and industrial interests in 
the South, with & relative decline In the influence of all agricul­
turists. Furthermore, the gradually increasing interdependence of the 
South and the r st of th® nation and world, arising out of th© tremen­
dous change® in transportation, coaBmmicatlon, and other aspects of
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7study has hem limited to cotton-producing areas*
Second, whenever possible the study has been confined to the rural- 
farm population. Although there la little reason to &oi*bt that the 
nature of the economic organisation and population structure ©f the 
hinterland of an urban commgnity is reflected in the structure of that 
coassmity, the relationship may often b© difficult to eet&bllsh be­
cause of the even greater importance within th© city of its own p&rti- 
eular characteristic a ae a political center, educational center, indus­
trial center, and so forth* Therefore, counties containing cities of 
25,000 or mere inhabitants were eliadn^tod from th© study altogetherj 
and a consistent effort has b©en mad© to allow for the Influence of 
urban centers in the remaining counties* Moat materials in the last 
two censuses have been classified by residence, enabling m m  to obtain 
figures for the r^r&l-farm population.
finally, in the hope that by so doing the demographic traits as­
sociated with the plantation might best foe demonstrated, the selection 
of conn tie a for study was made on the basis of th© extreme rather than 
the typical Agricultural organisation* Thus, those counties in which 
It could be demonstrated that th© plantation is the predominant agri­
cultural system were chosen on the on® hand? and on the other, for 
eomparieon and contrast, counties devoted to cotton production but 
containing; few plantation® were selected*
0* ftevle* of Mtemtom Eftrfcaining As Ahg Mklii&ie
Although adequate basis for th« statistical analysis of the extant 
of the plantation system throughout the South is lacking, much has been 
written about the system Itself. Home of this writing was based upon
swhat, seemed to the particular author to be characteristic of plantations, 
some of it upon th© experience of th© author with one particular planta­
tion. Much of it* however, has been baaed on actual field research in 
various sections of th© South. In particular, a number of studies of 
contemporary plantations have been made in th© field of agricultural 
economies, Th© review of the literature pertaining to t o  subject will 
consist of two phases: first, a suam&ry of th© available material which 
deals with th© general characteristics of t o  development and nature of 
to contemporary cotton plantetioni and, second, a nor© eoaplete examina­
tion of th© skimpy waterial available which deals with th© demographic 
aspects of t o  plantation.
The method of defining a cotton plantation varies with the purpose 
of th© definition, It*© factor of ®±m$ which is almost necessary to 
any definition, is often the only component thereof* ouch a definition 
was used by leofter, for instance, when he defined as a plantation **a 
tract with five or sore resident families, including the landlord*"5 
Sosetiaes a definition- of this type may bo expressed in aexwage rather 
•ton in number of resident families, provided that it is not operated 
by transient labor or by family labor alone, From the point of view of 
the agricultural ec©nomiets, however, such a definition is incomplete} 
their definitions nearly always include an additional requirement of 
u n i f ie d  operation with supervision over th© labor fore©. t?fhe present- 
day plantation nay bo defined as a unified agricultural organisation of
5 T. J. Woofter ©t al., landlord arid, Tenant 
tatloa. Research: Monograph Ho* V, tforks Project Administration, Division 
of Social Research (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1936),
p . S E V li.
9considerable size uader ms *ssmg®fient, of practically a continuous 
tract of land, operated as a single unit with respect to the methods 
of control of labor and products****"& Or, again, a plantation is a 
11 unified agricultural operation of approximately 100 acres or store of 
cropland***, operated, with wage labor, croppers, tenants, or any com­
bination of the three, managed as a single unit in respect to th© con­
tract of labor and of production*
In any case- the contemporary cotton plantation represents a system 
of large-scale production directly descended from, the ©law-operated 
plantation of the antebellum South. This fact, however, should not 
lead one to anticipate too great a similarity, either in the nature of 
the plantation or In the location of areas of intensive operation* 
between the contemporary situation and that of I8 6 0 * Whether & parti­
cular plantation is a survival or a recent developasnt, it exists today 
because Its system of operation has been adjusted to the ©ecmensic and 
social changes which have taken place .in the South sine© the end of 
slavery * The continued existence of the plantation today indicates that 
these adjustments have adequately withstood the competition of producers 
operating under other systems* In the course of the changes which have 
come about in the plantation system, its very essenoe has been altered*
As one student aptly put it, whsi was 55oxtoe considered a ,way of life1
6 c. 0. Brannon, &£ Jm&
tlon. United States Beparti*ent of Agriculture Bulletin 1269 (Washingtons 
Government Printing Office, October 28, 1924.), p* 9 *
7 Frank J. Welch, jactation land ffemyre flywtcE In
jppj, Mississippi State- College A*U.S. Bulletin 385 College, Miss­
issippi, June 1913), P* 6*
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i i  now a commercial enterprise— a gainful occupation***
In this transition, m m  of th© moat striking feature* >iaa been the 
loss of th© self-sufficiency which foraerly Qh&raotar-ised m m  % Southern 
plantations* In the old days, travelers w©r® wont to exclaim mar th© 
little world in itself which the plantation created| in modern times, 
such nor© frequent have been tin© exhortations froa agricultural agencies 
to break away frost complete dependence upon llm staple crop. The cotton 
plantation of today typically boars less re»esiblance to the self-conr 
tained feudal manor than it does to wihe factory systes in agriculture**9 
the traditions of the region have long held that almost complete 
dependence upon one crop was initiated by the lgptwerlshiMnt of the 
planters following th© Givi! ¥mr* At that tine* reorganisation of th© 
economic life of th© region necessitated borrowing against the harvest? 
and this procedure, once set up and standard! god, ha* con tinted*, It 
is likely that the necessity of obtaining cash advances to operate 
the plantation and to pay the Segroes wages in the years ,juat following 
the Civil War did prompt a shift to less divers if le&tlon and uor© de­
pendence upon cotton, but this shift was in lino with the general 
©ocnemic treads in agriculture in 'the nation and would doubtless fturm 
occurred in any ©rent* In this transition oi the plantation into a 
highly ecswtercialised operation with extreme dependence upon the market, 
selective forces have been at work determining -which plantations and
$ 5 . jgerl Grigsby, *?faa Social end Economic Aspects of Kegro Par® 
labor on Large Gotten Plantations, Concordia. Parish, Louisiana” (unpub­
lished Master* 3 thesis, Louisiana State University, 1937i, P» 9.
9 T* Lynn Smith, ^  doclolopy o>! fiurajL Life (Pevised Edition,
New York: Harper & Bros*, 19A7T7p»Hi*
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which plantation sections would continue to function within the frame­
work of the system, and which would turn to some other cysto© of opera­
tion* Many portions of the South are now what Welch calls nrecessive 
plantation areas1*— area® where the plantation continues to exist* but
where it seems to be slowly declining* In other portions of th© South,
t
considerable concentration of landownershlp continues, a large Wegr© 
population is found, and the torsi "plantation" is still in local use; 
nevertheless, the plantation, as defined in economic torus, is no 
longer an important functioning unit. Farming on such tracts frequently 
consists of a patch or two of cotton, subsistence food crops, and par 
tur&ge for a little livestock, all don® more or 1 m ®  on their own 
initiative by the Ztagroes, who way pay the owner a small cash rent, 
or nay pay hi® in produce* 10
The coastal or *Tidewater" sections of Virginia, the Carolines, 
and Georgia, much of the riedaont of northern Georgia, portions of the 
Al&ham-Missi&slppi Black Belt, parts of the Watches District in Miss­
issippi, and the Feliciana Parishes in Louis lavi* exerpllfy districts 
of great importance in the history of the South, but negligible In Its 
present cotton production. In most of these areas, the twin factors ©f 
depleted fertility of the soil do© to repariaa cotton crops on land 
of steadily diminishing: fertility, and of soil erosion, explsdn the 
decline of the plantation system. So steadily and surely have the’*® 
factors worked to bring o\out the decay of the former economic system 
in wide sections of the South that ser'te k w  seen in plantation produc­
tion a relentless cycle of development, prosperity, slow decline, and
10 Welch, pq. olt*t pp. 11-13.
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eventual collapse* Bern such idea seams to dominate Paper® a thought 
when, in the comparison of tso Georgia counties, Iw repeatedly' n»* 
eerie that one of the® is about fifty years H behind** the other in the 
course of plantation development* Settled hall' a century later, it 
reached the peak of its population about fifty years later, and nos 
is starting out on the long and, one would presume, almost inevitable 
period of sic* decline which the other county entered in the late nine*' 
teenih eentuxy*H
Actually, R&psr would doubtless qualify such a hypothesis as has 
been iaputed to feitij and, indeed, there scene little reason to con­
sider such a cycle in the history of a plantation county as inevitable* 
ear’ even probable* The pattern of development and depletion has
marked m&nj portions of the Sastera Waited dtotes, both within and
outside the ooute, where poor agricultural practices have permitted 
the loss of soil resources# Given adequate care of the soil, such a 
cycle need not be undergone in plantation areas* On tee contrary, it 
eight be contended teat planters possess the necessary capital, equip­
ment, and labor for recommended soil conservation practices to a greater 
extent than do m&lX farmers*
Twice in Southern history, tee gradual deterioration of planta­
tion economy in areas of eroded &n<> depleted soil was greatly speeded 
by other factors* First earn tee economic impoverishasGat arising from 
the Civil War* Over a purled of from ten to fifteen years after the 
war, many of the less efficient piantetione were weeded out &»& broken 
up into sms. 11 farms, or, if held intact, were retired from active
21 Arthur F. Baper, Preface to Peasantry (J, Tale of jfeg
Counties) (Chaoel Hill? The University of Uorth Carolina r^ess, 1936;, 
pp. 183-185-
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FolXotdisg this period earn i&trty y m m  of «, gradual feat steady 
disintegration of large proprietorsblpss, as indicated by study of the 
tax rolls of counties, most of which wore is the older portion© of tho 
Southeast*!? However, during: this period of slow disintegration of 
plantations Is the elder areas of the South, the extension of the 
plantation system into the delta areas was rapid, so there was prob­
ably lit tie net less is the total importance of the system in the 
South as a whole*
Then caste the second great catastrophe in the history of the 
plantation areas— the spread of the boll weevil, which entered the 
nation la the Bio Grande falley in 1892 and began to spread steadily*
It reached Louisiana in 1903* By 1908, it had invaded most of the 
cotton sections of Louisiana and Arkansas and had crossed the river 
late a center of Mississippi.* %  1915, Alabama m ®  covered and Geor­
gia had been entered* South Carolina was heavily infested for the 
first time in 1919, and within the next three or four years, the weevil 
gradually spread into Worth Carolina and ¥lrglnia*14
12 For an excellent account ©f the manner In which a typical 
parish (Bapidss) in Louisiana gradually changed between 1865 and 1880 
ttm a comity of plantation dominance to one of predominant small farms, 
see William 8. Hlghsralth, "Some Aspects of Reconstruction in the Heart 
«f Louisiana,* J||§ Journal g£ Southern History* XXII (Hevcsther 194?), 
460-491.
13 Woofter, gg* cit** p* 1?»
14 Sdward E» Lewis* The Mobility of tha Kegro (Hew fork* Colua- 
hia Bnivereity Press* 1931), p. U6* See also, jr* L* Webb and F. A. Mer­
rill, 9°ttQn SSL Wesvils. United States Department of Agriculture, Mis­
cellaneous Bulletin Bo* 35 (Washingtons Government Printing Office, 
1929), asp, p. 8*
uthroughout tho Gettea Bolt a repetition of events occurred as 
the weevil approached* Cotton farmors oast and north of the Infested 
anas, hoping to benefit from tfa© lower production in the weevil »o»e* 
planted largo acreages# then the weevil neared there was always the 
desperate attempt to make one last big crop before the Insect arrived. 
Therefore each season as the weevil advanced into new areas. It dis­
organised thea seriously because many farmers had obtained ©specially 
heavy crop leans in order to put evevy available acre into the crop* 
For a few years following the arrival of the weevil, a state of severe 
disorder continued; then gradually farmers* asrchants* bankers* every­
one learned to discount weevil damage* methods of partial control wars 
utilised, sad a reorganisation of agricultural techniques fQllew«d*15 
Tho degree of the initial weevil infestation varied widely from 
one locality to another* Tbs temperatures of the previous winter* 
vegetation of the area* humidity of the summer* soil type, and perhaps 
fast the chance migrations of the insect seem to have Influenced the 
amount of Infestation* In any event* some portions ©f the South were 
disrupted mere than ethers* In plantation areas* the inability of the 
plantation to shift from staple production caused the collapse of 
many plantations which had previously been managing to hold ©n*^
His wssnril led to considerable other readjustments in the Cotton 
Belt* Far the first fwr years of infestation* faoUy-sise farms were
Lewis* sit,
2* re* on excellent account of the extreme disorganisation which 
followed the presence of the weevil in an area of very heavy initial 
infestation* see Arthur F* Raper* Tenants g£ JJja Almighty (Hew Xorks 
She Macmillan Co.* 1943)* pp. 155-175.
in a stronger position than the plantations because small faraere 
could diversify, wait It out on what they could crow to sab, and operate 
with little overhead* The loss of the long end siHgr staple of Sea 
Island cotton, which was doo»ed by the weevil on account of Its very 
slew maturation, gave a great impetus to the development of Irrigated 
areas in the feet which produced Egyptian ootton, and also to the de­
velopment of quick-staring long-stapl© varieties suited to the Delta* 
Whan the method of weevil control through poisoning was developed, 
the relative positions of the small faraer and the large operator 
were reversed* Because the planter could m m  readily afford the cost 
of poison, effective equipment to m m  in the process, and the labor ia~ 
vslved, those areas of plantation production which managed to rids out 
the first few pears of sever® Infestation probably emerged relatively 
strengthened in cotton production* finally, the spread of the weevil 
throughout the Gotten Belt caused a decided shift in acreage westward 
and northward— westward because in the dry climate of iasoh of western 
ferae and Oklahoma, the weevil did not thrive and northward because 
the mom severe the winter, the fewer the weevils* The development of 
large-scale cotton production In the Missouri boot-hsel was the moat 
spectacular northward extension of cotton production, although the 
plateau areas of northern Alabama and parts of the Piedmont of Worth 
Carolina and even Virginia had increases in acreage*!? Cotton acreage 
end production declined in much of the Southeast; especially in the 
Coastal areas of the region, cotton became a thing of the past*
17 John D. Black, Marion Clawson, Charles E* Sayre, and Walter 
W. Wilcox, Pam Management (New lorkt The Macmillan Co*, 1947), ?* S1Q*
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Those areas of the South la which the cotton plantations survived 
the shaky economy ceased by the coming of th© weevil regain today 
these areas la which plantations are important* Subsequent events have 
affected the plantations but do not see® to have altered their ^ ©gra­
phical distribution very much.
The depression of the 1930*3, of course, placed a great strain upon 
the plantation eeeaosy* Many plantations changed hands during this 
period, but these seems to have been little break-up of plantations 
Into sa&UUr units or little transfer of them from cotton production* 
With the coming of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the position of 
the planter was probably improved* Discussion of the relative merits 
and faults of this program is of no concern here, but the consensus of 
opinion seems to be that the administration of the program was such 
that the planters were quite generally strengthened in their relation­
ship with their laborers, and in some ways were benefited as* compared 
with the small independent farmer*
Thus far this summary of the influence© determining the extent and 
mature of the contemporary plantation has dealt with the plantation m  
a unit* The principal effect of the iUAJU and the simultaneous 
advance of mechanisation on the cotton plantation, however, was not m  
the extent of the plantation, but on the position of labor on the plan­
tation* A brief review of the labor systems used in plantation opera­
tions is necessary for an understanding of the changes which took place* 
At the end of the Civil War, the initial system under which the 
ex-slaves were induced to return to work was the continued provision 
for them of the old and accustomed way of living, the continued super­
vision which they had always known, with payment in wages* This system
17
ha* newer passed out of ©sdatenee altogether, but within a ;,ew years 
of the end of tbs Civil far, the widely publicised sharecropping sys- 
t w  of plantation labor devolved* Th© planters of Bsoonetraction days 
favored it because payment of wages in the form of an agreed share of 
the erop tended to heap th© restless frsadmen m  the place until 
settlement tine at the end of the piekin?r season} and, also It re* 
quirod the outlay of much smaller amounts of cash*
Coder this system* the planter ordinarily supplies the laborer 
with a place to live end advances bin supplies at th© plantation com­
missary er through a town merchant, th# length of this period of 
•ftonishing* varies, but usually it lasts from ©ae-fcurtfe to one-half 
of the year* The planter also provides work ©took and fa» implements* 
S© or his manager decides problems of production and supervision of 
the labor* The cropper and members of his family provide labor* to be
j
supplemented if me&tmv? by hired labor* which may be in part charged 
against the cropper. The crop is divided between th© planter and the 
•topper* usually on a 50*50 basis* From the planter*© share come taxes, 
operating expenses, replacement of equipment* and so forth} from the 
cropper9* share comes the amount of indebtedness which h® has incurred 
during the period of furnish and any ether debts to th© planter which 
he nay have accumulated. High interest rates are ordinarily charged 
him en his indebtedness*
There are many variations of the system from place to place* One 
variation, act so cotmon a® formerly, is that of the share tenant* This 
laborer offers more, perhaps equipment and workstook, and correspondingly 
receive* a larger proportion of the total crop* Share renters and cash 
tenants are rare on plantations, although both are common in recessive
18
plantation areas•
Plantations operated by the wa£e**labor system usually support a 
larger labor fore© throughout th© y^ar than do large-soal© agricultural 
enterprises elsewhere In th© nation* laborers ay© paid ©ash sagos* by 
a definite period of tins or a certain amount of work accomplished; 
they s*o ordinarily permitted to reside on to place, and may, during 
periods of slack work* b© able to get son© advances to b© taken from 
their later wages, These advances are ©cldo® as liberal as those 
allowed croppers, however, and often are not allowed at all for fear the 
laborer may simply leave# Xu addition to this type of “regular® wage 
labor, t o  plantation nay employ utility labor (such as a mechanic to 
keep th© tractors and. other machinery In order) and ©xtr®. wag© labor 
(such as piekers in to fall)*^
Despite all that has been written in criticism of to sharecropping 
system, it has provided a livelihood for farm laborers who had nothing 
to offer but their labor. Xn general to laborers themselves much 
prefer It to wa,:e labor because it offers them greater security in to 
lean souths and because it gives them a tone© to make a reasonably 
good income is these years ton both production and prices are good*
the relative advantage to th© plantar of one system or another 
varies according to economic outlook and degree of scarcity of labor. If 
labor is plentiful, so tot the planter does not have to worry about 
having an adequate supply ©n h&ad during the rash seasons, and if prices 
are high, he finds to w©f®~ labor system to his advantage# If conditions
1® This discussion of labor arrangements follows that of Brannea, 
Relation s£ M m  J& jflaaMiea PP« 19-23#
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thm share system was particularly favorable to landowners during the 
early depression years#21
With th® advent of the A.A*1«, the situation m s  changed# As a 
result of reduced acreages in cotton and the conceal taut meehanlsa- 
tioa of production techniques, fever laborers m m  needed* At the 
seme time the demand for laborers decreased, migration became less at­
tractive as a result of severe economic conditions In cities* Thus the 
necessity of maintaining and furnishing a large labor supply of croppers 
see dimiitiahad, since day labor was available for rush seasons* Also, 
the gradual rise in the price of cotton, whiles the general rate of wstgm 
remained lev, made the wag® sysbm  more profitable# Payments for the 
seduction of acreage mere supposed to be shared with the laborer when 
he held tenant or cropper status; wage laborer® had me claim to those 
payments#
These seas factors encouraged a trend toward mechanisation which 
weald, in any event, have come sooner or later* Th© acreage shifted 
from setton was usually planted in crop© for which mechanised techniques 
were mere conventional then they were for cotton production; hone®, 
the planter found himself able to benefit by buying tractors for use 
in these supplementary crops# Once he had the tractors, h® used the® 
for cultivating cotton too# Moreover, the availability of labor for the 
bead work that remained In cotton production tempted th© planter to 
mechanise end reduce the number of laborers maintained# The foot that 
this sort of thing was not supposed to occur under th® provisions of
21 Fred 0. Frey m m  T* lyxrn Smith, "The Influence of the A#&*A* 
Cotton Program upon the Tenant, Cropper, and Laborer,*1 l\uml §qctolfl&3r« I 
(December 193d), 491*
21
the A.A.A. merely slewed, bat did sot prevent, th© process; less expen­
sive production techniques ecmld not be overlooked in th© depression years. 
Furthermore, since may planters found it difficult to provide &ie con- 
ventian&l "furnish# for croppers daring the early part of the depression, 
they welcomed a shift to th® wage-labor system, in wieh th© patema- 
listic responsibilities were not so firmly established. Urns, the ef­
fects of the A*A.A. and of mechanisation worked together and interde- 
pendently to encourage a redaction in th© number of laborers used and 
S shift toward a wage-lsher sywiea.22
the shift to the vage system was seldom sudden, drastic, or com­
plete on any one plantation* Instead, it want on slowly bet steadily 
throughout th© plantation areas of the South during th© depression 
years. A follow-^ study in 193? of the plantations sampled in 1934 
hy Woofter and his associates found that m  the average plantation th© 
msaber of families had declined fro® 37 t© 34 per 1,000 acres of crop­
land. In plantation areas wt&ere it had been common, share tenancy 
bad declined markedly and th© number of sharecroppers had remained 
fairly constant, since those who became wag® laborers were replaced, by 
former share tenants. In areas where share tenancy had cover been 
important, there was a decline in th© number of sharecroppers. Uni­
versally, the importance of wa;-*© laborers Increased* Forty-on© per 
cent of all acreage on the plantations was hamrsted m  cropland worked
22 sv G * Mcraeely, Glen I. Barton, Land Tpnure Arkansas. II, 
“Change in Labor Organisation on Cotton Farms,® University of Arkansas 
A.S.S. Bulletin 397 (Fayetteville, Arkansas, June 1940), pp. 9-17*
22
wage labor In 1937* as compared with 36 per cent in 1934*23 Typi­
cally* a large part of th# work cm cropland diverted fms cotton to 
other crop# was don® by wag# labor; whereas cropping remained nor® im­
portant in th# production of cotton itself#
Relatively few plantations in th# South m®&m a complete shift to 
wag* labor* Analysts of th# 1943 census materials* to b® nod# below* 
indicates that most plantations in th# principal plantation areas still 
haw# tenants and croppers upon them* €o»pro«ise arrangements haw# ba­
con# common# the most frequent type of eosabination wag© systems new 
used In th® Delta eoEisiEta of maintaining a portion of the cotton 
acreage in the sharecropping system* ParticuXarly whim th# wartime s&~ 
gretiens and relaettve-eervlce inductions brought a return of labor 
shortages* the planters again found the cropping system advantageous 
because It ties laborers to the plantation during the growing season* 
the remainder of the acreage la farmed by wage labor# fhe exact pro- 
portion of total acreage operated under one system or another varies 
widely from section to section* depending partly upon the extent to which 
mechanisation has taken place and partly upon the exact degree of se­
verity of the local labor shortage#
Another combination gy#t$® which has gained. Increasing popularity 
In th# last few years is the "quasi share-labor" system# the planta­
tion residents are not croppers or wag® laborers; they are both# Acreage 
is still allotted for work on shares* but th# amount of such acreage per
23 WlUlam C. Hollay, Sllan Winston, T. „ Hooftsr, Jr., 2&S £lfl2* 
iftUa &»*{> (1934.-1937), fiMsoreh Monograph Ho. XXIX, Federal forks 
Agency* Works Frojeots Administration (Washingtons Government Printing 
Office* 1940)* pp. xril and 6#
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tfMtXjr 1{» not enough to require the family* s full working tine* Their
income from this Inadequate acreage is supplsaentod by w&sk for wags*
«  ^ he remainder of the plantation^ This system say eventually n»»
salt In an arrangement in the Cotton Bolt m %  unlike that Of ports of
letln Aaerica, where toe laborer has too right to live on and cultivate
a small plot, but derives his principal income from wages reoeiwwd for
work on the landlord1 s acreage*
In a demographic study of plantation areas, an imderstonding of
shifts in cwssr-laborer relationships is necessary because population
changes are both causes and results ©f such shifts* The continuing 
*
increase of mechanisation m  toe Southern cotton plantation pra&eet 
continuing changes In planter-laborer relationships and in the total 
raaber of laborers required* Th@ wartime and immediate postwar labor 
shortage has given great impetus to a speed-up of mechanisations 
She recent widespread adoption of to® flam thrower for weed erediea- 
tioa and to® begInning of the acceptance of toe mechanical picker re­
present the initial stops In the final stages of the process of mechani­
sation of cotton production* The Influence of this process upon future 
demographic trends within cotton-producin® areas is tremendous*
24 Alexander, jg>» clt*. pp* $7-61*
The planters who suffered most from the wartime shortage of 
fata labor were the very cmae too, by retaining throughout the depression 
too old production techniques and resisting th® temptation to reduce toe 
labor force through mechanisation, had complied with to© Utotal in- 
lunations of to® A*A*A* and the paternalistic traditions of to® region* 
fro* their experience was bom a deteroination on the part of many to 
adopt mechanised production and remove themselves from dependence upon 
fluctuations in the else of th© labor force* Of* Alvin Ll Bertrand,
•The Social Processes end Mechanisation of Southern Agricultural Sys­
tems,” Banal Soalolftgg m i  (March,1948), 31-39*
u8n experimental farms in the Mississippi Delta plantation area 
in 1944 It m s  demonstrated that machine pinking m &  not only pos­
sible but eounoaical on large plantations# th© cost of pinking pax* 
bale by nankin* was ojriy $7*33# Honour, machine pinking m s  tmsshle? 
than hand oinking, causing a loss in value par bale of $10*40# Also, 
it m s  loss thorough, inari^ about 17*42 north of cotton in the field 
far every hale pinked by hand* Adding them losses from machine pinking 
to th© cost of operation and sj&intemnc© of th© resulted in a
total nest per bale of $33*40* SSnee Ur cost of picking by tod at 
prevailing wage rates was 437*74, this resulted In a saving by use of 
the aaehine of only 14*34 per bale* This m s  too small a saving to 
ifsmnt the le&g® initial investment involved in fmrbhasing mechanical 
pickers for cay but the largest plantations# The m&tmilmX picker, 
however, is still la an experimental stage; th© fact that m  long ago 
as 1944 It a s  deemed practical fov» l&ige plantations probably mean© 
that the tine whan it is practical for th# average plantation Is ap»
pr©aeblng*26
Welch and Miley do not anticipate a rapid shift to complete mechani­
sation.* They think it oUl be gradual* Th# fact that Southern plants-* 
tion 1fiber t o  little experience with machinery and that skilled mechanics 
are needed to care for th© largo amount of machinery required sill retard 
the general adoption of mechanised cotton production* Sentiment, the 
tradition ©f paternalism, and vested economic interests is th© operation
36 Frank J. W«loh ar.d 6. Gray i!iley, fit ,&i£ SaSiSS
Styyftgia lilsslssippi State College jU8*S* Bulletin 420 (State College, 
Mississippi, June 1943}, p* IS*
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concerned as the by-product ef a study dealing primarily with southing 
else* -As the result* om writer will aMmtian sosething about the fan*- 
ily composition of plantation Xtborerss another will consent upon mi­
gration trends j a till another will ebssrv® fertility Qhar&ctorisstlas*
It is mecessary to attempt to refer boro to all such casual m e s t s * 
the sore pertinent of these observations will He «Ltcd in tbs discussion 
of the partleulr; r phases of deecgraphy to which they apply* At this 
point* however, it in desirable to review in sons detail those studies 
in which varied deaogrcpfeie features of plantation areas have received 
attention* Coordinated deeogsephle studies which attewpt to m&Xym 
all features of the population characteristics, cf plantation areas 
are few*
Th© study directed by Woofter, which included a sample, of planta­
tions from all pert® of th® South* averaged data for all plantations in 
onto to depict what sight he ©ailed the wtypical plantation** ®oofter*a 
definition of the plantation* based on da© alona* has aXm&cly bean 
criticised* His aatfaod of selecting plantations for sta^y also deserves 
criticism. His selection was partly based on #10 relative importance 
of plantations in the various states in 1910} 3$ therefore* It m s  too 
heavily weighted with plantations in those states whs re the mmgrn of 
the boll weevil caused a decline in the importance of the system* But 
the study has the great advantage of taring included cotton plantations 
throughout the entire Southeast and of hawing eltetn^bsd altogether 
wilts smaller than th© desired ©tse® In 1934* the typical plantation 
consisted of about 907 acres* of which only 385 war© in harvested cropland*
29 iroorter, jsi al-» hmdim* sad Sswsit m  M& <&a&a S ta ls-
tion. pp. 243-244*
28
Cotton accounted for 44 per eent of the total harvested acreage, or 
approximately 170 acme* On tfa© ®rog« pla&tatleii lived 14 
exsliidinc that of the landlord* Of theisc, 2 mtm white, 12 war© Hegro* 
the avsrage age of th® h^ad of the family ws# 41$ the average also of 
th© family, about 4 *ercbers*30
Fro* the point of view of ®»th©delogy in popilatioa analysts, a 
study by Hitt represent© the ©asset opposite to Wooft©rfa* Iherms 
Woofter* & study coders th® entire South and make© only incidental do- 
Biographic obgelations* Kitt*s study, based m  field interviews, applies 
to only one ward la one leolslena parish*33 nevertheless, it provides 
the ssest adequate available ecHBpstrlscn th© demographic traits
associated with plantations and with other type© of feres* Until 
additional field studies of th® m e  type have been mad© in other plan­
tation areas, it will bo impossible to fe© sure Just how representative 
of the entire region the selected ward Is* lb© particular ward studied 
is m  area dominated by the large plantation, but containing within it 
a few faaily-siae farms, mostly owned by Hegrocs, which have «2&®t@d 
they© for a long time. In addition, it contains land only recently 
opened for settlement, moat of it having been in swamp* la the m m  
ground, settlement has proceeded largely through the clearing of 
swampland for faasily-sts© farms* By the time ©f the study, th#se new 
farms had become considerably sore naesmis then the old, established
Ibid*. p, xxxil,
31 Homer L* Hitt, WA Comparative Analysis of th® People on 
Ground Farms, Plantations, and Old Family Fame in the Upper Mississippi 
Celts of ta*islana#* Bural Sociology, TII (Bccesber 1942), 404-4M*
farms.
la bis comparison and contrast of th© ueopl© who lived m  these 
fluttering types of farms* Hitt fotmi ih&t ©m th© plantations, there 
«ii 3 Hegr© f senilis s for every white one* Is the now ground, the 
ratios were reversed* the whites outnumbering the degrees 4 to 1* the 
age ecmposittcm of the Wegroes on the plantations was eharaetsriasa by 
few children. There were few eld people, witen ©osapared with the age 
distribution ©f population general throughout th© nations but m m  
tide ssftll number of old people esaeeded the oldsters m  the newly 
cleared lands* The Xong-establlwhsd famllytsifte forms eoatainefl meh 
the largest proportion of old people* Family sis© in all categories 
among Hegroe-s was ©sailer than is usual among rural people, and on «&ch 
type of farm the $©ga& family was smaller than the shits family* Ad­
ditional data included in this study are sited in th© dissuasion of 
the family* Th© data upon th© family suggest lower fertility for 
Hegroes and plantation residents than for whites m d  residents of 
fteslly^ eis© fana©*32
Is this study and in a related study drawn frm th© same ward,33 
eoasldsrabl© information about migration into this plantation area 
is presented* This material is discussed in m m  detail in Chapter Y, 
tee m l ?  a few remarks ©f a general nature will fee sited at this time*
A large proportion of the total population of the ward m s  bom outside 
the Delta* A groat deal of mobility was shown to oidnt for both moss*
33 Ibid,
33 Homer L. Hitt* Recent Sfiaratlcm Ifrto and Within jfc Saga* Uflf 
jgslpni Delta of Louisiana. Louisian© State Hnlirerelty a .S.S. Bulletin 
3 6 4  (B^tan Bouge,jSTlSi3), pp. 1-53*
30
***** f e r e - M i g r a t i o n  being common* In th© ward *s a whole they®
se® a net gals of migrants, which can be aors than ® m m n tad for by the 
MNgfeaad settlements* The len^-setiled plantation district® ewmirsttt* 
3jf had considerable less of population during the flopression, a mm**' 
Jtetws eon si stoat with th® treads 5. n labor requirements discussed 
above* A® Kitt points out, wFor the total Delta area* these findings 
ssy have ths following implications* (!) Th© s&oont of' n«ir ground 
settXessnt occurring in th© Delta pari shea since 1930 nay haw® « dis­
tinct bearing on whether th® total £«** pops&atfms of each showed, an 
increase or a decrease through asigr&tien between 1930 «mfi 194-0* (2)
Small set changes to total nixsber* in somm parishes may obaeure narked 
spatial redistributions of th© fare population •* 34>
Fro® the point of view of the present study the eriatnuee of the 
sent grmssd withia tfco Delta Is unfortunate, became it introduces into 
an area in which there one* was almost complete plantation dominance 
ssctbsr element wkich eannot be separated demography es'tly ?rc& the 
plantation population* In soiae Instances:., the afst-gmisd settlements 
hare been made within the plantation framework* either by ©rtendiag 
the area of exietirtg plantations or 'by creating now plantations through 
the purchase and cleaning of large tracts*35 In Louisiana and .Arkansas, 
however, most of the settlement has been undertaken with ownership t\& 
th® goal* In a study in the f&aloraifflp Area of Mosissippi, it wsj.s
34 rbld.. ?. 9.
35 fhilip K, .Tones, John ib Mason and Joseph T. Elwove, 3How 
Settlement In the Delta of the Lower Mississippi Talley* ** JcdM&X s£ 
Jm& 2£& gahUfi ]&&&&! £Sfi39^SS» xra (IToveifoer 1941),
31
tfeftt Duly a slight aa^ crrlty of th© settlors were attempting to cl ar
f«r their ownership, eacteneiost of existing plantations being m m  
Important there than in the other two states*^ Thors ©s&acd to V* m  
sharp demographic differences between cnvasrtt sod non-owners in the 
H W ,,|WiaS area of Mississippi, except those which rasy he accounted for 
by different proportions of th© tip© race© in the tenure cutegories* 
®»** have been many other studios dealing with the nm^gvmmd 
element in the Mississippi Delta, but the material c&ted abcr/e 3©em© to 
cover those points which should be kept in Mud in the interpretation 
of dots In this study. It is ironic that th© new-ground settles® nt, 
which after all involved only a small proportion ©f the Southern popu­
lation, herald have received detailed fumly&ls in several studies, 
because it represented a new trend, and a modem version of pi 
settlement®; whereas th© plantation© of th@ South, of far sore isipor- 
bs69| received little attention, presumably because of the very fact 
that they are, and have so long been, commonplace*
Sns less material is available in the form of field studios which 
include oomasnis upon the demographic feature.® of plantation areas oast 
Of the Mississippi delta, S&per note© that is plantation districts in 
Georgia the population ha© become “whiter,1* Be concludes that this 
change has eoa* about through the deeline in the umber of Bagro la* 
borers required ©ft plantation© and through the migration Into plantation 
districts of snail white farmers who have cleared laud® too sterile for
36 Bafioli Heberle sad Udell Jolley, glasl^ aifliai %fitei*tqsE IMS. 
§&£&» ^asto° Sawemt., ’*Social Factors Section,n United State© Department 
of Agriculture, preliminary edition, (1941), P» 29*
32
the plantations m  have bought parcels of bankrupt plantations* In- 
foroatten which Baper obtained upon th® selective nature of migration 
trcm an area of bankrupt plantations will be discussed in Chapter V,
But of th# composition of the population itself, h® reports nothin; 
aor are there many adequate comparisons betseen people on plantation# 
end those on other types of fsrae*37
Another source of demographic information upon plan tuition areas 
Bay be found in demographic studios of th® states in which definite 
sections are known to contain important concentration# of plantations* 
there aie three such studies which havo analysed the population of their 
states with the importance of the plantation system in ai»d*38. in these 
studies j seme demographic features characteristic of the Delta counties 
dominated by the plantation were theses m  age distribution resembling 
that of urban areas; relatively low fertility, especially a m g  Hegroee; 
an increase in the relative proportion of white people; and, in Miss­
issippi and Arkansas, considerable gains fro© migration during the 1920*8. 
Sa&th gees a step further in interpretation than the other two authors*
He not only points out the feet that iha parishes of large plantations 
possess these distinctive demographic traits, but he also suggests a 
linking of these traits with the comereiallss^d nature of the system 
of agriculture*39 This s&m relationship, as applied to fertility only,
yf Baper, Preface £sBSSBS$Z» 185*195*
39 Paul B. foreman, Mississippi FonolaMon J^nds, (private edition 
of thesis, Y&nderbilt CniverSiiy, 1*39/, pp.?, 7> 38, x43*
s » “  r i r « .
T. larou Salth, The PonBletloia of boulaianai l£a reposition Jiggl Chanca#* 
Louisiana State University A.S.S. »3lraS 293 ( l a S K ^ e 9 November 1937/»
pp. 8, 22, 41*
39 Sffilth, n *  garalsMon j£ Louisiana. p. a.
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is noted sod hypothetically attributed to ccHasKwroialiised agriculture 
by Taeuber* sod by Bayer sad B©id*40
A demographic analysis of South Carolina did not relate features 
of dst population to plantations* tut did provide analysis of warn 
Itetoe of the population ty counUea, m  that oertaia traits of the 
plantation counties these ssay be easily obtained* (kmsiaemble migra­
tion from these eetmtles since 1920* which r<mghly is the date of the 
snivel of the weevil these* was noted* as was the expectation that 
this rate of outnlgratioa would continue* A distinct raoial different 
tiatioa in wig ration trends existed* with these areas losing a larger 
proportion of their degrees than of their whites* reflecting probably 
little were than the eonoeniratioa of the Usgroea on the plantations 
and of white* os smaller fame in the ar®a*4X
the dearth ofmateri&l Is evident* both of regional studies smi 
of studies of epecifie plantation areas within tbs region* Especially 
to be r ^ r ^ t w  1# the paucity of available demographic materiel referring 
to the Slack -gelt ©f Alabama* In feet* even the information relating to 
the agricultural ©j^ anisaiioii ©f this formerly very important planta­
tion district Is extremely United*
40 Conrad faeuber* “Agriculture and Current Population fronds/ 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society* J&XX (February 1939}*
4gg-409#
Arthur F, Baper* Xra Be A» Bold* Sharecroppers (Chapel Hills Uni­
versity of Bortfe Carolina Frese* 1941)* p* 56.
41 Allen i), SdwanJs, Population Bastion is fiMTOEWB Sl§ IB” 
tiflOrot Opportunities Jp South Carolina» South ferollm A*!S*&* of Gibson 
Agricultural College* Bulletin i W  (ciel&eon* S. €** May 1945)* pp# 30-36*
uttengus** study Amsriaan -rural ugloiu provides a little Infor­
mation am demographic features of the Alabama Black Belt and other 
Southern subregions* By as examination of the limited demographic data 
oemtalned Id tki® study, a Bax* beginning cam be made of the analysis 
of the papulat-icm structure ©f the Alabama Black Belt, the Mississippi 
Staff* area, a small aate^ioa in southern Georgia in which are located 
tana cotton and more peanut plantations, and a subregion along the 
Strife Ctarell&a~«$0ttth Carolina border containing a few counties of 
eonsider&hle concentration of pliustatieais* ta all ef these subregions, 
the proportion of the total farm population which is Megro is m&* 
siderahly larger than is -the ease in the lastam Old South as a whole* 
Xm the Carolina border aasbraglon legroes comprise a little over 50 
par nut of the farm population; in the other $ subregions, they make 
up ewer JO per cent of the total* these percentages compare with a 
figure of ©test 35 per ©ant of the fare peputaticm which is ffegm in 
the rest of t&e Eastern Ota S©uth*42
iyff sdSitie®al smterisl yes presented for thise subregions* 
For®ign~bem white elements were rare in the farm population, but m m  
m mm. relatively mm anmsrous than in the farm jwfatatioi* of the 
Eastern Old South as a whole* This was due to a slight concentration 
of ferolgn-feora white femora in the Mississippi Staffs area* The 
Indian papulation of th® Carolina border made up about 8 per sent of 
the total farm population of that subregion, but elsewhere this group
42 A* E« Manges, Kural Bakinas. J&g Halted SSSISS# Federal Works 
Projects Mataistration, division of Baeeareh (faSSagtoat Government 
Printing Off lee, 1940}, supplementary Table 3, pp* 131-136.
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%feaala of aaadeas hcwogesieity 1© a igcaher of traits, perhaps these 
atateseute an® at least reasonably valid far the plantation cooties.
ifengus presents a little oof© detailed Infom&tion for th© Miss­
issippi Holts* since this area is classified m  a major far© region 
rather than as a subregion of the Eastern Old South* He notes that the 
lag&ea has the largest proportion of Hegroos of say mjer region in 
the nation* with about three-fourths of the farm population feeing 
Megre* & larger proportion of the white faro population is foreign- 
boms than is true of the adjacent (B&stem 034 South ana Western Old 
South) regions, though it is still slightly Isas than 1 per sent. The 
regia® has the ascend smallest average family else of any region in 
the nation (following the F&r West) and the lowest fertility ratio 
of the entire South* with the solo exception of sou^iom Florida*
Ho also states that the Inf ant mortality rats Is high in the region* 
and that during the depression years the region as a whole was charac­
terised fey out-*lpnti©n of its fare population*^
k few characteristic traits of the population structure of plan­
tation counties emerge fwm  this review of the fr&gm&tary literature 
relating to the demography of plantation areas* Meat emphatic and ssost 
obvious is what 3ms been called *the tenaeicus three-way association 
between good land* the plantation, and the Hegre*H46 Hut that this 
characteristic feature of plantation counties is steadily, If slowly 
weakening nay fee seen fey the fact that almost everywhere in plantation
p* 22*
gBdth, JQg Sociology jg| Eural J&£g, p« 318.
37
aftftft* the 8«gre proportlon of the pepolstton is
Another characteristic of plantation areas is the importance of 
migration away free th® plantations* Apparently this has besa loss £&» 
psarta&i in the Potto than in other areas# Higration into plantation 
az«S8 seen* to tar© received littlo oomm%$ m M  perhaps was not an im­
portant esnepi In the Delta* ^ie Delta had a not gain of mi­
grants In ths 1920*e* Idatted portions of the Delta also had a net 
gain of aigrents in the X930f%  but this eaa* from mw*>growtd settlement* 
There more losses in population m  the 
gnatien is w r y  frequent in the Delta# 
the low of the Delta ie a
him stmehnse wfeish has reeeivsd
established that the .fertility of oih&r plmt&tim areas Is not eoopar- 
ably lev* nevertheless* the fertility of these areas seen® to be only 
moderately high* The popular eoneeptXon of the high Mrlh rate of 
fiegreea m  the plantation in bom© oat m m % often in the OaroXinaa, for 
only there is the fertility of plantation areas particularly high# 
ffwrtll faariiy sine seens to he eb&wetarlstia of the plantations 
of the Soatfe* epeahi&i generally* and of the Delta in particular* Also 
characteristic of the Delta is an age ©opposition rather life© that of 
urban dietriets* with few children* m m  pssr&ms In 
and fen eld people#
Since the purpose ef thX© study ie to arrive at ai 
Of the daeegiaphie features associated with plantations* the prlwaaey 
eenroe ef materials utilised ie the decennial census reports ef
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comparing the age composition of different populations with a standard 
population, the sex ratio, the fertility ratio, and crude rates of 
birth, death, infant mortality, and natural i»or©ase*4^
The reason for baaing moat of the watai&I in this study upon oon- 
sua reports is, of course, that the oensus provides our main reser­
voir of deaographie information* to a considerable degree the purpose 
ef this study may be achieved, it is believed, by using this stand­
ardized source of data for those counties in which the predominance of 
the plantation may be demonstrated* the most adequate method ef analysing 
the relationship between the plantation and demographic traits would be 
to analyse the population which actually resides on, and makes a living 
from, the plantation* Such material, however, is not presented in the 
census* An actual field enumeration of population of plantations would 
sake possible a direct approach to tbs problem, but there are many 
difficulties standing in the way of such an enumeration* A conclusive 
study of this sort would require enumeration of families upon planta­
tions throughout the on tire Cotton Belt* Otherwise, there would be 
the danger that the relationships found and attributed to the planta­
tion system itself might arise merely from the characteristics of the 
particular locality studied, or from the particular type of plantation 
found 1® that locality* The South ie large, ©o a private enumeration 
of plantations over the entire region would consume time and money out 
of all proportion to any practical considerations, unless the sample
4® Most of these techniques have become conventional!zed in res­
pect to their form m d  method of computation* In this study, they follow 
the usage found in Smith, £gsl9laa M  M m l  !M&> PP* 7 $> 1*9 
135-136, 159, and 16S*
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limitations cf census data* Census materials e b m  many Inaccuracies 
dtie t© faulty enumeration or to look of knowledge or deliberate fal- 
©ificatloa ©a the part of porooas being enumerated, the allowances 
*hieh must bo made for those inaeeumeto will bo discussed at rele­
vant points to the ©toy*
Ibrhaps a a©re serious limitation lies la tbs fast that it is 
Impossible to Isolate the segments of the rural-f&rm population which 
live ©s plantations from those which do not* In no 00011%  Is the «g* 
teat of plantation predominance 100 per cent, and to the extent that 
the plantation fails to attain that percentage of predominance* ©the? 
elements enter into the nnml«*farm population* It is conealrabl® that, 
in a county in which t5 per mnt of the agricultural population lives 
on plantations* the demographic traits, of the other 25 per m m % of the 
agricultural population sdght he so marked as to alto the demography of 
the entire county, Especially if tost population augments represent 
extreme in certain tometoistiss, th© county total will merely show 
an Intermediate state which may fail to give a pic toe of the planta­
tion system and its effects* fhereforo the nature of t o  extraneous 
elements within to population of plantation counties must be kept in 
mind throughout the analysis*
Another factor influencing the demographic structure of t o  farm 
population is the degree of urban influence© which operate to modify 
the population of rural areas* The significance of this facto is of 
great Importance in t o  study of fertility. It has been said that R every 
refinement introduced into the data concerning the net reproduction 
rate in t o  Salted States tends to emphasise t o  importance of t o
42
araml-orbe® differential in fertility*0 49 Furthernorvt, not only doe# 
fertility vary toy residence, tout the fertility of the rural^far® pogra* 
iraries toy proadaity to urban seniors*^ ^  ^  ©xawple of a
ftoetor Independent of the syrfcssa of egrleultare which may ®jmr% in* 
fluenee upon both plantation and nonplaataticm areas* In m  attempt to 
increase the ©oapesebility of counties, all m m  classified a® to the 
degree of urban iafluencos present* a® explained in the next chapter* 
the greatest danger to the entire method of seeking* through the 
nee ef census material®, the relationship Imtmm the plantation and 
d>86gfft|M.6 characteristics* then* lies in the possibility that the 
influence ef ether factors m y  enter in to camouflage that relation 
ship* The methodolegie&l pmomtt^m described above will partly m** 
tase the danger of misleading interpretetiena*, In addition to these* 
there is a© substitute for ^ oossEsor^ sen®©1* precautions In interpretation 
ef date* In this study the plantation system is considered a® the 
•constant^ with which daaegtftphie characteristics say be related; it 
will toe necessary throughout to keep in mind the *verlables* which 
way also he at work influencing these eismeterlfttles*
49 T. Lynn Smith, Population Analysis (low torki Mcftraw Hill 
and Company, 1948}* p* 218*
2® U&ny demographic studios have pointed out this relationship* 
For example®, see J. Allan Beagle and T# Lynn Smith, iM£~
fry in Lonialana. Louisiana State University il© 'S«rS a Bulletin 403 
ISSSb Baug®, June 1946), $»• 20; b w ' J* A* Kolb and Fi. DoS* Brunner,
L Study of Rural Society (Hovlsed Mition, Boston* Houghton Mifflin and 
Company, 1940),p. 181*
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is Chapter I# it was pointed out tot relatively few pXaniriAlcnB operate 
•atireljr by wag© labor.* Also, careful examination of t o material 
Miitg with the acreage of unit® in different slsse categories and the 
material reported showing cash wage© mid for hired labor indicate 
that thm m  are, la feet, no such counties*
At the outset, all eomtAcs la the report were Hated if 50 per 
©set or sere' of the harvested acreage in the county was found on 
multiple unite* Then, all counties la whiah $0 par cent or more of 
the farsa population resided ©a multiple unite were listed.2 Those to 
lists were then compared, and these counties which were not on both 
were eliminated* la Georgia, there were 45 counties in which were 
located no cities ef 25,OOpf or norm and in which multiple*-viait opera­
tion* prau^sdaated, from the point of rtm of both Turn residents and 
acreage harvested. Georgia was followed by Mississippi, wb&sh had 31 
such counties9 and by South Carolina, with 19* forth Carolina had 14j 
Arkansas b&d 10| Louisiana, 9? Alabama, only 6| and Missouri, 2. ^oXtlpl© 
unite did not outnumber single unite In ©Itor population or hsrwested 
acreage in a single Virginia ceanby*
1 Holley, Kinston, m  «d Hoofter, JQjft Plantation .&&&, 1934-1937,
3m * g^ *
* ItoHftft Ctonm* Aarjealtnre* 1945, **&altipl&-I&iii Opera­
tions,1* County Table I, for the appropriate state®, this report did not 
©over ell of the South, but only those states in which the relative la&“ 
portance of multiple units was considered greatest. Thus, Tennessee, Ken-
tueky* Oklahoma, Texas, and Florida were omitted altogether. It is 
possible that one or two counties ia extreme eastern feme and one or
two In extreme western Tonnes#*© might hev.- been added to the survey had 
thee* states been included • Of the states appearing in the report, only
7 counties in southeastern Missouri were included, and only 16 countie® 
in Virginia. Most of the mountain counties of forth Carolina and Arkansas 
were also omitted. The entire areas of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Georgia, and South Carolina were Included.
4$
The next step la the selection ef the plantation eomties consisted 
of applying nine different indexes ©f large-scale multlple-imlt organisa­
tion to these 136 ©onsite© m &  of rating each county m  each index* In 
every instance, the ©core; ef *1* ess applied to those counties in which 
it seemed that the trait measured by the index m s  present in a marked 
degree* the score M2** m s  applied when the trait, although less promi­
nent, still seemed ef enough Importance* to bo consistent with the concept 
of the plantation, the score *y* m s  applied when the trait m s  of even 
slighter significance, but sot s© slight as to role out the possibility 
of cotton-plantation operation* fee score H* m e  applied to so low a 
concentration of the measured trait that it messed evident that the 
cotton plantation could not be the dominant agricultural unit of the 
eouaty* Xn other words, a *4* on any single index m s  sufficient to dis­
qualify the county. all of the counties had teen assigned a rating
on each of the nine indexes, these were totaled,, Counties which had a 
total score of IS or less (in other words, an average of 2 points or less 
on each index) were considered eligible t© qualify as "plantation counties*1 
In this study, provided that no single figure In the rating of the county 
m e  a score of *4»* Thirteen counties ©f atypical features are not shorn
in fable I, but the scores of 123 counties are given* in explanation of
the meaning ©f tte score©, by columns, Immediately precedes the table*
the first index shown in fable I (Column I) is based on the per­
centage of the total harvested acreage devoted to cotton* Percentages 
on tel® index ranged from almost nothing in a few Korth Carolina Pied­
mont counties (where attXtiple-udlt operation® ere almost entirely en­
gaged In tobacco production) to above 50 per cent In a few Mississippi
4?
Delta counties*3 The most striking feature of the rat ng of counties 
cm this particular index was the consistency with which tho counties 
ef Arkansas end Louisiana, and the Delta portion® of Mississippi, ware 
given the rating of M1 ,K and the comparatively weak ratings of most 
Georgia counties.
The next indexes used in designating cotton plantation counties 
(Table X, Column® XX, XIX, IV, ¥, VI, and VII) score the counties cm 
the basis of the percentage of all harvested acreage in multiple 
unite of, or larger than, certain amount® of total acreage (which are 
derived fro® County Table XIX of Hi© source volume}* First of all, 
the else category used was that of $00 acres or more (Table I, Colusmll). 
Acreage of this sis® may be accepted without such doubt as being a 
rather large plantation in most of the South* When Hi® majority of 
all harvested acres in an entire county was found In multiple units 
of this size, it was felt that strong evidence of plantation predomi­
nance existed* The failure of a county to have most of It® harvested 
aeros In unit® of this size doe® not, however, that most of it®
agricultural operations may not still 'lie cm multiple units of sufficient 
sis* to bo considered plantations* The comities varied in this respect, 
from the 8*1 per cent of the total harvested acreage in Cleveland 
Comity, Sort*' Carolina, in unit® of 500 or sore seres, to 78*1 par cent 
in Tunica County, Mississippi*
The next three indexes .-measure Hi® proportions which the harvested 
acreage on multiple-unit operations of 220 total seres and larger, 180 
total acres and larger, and 140 total acres and larger, form of the 
total harvested acreage of the counties (Table X, Columns III, IF, and ¥)*
3 Xbfcl. * County Table II.
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m i s  i
seoftss of c m w m s  m  i m m  of mmt> sens vsm m  m m r i m  
rm &mon fum&tim comnm m  mi mmi
Items m  Eating Seels total
# «  # #  » • «• * * Seore
i ii m  iy v vi vii n n  u
AltAflni
Hale a 2 2
K»n|»aroiy 4 2 a
SBrsng© a a 2
Perry a a a
P13» 4 3 2
Wilcox a a a
A ft*1
Chicot •>» 2 2
Crittenden l 1 X
Cross 1 a 2
Bests 1 i 1
Jefferson 1 i 1
U s 1 a a
tdneeln 1 2 2
a&ssissippl 1 a a
Phillips 1 2 2
St* Francis 1 I %
Baker 4 1 1
Blackley 4 3 3
Brooks 4 3 2
Butts 1 3 a
Calhoun 4 2 2
Candler 4 2 a
Clay 4 2 2
Coffee 4 3 a
Colquitt 4 3 2
Cosntin 3 3 2
Crisp 4 2 2
Bosly 4 3 2
Early 4 3 2
Bwansl 3 3 2
Glascock 2 3 2
Henry 2 3 a
Irein 4 3 2
2 2 3 2 a 1 13
a a 2 a 4 2 22
a a 2 2 X 1 16
a a 3 a a 1 13
2 a 3 a 4 4 26
a 3 3 a 1 X m
2 2 2 I 1 X 14
1 1 1 I 1 1 $
2 3 3 I X X 16
a a a X 1 1 12
i 2 i 1 1 1 10
a a a I 1 1 u
3 3 3 X 1 1 17
a a a I 1 2 13
2 2 a 1 1 X 14
a 2 2 I 1 1 12
1 a 2 2 2 '3 17
3 3 4 a 4 4 30
3 3 4 3 4 4 30
3 3 4 3 4 4 2?
2 2 2 •*>f* X 1 m
a 2 3 2 4 4 2$
2 2 2 2 1 1 m
a a 4 3 4 4 28
3 2 4 3 4 4 2®
3 3 4 3 4 4 29
3 3 3 3 2 24
3 3 3 2 4 4 as
2 .2 a 2 3 2 22
3 3 4 2 4 4 30
3 3 4 3 4 4 28
3 3 4 a 4 4 27
a 2 3 a 4 4 26
mTable I (continued)
2
Items cm Bating Seale Total
—  ‘i - , -. . . . . . . - -■ — r--- - - - — — -— —  Soot®
« • « • # «  * # * * *
County I n  III H  V II T O  ¥111 IX
Georgia (eont„;
Jefferson 3 ■3j 2 3 3 3 2 i** 4 27
Jenkins 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 It
Johnson 3 3 2 2 2 3 % 4 4 25
Lanier 4 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 31
Laurens 4 3 3 3 3 4 2 4 4 30
Macon 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 22
Miller 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 4 24
Mitchell 4 2 2 2 '".'i 2 2 3 4 23
Pike 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 22
Palaski 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 23
Randolph 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 17
Schley 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 / 31
Screven 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 1 21
Sealnele 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 29
Suster 4 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 25
Taylor 3 2 2 3 2 4 2 «, 2 24
Terrell 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 17
Thom&s 4 3 3 3 3 4 2 4 4 30
Tift 4 3 2 3 3 4 3 4 / 30
Tombs 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 32
Treutlen 4 3 3 3 3 4 .p. 4 2 2S
Turner 4 3 2 3 3 3 2 4 4 2&
Walton 1 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 30
Washington 4 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 4 29
Webster 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 'S>» 2 22
Worth 4 3 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 26
lasouri
Mississippi 1 2 2 2 2 2 i 4 3 19
Hew Madrid 1 3 2 2 2 2 X 4 3 20
oulsiana
Catahoula 2 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 1 no
Concordia 1 n 1 1 2 X 1 1 1 10
Hast Carroll 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 ~j 1 12
Franklin 1 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 17
Madison 1 1 1 i 1 2 1 1 ") 10
Morehouse 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 X 13
Bed River 1 2 2 2 2 rj X 1 1 14
Richland 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 15
Tensas 1 i 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 10
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table I (continued)
Paf® 3
Items OKI Rating Seale total
# * •* * # * * * Scsore
County I H  III XV V VI VII VIII IX
S&aaissippi
Bolivar 1 X 1
Claiborne 3 1 X
Clay 3 3 z
Coshcma I X 1
DeSot© 1 2 2
Grenada 1 2 2
Holmes 1 2 2
Humphreys 1 X 1
1 X 1
Jeffereon 3 2 2
Lafayette 2 3 2
Lea 1 3 3
LeFXere 1 1 1
Vadison 1 2 a
HarshaH X 2 2
Moaree 2 2 2
Heoeubee 2 2 X
Oktibbeha * 3 3
Panola 1 2 2
Quitman 1 1 :i
Sharkey 1 1 X
Sunflower 1 1 1
Tallahatchie 1 1 X
Tate X 2 2
Tunica 1 1 X
Washington 1 1 1
Wilkinson 3 1 1
l&ssoo 1 X X
Berth Carolina
Bertie 4 3 3
fidgecombe 4 3 2
Greene 4 3 3
Halifax 3 3 2
Hoke X 3 2
Lenoir 4 4 3
Pitt 4 3 3
Scotland X 2 1
Wilson 3 3 3
1 X I X X 1 9
2 2 2 2 X 1 15
3 3 4 3 4 2 27
1 X X X I 1 9
2 2 3 2 I 1 16
2 3 4 3 2 1 m
2 2 2 2 A 1 15
X I X I X 1 9
1 2 1 1 X I 10
2 2 4 3 2 21
2 2 4 4 2 25
3 4 4 3 4 2 27
X X 1 X 1 1 a/
2 3 3 2 -tX I 17
2 2 4 4 3 I 21
3 3 4 2 3 2 23
2 1 2 2 X 14
3 3 4 4 2 30
2 2 3 3 X X 17
1 X X 1 1 1 9
1 X 1 1 1 1 9
1 X 1 1 1 1 9
I 1 1 X X 1 9
2 2 3 3 2 yl- IS
**
X 1 X 1 X X 9
X 1 1 X X 1 9
2 2 3 3 1■K. 1 17
1 2 2 2 1 1 12
3 4 4 3 4 3 31
2 2 3 2 4 3 25
3 3 4 3 4 3 30
3 3 3 2 3 2 24
2 2 4 2 3 2 21
3 3 4 3 4 3 31
3 3 4 3 3 30
2 2 2 'X ] 1 14
3 4 4 3 4- 3 30
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fable I {continued}
Page 4
Items on Bating Scale Total
* * * * * V- *. * Seora
County 1 IX III IV Y VI fll VXXI XX
South Carolina
Aiken 2 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 2 25
Anderson 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 29
Bamberg 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 23
Barnwell 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 22
Calhoun 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 23
Chester 2 3 2 2 3 4 3 4 2 25
Chesterfield 1 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 28
Darlington 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 4 4 29
Dillon 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 20
Sdgefield 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 /4y 1 23
Lee 1 2 2 2 a 2 2 3 2 16
Marlboro 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 18
Orangeburg 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 4 2 24
Saluda 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 30
Williamsburg 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 2 28
York 2 3 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 28 '
Sources United States Cengnap. o£ Agadopltaarft« 1945» v<Multiplf^Unit Opera­
tions," County Tables I, II, III, and If*
* Saqolasatios of Waning of tho Scoress
Goliaan 1 - Pereanta^e of all harvested acreage in cottons 33 ®ftd abev«, 1;
25 - 3^ .9, 2; 20 - 24.9, 3} laes than 20, 4*
Column II - Percent*^® of all harvested acreage In multiple finite of 500
or more across 50 and above, 1? 30-49*9, 2$ 10 - 29.9, 3?
less than 10, 4.
Column 1 U  - Percentage of all harvested acreage in multiple unite of 2 2 0
or sore acress 6 0  and above, 1 $ 4 0  - 59*9, 2j 20-39*9, 3s less
than 20, 4.
Column IV - Percentage of all harvested acreage in multiple units of 160
or more acres? 70 and above, 1 $ 5 0  - 69*9, 2§ 30 - 49*9, 3f
less than 3 0 , 4*
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Column ¥ - 
Column VI -
Column vIX «
Column VIII 
Column IX -
Percentage of all harvested acreage in multiple units of 
1 4 0  or more across 75 and above* 1 $ 55 - 74*9* 2$ 45 - 54*9* 
3? less than 45* 4*
Percentage of all harvested acreage in multiple units in, or 
above, the minimum-sized category In which there 1 b an average 
of 1 2 0  harvested acress 70 and above, 1 | 50-49*9* 2%
4 0  - 49*9, 3| leas than 4 0 , 4*
Average number of acres harvested on all multiple units: of 
140 ©r more acress 280 and above* Ig 160-279* 2 g 1 2 0  - 159,
3g less than 120, 4*
- Average number of subunits for each multiple units 5*0 and 
above, I5 4*5 - 4*9* 2 g 4 * 0  - 4*4* 3| less than 4*0* 4*
- Ratio of income of multiple units to single unitag 5*0 and 
more to 1, 1 $ 4 * 0  to 1, but less than 5 * 0  to 1, 2 g Imn than 
4 * 0  t© 1 , but gross multiple unit income $£0 , 0 0 0  or more, 3  5 
less than 4 * 0  to 1 , and ttres® multiple unit income less than 
110,000, 4*
Total Scare - Counties selected for study are all those which have
a total score of 18 or less and in which there is not a score 
of 4 on any item*
53
The soallor becomes the minimum else of laultiple units considered* 
the larger becomes the proportion of ell harvested acreage which mmt 
he fooad is multiple unite of et least that else* in order to gain m 
particular seer© ©n the rating scale, At least 50 p©r wit of the 
acreage harvested most he Sit units of ISO total acres or more to bo 
considered typical of plantation comities (in other words* to receive 
a rating of *2*)* If less than 45 P®r cent of all acreage harvested is 
la suit!pie units of 1 4 0  or acre total acres* the eounAy was rated ®4 ** 
and was ineligible for consideration* For the eosmty to receive the desired 
score of ■2** 55 or m m  per cent of its harvested acreage should be in 
this siae or larger* This is the isiidMsm-sised acreage analysed, for 
it is believed that farm units comprising less than 140 acres in all 
would act usually '* organised m  a true plantation basis* Asmming 
at least 5 families m  a place ms a minim* to which the word B plantar 
ticn* can e applied, and about 20 to 25 harvested acres par family 
me sa allotment, It can be semi that little lend is left for uses other 
than cropland m  holdings of M m  than 140 tote! acres,4
Walton Ootinty, Georgia* contained the tallest psroesitaga of its 
harvested acreage in waits of 220 m x m  and over, mzLy 28 per cent being 
in that atss and larger* This same ernmty had the smallest proportion 
of its cropland in ig&ts of ISO acres and m m 9 ,32*4 per cent* Cleveland 
County* Horfch Carolina, with only 37*5 per cent of its harvested acreage
4 la this eooB&etion* plantations consisting of 5 or more families 
were found to have m  1 m  as m  average of 119 acres for the sasallewt 
25 per cent ef plantations in sow® restricted localities of the South* 
Aereagas so small* organised, on the plantation basis, however* am prob­
ably fame which have unusually small amounts of Adi®, wood, and pasture 
land. 3 m  Soofter fi£ &>. Landlord- & &  ISSM& £8 .&»& sS&kS Z2saSaysa»
p. 217.
3$
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category i» whieh an average of 1 2 0  acres m s  harvested ranged f?m 
140 acres in Mississippi ami Crittenden counties, in the Delta. region 
of Arkansas* to 700 acres in Wilcox County.* in the Black Bolt*
The proportion of harvested acreage in the n©lgnifioant<* si&e category 
aad larger categories ranged f r o m  only 19*3 par cent la Oktibbeha, 
Mississippi, to S9*2 per cent in loflore, Mississippi*. Tho scoring 
of the qualifying H2 H on this index required that at least 50 per cent 
of the acreage b® in this also eategcry or larger cnee, Im m  tban &L) 
per cent resolved the eliminating score of «4 ,« this index would prob­
ably be more valid than any other single index used which depend© upon 
acreage data, wore it not for the fact that the limits of &am of the 
sis® categories ©over so wide a range* ffom m m  eomtdee which juai 
aiss averaging sufficient harvested acreage in am mt&gorj imv© much 
sore than th® sirdsmm 1 2 C eeree harvested in the next largest sis* 
grouping.
The next Ind.or, shorn in Tables t9 Column 1 X 1 , eeeres the couatd.ee 
on the average size of harvested acreage on all multiple units which 
comprise 1 4 0  or m m  total acres# Here* the score of n2 ? was given if 
there was as average of 1 6 0  or fj©rs harvested acres on all plantations 
above this sisej th$ disqualifying mot® of 4^** m s  given if its bar- 
vested acreage averaged below 120* Th© range fvm county to county 
was from 97 acres in Lafayette County, Mississippi, to 68? aeree in 
Tunica County, in the Delta of the seme state* The stoat striking feature 
of the scoring cm this index was the uniformity with which .Arkansas
counties ranked in the highest category#
The remaining two indexes measure tit© existence of the large-scale 
multiple unit by techniques other than those dealing with acreage* la
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Table I, Column VIII, i® chasm the scoring of counties on the basis 
sf the average sorihsr ©f subunits m  all the multiple unite, regard­
less of their alee, in the county*5 The most poaitlv* rating how was 
given to these counties 1m which at least 5 sahunlte existed on the 
average multiple unit* Since it ie possible for a eernsvty to he pr@«* 
donina&tly farmed larger multiple units* but hew* a considerable 
number of very small ones which do not influence Its acreage to the 
ass© degree that they wdwse the average msater ef aafeUBits per as&ilple 
unit, the score ef **#* was given to those which averaged 4,*5 or more, 
^©n the average was less ton 4 subunits per m l  hi pi© unit, the county 
was ruled out by a seism of *i£ The overage ssmifeer of' subunit® ranged 
from only 3 in Johnson County, Georgia., to 16*2 In Tunica, Mississippi, 
The outstanding feature of the scoring of counties on this index, as on 
a nraibsr of others, is the manner is wfeleh the Axfcansas and louislaim 
counties, as «ell m  the Delta counties of Mississippi, rank Is the 
aest emphatic category, while most of those in Georgia and the Oar®- 
lines received very poor scores in eligibility as plantation counties* 
The final index is l&sed upon the ratio between fee average gross 
income ©f the multiple un5ts end fee single units of the sane county 
(Table I, CoXann I X ) ,6 This m s  the only ini©* where the scoring con­
tained met classification not parallal in few to the others* In several 
counties fee single units reported a rorpristely high income» Bine®
5 flatted states fim m  s£ iax lsa lte i* i245» "Kumpi«»~tteit 
Operations,* County Table 1*
6 Ibid,, County Table IV,
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the material does not indicate that this was due to the existence of 
wage-labor plantations, the existence among the single-unit farms of 
crop-specialty farms or of especially productive farms was surmised*
In any event, it was felt that the use of a ratio between multiple-unit 
operations and those based on single units was in general more de­
sirable than the use of a fixed amount, sine© the ratio shows the 
difference in income between the two types of organization in the same 
locale* But it did not seem appropriate to eliminate counties alto­
gether when the multiple units had high incomes, simply because th© 
single units of the county were also good money-makers* Therefore, in 
this index, classification was reserved for those counties in which 
the multiple units earned less than four times as much as did single 
units, and yet had a gross income of more than #10,000, Th® eliminating 
score of n 4 B was reserved for counties in which th© ratio of incomes 
ef the two was leas than A to 1 , and in which th© gross income of the 
aultiple-unit operation was less than #10,000* The rang© of the ratios 
was from less than 2 to 1 in Grady County, Georgia, to more than 15 to 
1 in Tunica, Mississippi* There were 13 counties in all, 6  of them in 
North Carolina, which received the classification of ?,3.” In actual 
income, -Hie gross on multiple units ranged from an average of only 
#4,285 in Coweta, Georgia, to #32,617 in Coahoma County, Mississippi.
As stated earlier, it may be that not all plantation counties in th© 
South can thus b© segregated, but It is believed that all counties which 
have survived these 9  indexes with a score of 18 or less and with no 
ratings of nA” are dominated by multiple units of a sis© and producti­
vity sufficient to warrant th© term ttplantation.”
5S
There were 51 ©©unties in %hm 0 states which scored IS or few^r 
p®into* Of these, however, 4 were 5a s ->tithwestara Georgia in an area 
of intensive peanut prodtarfcden, *. d ware eliminated because of a die- 
qualifying rating on th© index ef cotton production, sinoe toy plantod 
lees the.® 20 per cent of their acreage to this crop* Frew one point 
of view* this was regrettable, for when th© 4 peamntojgprowlng ©ountios 
are ©liaiaated, only 2 eo'.-ntlee resmto m  to imsple from t&tat state*
In all, 4-5 Georgia ©oaftttos were given detailed ©cnitider ation, and 43 
were oHinin^ ted-* At. th« ©tor extreme ms Arfauume, where there wore 
only 10 ©©unties in which Bra2tiplo~un.it operettane of m y  arise prevailed* 
and still 10 counties eligible after «&! refinements tad been applied*
Of the 9 parish©o in L^ouisiana to which the indexes were applied, only 1, 
Catahoula, failed to qualify m  a plantation county* In Mississippi, 11 
©f 11 counties were ©liatoatod, but the 20 plsntotimt counties remain­
ing represented a larger nuwhcr than tot ar m y  ©tor state* Alabama9* 
d eoantlas were reduced to 4 contiguat® flaek Wit counties* South 
Carolina had 19 counties In which multiple units predominated, but 
only. 2 in which iho:i* were or a large enough seal# to be called counties 
of plantation dominance* In %-rth Onrollna, the 14 ©©unties at the out­
set were reduced to 1* ^oth to Missouri counties were eli«ii»ted*
*fha location of the eelectod eotxntles ie showa to Figure 1 *
?y total scores, 13 of th© 4? selected, smmtiea tar© Ay qualified,
having scores of 17 or 18* Those counties were distributed by stoto-s as
follows* AXebsaa, 3? Arkansas, 1; Ccory.ia, 2, or all of ivy jssruplej 
Icais5ana, Ij msedoelppi, 4j and. South. Carolina, 2, or all of its
sample* There mre also 13 counties which had totol scores of 14, 15,
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and 16. of the$e, Scotland, North Carolina, represented th® entire 
sample of that state. It 1© surprising to not® that t*ii£ ?*arth Carn- 
lim county had the lowest total score (1 4 ) of any county east of Miss* 
isaippi. Tbs remain in. * .aXabeissa county cam in this eatec^ oiy. In 
kansas, 5 counties had scores of this level| in Louisiana, 2 parishes; 
and in Mississippi, / counties*
All counties in which the plantatic n dominance was greatest--that 
is, below a score of H — were in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. 
There were ll counties in which the total score was the sdnlnum possible 
score of 9* Of these, 10 snare In Mississippi and 1 in ^ xfconsas. Five 
acre counties had scores of only 10 points« Of the,,©, 3 were in 
Louisiana, and 1 each, in Mississippi and ^rkanKus. All of the counties 
which had total scores of 9  and 1 0  --/ere irv the delta, portions of these 
states*
Of the counties which nmm disqualified, In addition to ths Geor­
gia counties which grow peanuts, the most nearly eligible -mm New 
Madrid County, Missouri, which recorded the only score of 19? and 
Mssissippl County, Missouri, Grenada County, Mississippi, ansi Dillon 
County, South Carolina, each of which h«.id a. score of 20* At the other 
extreme, a number of f’eorgi^ arid Carolina counties, and 1 iUsslesippi 
cotmty, scored 30 points or (with 3 6  as th© fjossibl© maximum5»
The alluvial deltas of th® ‘Mississippi, Arkansas, and Ued hivere 
contain 3 0  of thes® 4 7  - •outJwn plantstism counties, Seiran of the?* 
are in th® Mississippi K uffs, jusd ®aat of th® ajluvial. valley. The 
Alabama black fait contains 4 counties; to this should Jte lidded 
Noxubee County, Mississippi, .and Terrell County, Georgik, which are
rj 
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S U E  A
1* Crittenden, Arkansas
2. Tunica, Mississippi
3. Coahoma, Mississippi 
4* Quitman, Mississippi
5. Tallahatchie, Mississippi
6. Leflore, Mississippi 
7* Sunflower, Mississippi 
S* Bolivar, Mississippi 
9* Jefferson, Arkansas 
10* Washington, Mississippi 
11* Issaquena, Mississippi
12. Sharkey, Mississippi
13. Humphreys, Mississippi
14.* Madison, Loui siana 
1$. Tensas, Louisiana
16. Concordis, Louisiana
m m  i
17. Mississippi, Arkansas
IS. Cross, Arkansas 
19* St. Francis, Arkansas
20. Lee, Arkansas
21. Phillips, Arkansas
22. Desha, Arkansas
23. Lincoln, Arkansas 
24* Chicot, ~rkansas
25. lazoo, Mississippi
26. Sast Carroll, Louisiana
27. Morehouse, Louisiana
28. Richland, Louisiana 
29* Franklin, Louisiana
30. Red River, Louisiana
GROG? £
31. LeBoto, Mississippi
32. Tate, Mississippi
33. Panels, Mississippi 
34* Bolass, Mississippi
35. Madison, Mississippi
36. Claibonse, Mississippi
37. Wilkinson, Mississippi
Woxuhee, Mississippi
39* Halo, Alabama
40. Marengo, Alabama
41* Forty, Alabar®
42. Wilcox, Alabama
43. Jenkins, Georgia
44. Terrell, Georgia
45. Lee, South Carolina
46. Marlboro, South Carolina
47. Scotland, North Carolina
W £  I
4ft* Clay, Arkansas
49. White, Arkansas
50. Faulkner, Arkansas
51. Nevada, Arkansas
52. Union, Arkansas
53. Bienville, Louisiana
54- Jackson, Louisiana
55. Sabine, Louisiana
56. Washington, Louisiana
57. Smith, Mississippi
58* Jones, Mississippi
q^cmp 1
59. Tishomingo, Mississippi
60* Lauderdale, Alabama.
61* Franklin, Alabama
62. Marlon, Alabama
63* Fayette, Alabama
64* Cullman, Alabama
65. Blount, Alabama
66. L@ Kalb, Alabama
67. Randolph, Alabama
68. Haralson, Georgia
69. Cherokee, Georgia
70. Gwinnett, Georgia
71* Rutherford, Forth Carolina
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at the western and ©astern ends of the eld BKck Belt of antebellum 
fame. Of the A remaining e©unties, 3 are located, in the inner part 
of the Coastal Plain in the Carolines| 2 of these, Scotland, !Jorth Caro­
lina^ and Harlhoro, South Carolina, are bordering counties* The one 
remaining county, Jenkins, Georgia, is isolated from all the other 
plantation counties, ami Is the sole remnant of the once very important 
holt of plantation counties is central Georgia*
Analysis of the distribution and location of these counties, as 
compared to the center© of plantation life in the Old South, reveals 
one rather striking relationship*? Th© selected counties are in only 
a fee instances the same counties which had the greatest concentration 
©f slaves in I860, although they are invariably near areas of impot­
ent antebellum plantations* If the Indexes used in selecting counties 
for this study adequately reflect the present-day dosliiance of the 
plantation system, it appear© that the plantation ha® loosened its 
hold cm the main centers of earlier plantation concentration, but 
continues to predominate around the fringe© of the older plantation 
centers*^
? A m&p of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, reprinted in 
Smith, The Sociology of ftaral Life* p, 310, provides an adequate guide 
to the areas of slave concentration In i860*
8 .'.ooftor et al.. Landlord j%1 Tonaat or> Ifc Oo^gg Plantation, 
p. 1 , and ^mith, 2 a  gaeaptoia sL M m I  M£b» p* 309, have emphasised 
the continuing predominance of the plantation In the same area© in which 
it was found in 1860. The data now available, m  interpreted In this 
study, do Indeed confirm the continued dominance of the plantation in .the 
Sam general area©, but not usually in the warn specific localities, in 
which It prevailed In I860.
As the basis of his statements, Wooftar cite© the prevalence of 
tenancy in 1930 in counties which had large a!w® oonoentr^tions In I860. 
Tenancy yr ee is not a reliable indication of the existence of the
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Johnson lists the following counties ass having been the center 
of the plantation system in antebellum Alabama! Dallas, Greene, Lowndes, 
Sfecon, fereng®, Mr.ntgeaaery, and Staitar*? Only Marengo is ineluded in 
the selected counties of tMe study, but the other 3 Alabama comities 
of t is study, as well m  Terrell County, Georgia, and Noxubee County, 
Mississippi, are near the listed counties* In the loess hills along 
the Mississippi, froa Vicksburg to Baton Rouge, only 2 plantation 
counties remain today, according to the Index** utilised In this study* 
yet this area, centered around Hatches, was once the principal planta­
tion district of the old Southwest* Jenkins County, Georgia, am 
Scotland County, North Carolina, or© both located in areas which were 
characterised by few slaves, end apparently wore thinly settled at the 
time of the Civ i 1 War* Both of these canities have been created 
since 1900* The 2 . outh Carolina counties did develop into plantation 
districts before the Civil War, but in the terms of' South Carolinians 
themselves, * were not quits considered *Lew -Country,1 which is 
another w-y of saying that they created little impression by the stand­
ards of the lavish coastal plantations of the tiiae* In northern 
Mississippi, the Bluffs counties, which ar© classified with the plantation
plantation system* He further cites, however, the plantation @nu» ra­
tion of the census of 1910 as reflecting the sawe general pattern* The 
differences between his conclusions based upon the census of 191© sad 
those of the present et’-dy -are of significance if they truly reflect 
changes in the localities of plantation concentration between that tists 
and the present* Lack of comparability of the data of th© t'-?c censt^ s 
reports and flaw# in the interpretation of the mterlal, however, my be 
responsible 'or some of the apparent changes*
9 Charles 3* Johnson, Shadow.,of thp Plantation (Chicago* The 
University of Chicago Press, 193477" P»
10 Aaerieen Guide Series, gsstik i M i s  M
State (Mew Xork* Oxford University Press, 1941), p* 305*
6A
sample of the present study, are not t' oas centered about the old 
an to: alltua centers, but are usually counties adjacent to the Delta#
In every case but one, part® of these counties are actually Included 
within the alluvial valleys of the,lasoo or its tributaries# The one 
exception is Madison County, which contains no delta so"1  and which 
was an antebellum plantation ©enter of acute Importance• *
Some of the Delta counties included ia tfee selected plantation 
sample of this study were counties of important plantation concentra­
tion in I8 6 0 * the counties in tide section which first developed were 
those located directly along the Mississippi or one of its major 
tributaries. (Elsewhere the Delta is of comparatively recent develop** 
sent.) These river-front counties have held their own reasonably well 
as plantation centers from the date of first settlement until the 
present* It nay be that the lack of an erosion problem here and the 
frequent fertilization by recurring: floods account for the survival of 
the system in this locale#
The demographic analysis of 47 plantation counties would provide 
a difficult task of interpretation and presentation of materials* 
Therefore, these counties have been classed togs tor os the basis of 
homogeneity of characteristics into A groups (Figure 2). It is 
groups which will form the unit of aost tabular and graphic presents- 
tion in this study* The I elta counties were divided into 2 groups, hero- 
after designated -.%& Group A and Group B* Group A is the ~ ost homoge­
neous of all the groups in respect to the degree of dominance of the 
plantation system, for it consists of all counties which had a total 
score of only 9 or 10— 3.6 counties in all. It is probably the most homo­
geneous selection in other respects, too* Kine of its counties are
65
rlver—f yon t ooxmti.es •
Group B is a much more diversified £roup* It constate of ^XX the 
rest of the Delta counties, which range in scoria from 1 2  to 18* The 
Worse of four counties are 1 5 , 16, 17, and 1 S$ those of the others 
are 14- and lower* This ares is different from Group A, than, primarily 
in thet the plantation system is leas pj^domia^at* In part® of Group 
B this is due to the greater influence of fsaaily-si&e farms, which to 
a large extent are farms settled in comparatively recent years# Many 
of these are new-grousd farm* of the type dlscuseed in Chapter 1 #
In other counties of this area, the plantation Is almost as predomi­
nant as In Group A, but the average siste of the plantations i&! smaller* 
Still other eomties in the group contain considerable segments of land 
which is not allav-ial and in which master out? small farar reduce the re­
lative importance of the plantation in the counties* Xassoo County, 
S&salsaippi, and Had Elver Parish, Louisiana, are «m*splatff each con­
tains considerable areas of alluvial land dominated by the plantation* 
But only a few miles away, and still within the boundaries of the 
counties, the uplands start! sad the sudden change In cultural traits 
is sometlmee striking* County averages, of course, smooth out the dif­
ferences between these extremes and do not show the varied composition 
of the counties* acne inland counties contain^ within Group B differ 
also fro® all other groups studied, in that ay©&$ of plantation pro- 
dominance within them have a large population of white share cropper1© and 
laborers* Bore white farmers have be^n able to natal/list themselves 
on small famlly-sisse farms than has generally been true of ifat* Negroes, 
so the inl/tad counties of white plantation laborers are ordinarily
GROUPING OF SELECTED COUNTIES
o
GROUP 0GROUP A 
GROUP B 
GROUP Cl
GROUP E ^  
GROUP F f r X y
M V
)
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characterised fey a lesser degree of prcdoKsisanoe of the plantation 
system than ar© the *blacker® eoostiss*
in Mississippi, settlement of the interior portions of the Delta 
did not develop on the basis of a whlto labor force to the same degree 
as in the other states* This can perhaps he explained by the large 
supply of potential Sfegyo laborers in the recessive plantation aims 
of the state at the time of the rapid development of the belts* there-* 
fore, there is not mmk dlfferea.ee between the Inland and river*front 
counties In that state in regard to the proportion of the population 
which is Kegre; snd there is not as mmh difference there as in the 
other states in the relative Importance of the plantation as one pro­
ceeds inland from the Mississippi*
la the Delta, and to a lesser extent in other portions of the 
South, three types of plantations exist today* The first is the plan­
tation owned fey an individual of the locality who lives on it or very 
close to it, and who devotes his time to farm operations and super­
vision* Such plantations are seldom extremely large* A second im­
portant type is the corporation plantation# owned either fey interests 
within the region— cr, more frequently perhaps, outside it altogether* 
These are often very large, and m y  fee operated by a managerial staff 
employin'-- techniques wh eh add true meaning to the comparison of the 
plantation tc the factory* The third type, called the H specula tory*8 
plantation, belongs to absentee landowner who engages in sons other 
business and perhaps does not exercise a great deal of control over the 
manager of the plantation but is holding the land as an investment, or
sixply as a source of added imooise*3**
Groups 1 and B »ay bo separated -trim each- otter on the basis of 
the extent of the plantation syetem and to ease degree by the propor­
tion of Hegroes in the population of the counties, but • 'eogra"hic&Xly 
there is little difference* for descriptive purpose** the entire 
Balta nay be taken as a unit* The area as a whole has been described, 
not quite accurately, as na land of lo« ridges, flats* cypress 
canelrakee, sloughs, and bayou*; eottear-ebeefised* » * and flood-ridden, 
it is the deepest South, the heart of Dixie* Aasrlon*® eaper-plantetion 
belt*1112 As Hitt points out, ©f equal Importance to the distinctive 
physical feature of the flood plain are '"nuxeroua cultural features, 
stany of w icb arise directly from the geographical base* * » Among 
these differentiating characteristics, largely derived from the pr®** 
vailing system of lai^e-scale agriculture, are a uigh population mobil­
ity, a concentration of landosnershlp, a heavy proportion of cropper® 
and day laborers, a lew level ©f Hving, and. m high percentage of 
Seg^oes**^ g&ngus, in similar vein, points out that, * though a part 
of the Old South, this region is culturally unique assong the, * • rural- 
fans region® of the United States.** He continue* to delineate many of 
the features listed, above, adding that the region also ha© the greatest 
density of rurrl-farni population of any American farm region, a liigfeer
Bupert 5* V*mco, Ihasaa Oeogm;.^y qf .tjte ftffqtb. (Chapel Hills
University of North Carolina Press, 1935), p. 366.
12 Ibid.
13 Hitt, Bufigat Is£ s m i i l M s  H i§x  M m k ilm l
Delta of Louisiana, p* 3.
land value per capita than surrounding sections* an aactreesely lav 
plane ©f living, aad extrasas dependence upon oottoa#^
The Delta was not especially Important in the old South* The 
fear Louisiana parishes lying along the river opposite Batches and Yiok®- 
burg «are veil developed at an early dates and in Missis, Ijrpi and Ar~ 
feans&s there were ©lusters of plantations here and there along the 
natural levees bordering* the principal stress®# The settlement &£ 
each of the Delta, however, was retarded until the latter years of the 
nineteenth century or even later# Before soeh of the area could be 
settled, protection from flood® fey modem levees, provision of drain­
age fey modem dredge ditches, and control of «&lari& by sao&em medical 
knowledge were necessary# lv@» in those pcrishs# of Louisiana which 
had fesen fairly well developed before Urn Civil fear, sueh land re- 
verted to wilderness* Besides the general dlsorganimtlen which pre­
vailed throughout the South', tiseee p&trhehes suffered from the neglect 
of their levees dusdng th® warti.se years, and were thus particularly 
vulnerable to a success ion of very serious floods which ruined what 
remained of the levees# roo isipofvera shoe* 4i3f3sii dh®©rg&nl£>ad to .^tt©t».pt 
the arduous and expensive job of providing sn adequate system ©£ flood 
pretention, the planter® abandoned aaotioaa of these parish©*]^ som© 
portions ef than #tHl do not ocntain a# l-tgt & population as tfo&y did 
in I860.
H  Mangu®, !raral l^iona &£ B M  P* 22»
15 Fhilip £, Janas, John I,
Sattleaant Probla&B Ja &}* Tlorthssatgrn UeiX&ifm £&lfe Louisiana State 
University A.S.o. tulletln 335 (Saton itougo, reDruary 1942), p. 11.
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eonaidersbXe reduction of cotton ecreage and considerable dspapulft" 
tlon* The Bluff® and it© Delta have tsara In costioh than ssre p&e- 
graphical juxtaposition; mseh of the- Delta population has com fros 
these counties*
Despite erosion and soil depletion* the plantation s;/«ts» hold 
on fairly well in oust Bluffs counties until the cosing of the boll, 
weevil* This was on® of those section® in the Pouth vdi®m9 for reason® 
act clearly understood* weevil infestation 1 b early ywar»«. was parti** 
cularly Intensive* In the ne&r«by Xtolts, the mmril esuosd dlaor* 
gaaisation and loss ef the usual rate ef incuse for a few years* aftor 
which a quieK recovery uos made*- But teo weevil was the decisive 
factor which ended tee fu&ctis&dng plantation in meh of the Bluffs 
area* Some sections gradually shifted to livestock: production; one 
county to truck farsdiig; so&e to mar~*dbs£st8 &as faming* Today*
B&m of these count is s have few plantations left*
These effects have not been oulto as severe in the 7 counties in 
whiec the plantations still predcadrntc* 4s stated show* neet of thaa 
contain sense alluvial land in which 2&*^ enseals plantations esdtst*
Even in the loess sections of the counties * how#vert the plantation 
continuee to exist to a greater degree than Is general throughout uost 
of tee Mississippi Bluffs*. The reasons for the eontitus&ticn of th« 
ssystea in cone cwttties, and its decline in other neighboring counties, 
mast probably be sought In teams of variations in ppraly local social* 
economic, ond soil conditions.
It is sore difficult to attempt to characterise the remaining 10 
plantation counties of tho bouth, which sales up Oroun D Ir f Is study
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which here, as in the Bluff© counties, was particularly severe* Got- 
ton staged a brief return to importance during the period of the high 
prices of the First World War? hut before the depression, the- shift 
toward livestock had bean reetmcU Lew cotton pricer- and restriction 
of acreage during the depression years, and high prices for livestock 
products during recent years, haw perpetuated the trend*
In the 6 counties which represent the Black Bolt, this shift has 
been much less pronounced than in the subregion as a whole* As m m  
pointed out earlier, for the most part those counties were not the 
Centers of the biggest plantations in the old days* They are instead 
the comities which most successfully met the adversities of recent 
tines within the framework of the co *<to»-pl&nta tlon systssu Even in 
these selected counties, however, the proportion of land in cotton 
acreage has steadily declined, and the strength of the plantation 
systea has been weakening with the gradual increase in livestock and 
associated production*
The other A counties In Group 8 ">«J©nkln&t Georgia? th© two South 
Carolina counties? and Scotland, Worth Carolina—«do not seen to have 
be&n &s severely das&ged by the boll weevil and have mde less drastic 
readjustments in tbair plantation ©oososy in recent decades* The 2 
Seath Carolina counties rer-ain about what they have nlmys been— counties 
characterized by snail plantations* Th© other 2 counties nr© sore re­
cent in their development and, in the Worth Carolina county, the 
plantation seem to he flourishing perhaps more than anywhere ©1 b® in
the entire Southeastern belt*
In ©ossuary, th© selection of th© 47 plantation counties and their 
division into 4 groups is as follows! A— 16 X^rge-scal® Delta plantation
74
6«fflU«8j B— X4 other Delta plantation countiesj 0-7 Mississippi Bluffs 
plantation counties; O-IQ Southeastern plants tic® counties*
In addition to these 4 groups of plantation ©‘.unties, it seeded 
desirable to select other counties for eo iparison end contrast* Within 
the Booth, the great at contrast with the plantation, economically and 
perhaps deaagraphleally, is the subsistence agriculture in the mountains® 
It m s  felt, however, that a more meaningful * control group8 could bo 
obtained by selecting counties which, like tiae plantation counties, 
depended upon cotton as their sain cash crop, but in which cotton pro* 
duetion was- not dependent upon the plantation system or even upon small- 
aeale aultiple-unib operations# thus, the selection of the nonplania- 
tion counties was also made upon the basis ©f their agricultural or- 
gadsatioa*
the counties selected were Halted to those eonta' ned in the Jtoort 
an Mttpfo-Bafc* toa&aafc- As a result of the manner in which data 
are presented in this report, It was such easier to determine counties 
in which the plantation obviously did not play m  important rol© than 
to establish the eadstanc© of plantation dominance* therefore, the task 
m s  much stapler than the other, only 4 indeaess being needed*
Counties containing cities of 25*000 or m m  eliminated at the 
cutset, as bed been done in ©electing plantation counties* It was de­
sired ale© to hsv® the selected counties follow the geographical dis­
tribution of fee plantation counties as saich as poaslble* For this reason 
since no Missouri and Virginia counties had qualified In fee other sample, 
thee* states were not considered in fee nonplanfetlon selection# Also, 
as work progressed, it became evident that several Rorth Carolina 
cooties would be eligible* Of these, only om  wa® ehoe©n arbitrarily
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%op so largo plantations, more small plantations;, and still mop© multiple 
units too snail to bo considered pl&nfetione— all interspersed with 
numerous small owner-operated farms* This has always been the ©as© to 
seme extent* It is of such sections tht the following statement, re- 
ferring to -Use antebellum South., still possesses validity* f!The sig­
nificant of the plantation organisation,. , ® was not dependent on 
numerical weight in a statistical computation# £  There is_7 th® ®aai- 
fest tsportmm of the planter as a social type, ® the tre­
mendously revealing fact of the deminanee of the planter and the 
plantation as .an ideoi and a goal ©f aspiration
In the other states of ’fee South, fee contrast between plantation 
eoasties and nonplantation counties is more sharply defined. Of fee 
46 Arkansas eotmtiee included within fee area of tfce tassJi m  M M s l r  
Balt floar&tlops. 5 qualified for consideration in fee nonplantntloa 
sample* This number, added to the 10 couailes in the plantation cate­
gory, askos a total of 15 (of the 46 eounties} which represent one extreme 
or the other* In Louisiana, 4 pariahse were eligible for th© nonpl&n- 
tatln sanple# Only about 35 parishes of the state produce cott -n in 
sufficient quantity to be of any particular importance in this study} 
thus fee 12 parishes included in this study represent about one*third 
of fee important cotton-producing parishes of the state* In Alabama,
8 counties fulfilled the requirements of th® nonplantation sample | and 
even in Mississippi, where plantation predominance m m  greatest, there
16 Wilbert 8# Moore and Bolin 1. Williams, ^Stratification in 
fee Antebellum South,** American VI1 C*T«»s 1942),
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nt m m  ix
a m  tms xv ameeran rm mmum-Atmi m m m >  or mi s?m
of 4X1 Aavaaga (1944)
la  Qyasr** itervaflMI Hoarmrtttl Harvested on
Oparatad <m HoXiipX# in Gotten Single Unit®
Single Units Jnita * of loo® The®
9 s m & M
Clay
Faolkn^
A3&*
As?k*
50a
Ark* 5 M
tfsstaa kX&m 60*3
yhite Ark* 66*8
M i l l i e £a* 53*6
U* 64*9
Saidn© Uu m+§
ta* $1*$
Jones m m * n*5
Saitii m m * $2*9
Qvovg f t
Tisisaslnge mss. 55*5
BXosmt Ala* 54*8
CsaXlgaas Ala* 57*2
rkftfgalH 41a* 51*6
Fayette Ala* 53*5
F^aakUa Ala* 50*0
Lso&arclale Ala* 30.5
^rios Ala* 52*5
Randolph Ala* 55.9
Cherokee 0a* 50*8
Gwinnett 3a» 59.3
Sa« 52*4
Rutherford i 'i o C * 56*9
1 M  M m m
12*5 27.7 52.5
12.6 33.7 56.9
15.5 30*4 51.6
20.0 23.7 60.0
9*2 32.6 53.0
17.4 39.3 59.4
16.7 27.3 66.4
12*7 21.9 68.0
24*3 20.7 56.9
20*6 20.7 65.6
24*3 25.0 59.2
11.0 3X.4 69.4
16.4 aus 70.1
12.9 29.9 S3.9
12.0 26.0 79.7
19*2 25.0 56.0
10.4 20.2 63.3
15*7 31.6 a.3
13*$ 23.3 67.1
16.5 34.6 62.5
19.4 20.0 57.6
10*0 24.4 72.0
17+1 21.7 57.4
16*4 26.3 72.0
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widMpreed. Parish actually has Hegro emttrs ■than it 
4©eg Megre tenants of oil types of tenure cabined* ttnlm Qamty, 
Arkansas, and J&ckeen Prish| Louisiana, are .fairly typical hill farm­
ing counties in which small wilt to farmers haw* always bean predcsd- ’ 
asst* although ports of Jackson Parish at* cutover areast formerly 
ip pis® forests* Much of the land of ths other 4 counties, 2 in Lcmls~ 
lama and 2 in Mississippi, ia cutover, m  which the farm population 
supplements its income fm* cotton by .'livestock sad perhaps a little 
XogriBg* the development of oil fields in ao» counties of this 
sample ia each of the 3 states has introduced: another sours® of Income 
to B&m landowners, sand Isas brought an extraneous element into the 
population ©f the counties* IhrestflasLly this ha© not so snseh affected 
the eospoaition of the f&m as of the nmfars* population*
In one respect, most of the counties of r roup I rather resemble 
the Delta* They are of relatively late development* lost of them 
were of little importance in the Old South* The alluvial districts 
of Arkansas were settled late for reasons siaUer to those which re­
tarded settlement in the Delta* The cutover land wm In deep pine, 
forest© during slavery day©? Its soil m s  typically too thin? &r*d there 
was too much good land left in the then-new areas of Arkansas 9 Miss­
issippi, mod north Louisiana to attract many settlers*
Of the 13 eounties in Group F, 8 are located In northern Alabama, 
and 1 is just across the Hue in Mississippi* Most of these 9 eernr 
ties lie between the southernmost thrust of the Appalachian Moutttains 
m  the south and southeast, and the Trnmmmm Hive* on the north* Those 
counties are varied ia soil conditions and topography, some of the® 
feeing quite ragged in parts* In northern Alabama, however, between the
ra
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did those of northern Alabama* Seiilemnt In the r.>qrn elevated por­
tions of northern Alabama followed the vallcys| but the upland pla~ 
teau motions, which now provide the location for sar^ t of the agri­
culture? population, remained waxy thinly aattlad until the end. of the 
Civil War**?
One additional classification m s  made of all counties in the 
study. Beetma® of the prnffcmsd influence which towns and cities m y  
evert open the agricultural population, m&. because of the sharp 
difference in dfSPtographlc ettsr&etsxdsiics which separate urban and 
agricultural pomilaitons, it m s  considered neeessaxy to classify the 
counties according to the degree to which their fera population has 
eese tasder urban influences*
fhere is no adequate oea-eure of the degree to which a rural 
population has Wen modified in its m y  of living by urban influences* 
ft* six* of urban population within a county is not a good faeasure*
For example, a county'my contain several towns airiest large enough 
te he considered urban, and have an aggreifst® town population of 
several thousand people| and yet if n m m of thas® pieces happens to 
obtain 2,500 people, the county would be classified statistically 
as entirely rural* A trade center of nearly 2,500 may be quite m  urban 
an influence upon the farming population as an industrial town of twice 
the size* Neither is the imwher of people who reside in incorporated 
centers a good Index* The si so a village must be in order to incorporate 
varies fro® state 'to state* Also, in some sections it is the habitual
17 Charles fU Johnson, Shadow g£ M &  & M M P» 7, and Lillian 
Worley, >e Peoolc (University of Alabama, Bureau of Public Ad­
ministration, 1945;, p* 20*
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tABLB III
m ta mm w omrnus as «h» m «o»
Percentage 
of Popu­
lation that 
is Rural- 
Perm
Sis® of 
Jrbaa
Popu­
lation
Han© o f 
City ®f 
25*000- 
74*999 
utthin
30 m u m
Ham of City 
of 75*000 
and 0v©r 
within %  
Milas
Designation
00
«K« or «U«
Group 4
Critt©ad«n Ark* 77.3 3*369 <»ww Memphis tr
Jefferson Ark. 49.7 21*290 WWW little Rock u
Concordia la* 59.9 2,357 8
Modlacn La. 42*5 5,712 Vicksburg J
T m s la. 78,0 4*RM#taSk ■CWWIW. R
Beliw mss. 76.4 4,189 WWW ®tiliinnaft H
Coefeoaa Mies, 66. a 12,168 Ipicwag U
Ihaaphreys Hiss. 79,2 3,739 M«ra» E
mss. 93.8 _ _ *»*"*»■ R
Loflsre Miss. 63.4 14,767 — i f
iuifeaa mss. m a - w w w E
Sharkey mss. m*7 efweeMW- AMMflM a
Sunflower mss. 83*2 3,604 WWW a
1 aiVw9f’ro h i , e mss. 33.1 WWW ajiti*®* E
Tunica Hiss. 33,6 — WWW Menphis H
Moshington mas. 53.6 24,592 BTmpwiwai WilHrWI 0
Grotm 3
Chicot Ark. 70,0 3,033 annffnoa B
Cross Ark. 73.7 3,633 WWW a
Bosho Ark. 67,6 3,663 WWW WWW a
Lea Ark, 77.6 4,449 WWW WWW R
Lincoln Ark. 83.6 — • w w WWW R
Mississippi Ark. 71.0 13,878 WWW K lim : j
0M l U u t Ark. 55.7 13,263 wmmm)**
tfcphlsSt, Francis A r k , 73.6 5,699 WWW VI
East Carroll La. 74.5 3,711 WWW. a
Franklin l a . 34.3 2,834 aiwitrt Wflits*®* R
!l9P6ho^ S9 la. 62,4 6,626 & m m m 0
Rad fttver la. 80.2 WwW Sbrevapcrt 0
Richland la. 79.5 — Monro© WWW.
Ts m o Hiss. 71.5 7,258 WWW K
Group C
Claiborne Mias, 70,4 2,748 Vicksburg 3
BoCoto mss. 08.9
74.6
**—  : - 0
Holmes mas. 5*440 WWW iwa.1 »**a R
Madison Miss. 73.2 6*011 Jackson WWW 0
Panola Miss. 78.2 — WWW WWW a
Tate mas. 84.6 — WWW Memphis uEWilkinson mas. 67.9 « — * WWW WWW
m m m i  i s 11
or*!>
**
0
45 ! I f  I N i l  I 1 1 1  1 1
I l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l l l l l  l l l l l l l l l l l l l
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considered to be subject internally to comparatively strong urban 
influence's &nd m s  designated ms nTT*« *&m same designation m s  given 
**» eOTity If it conte! nod within it & city of 10,000 or «©re inhabi­
tants, regardless of the proportion of the total population eontaiiieS 
in this city. The county was also ^ ©eignitted as K^ K rr" its approxi­
mate center could bo reached bp highway is loss %h m  50 ailea travel 
frm any city of 75,000 or mere paopla, or a metropolitan district of 
100,000 or more people, or if its coster lay within 30 miles of a city 
of aber* 25,000 people* Therefore* counties designated in fable III 
as »f* counties are counties for which all three of th® following 
statements wore true in 1940$ over tftro~thlrds of the population are 
rural* Fstt*j there is v n city in the county of 10,000 people % it lies 
farther than 50 miles from a city of 75,000 or a metropolitan district 
of 100,W 0 f and farther than 30 miles fvm a city of 25,000 people.
By this technique as attempt m s  made to classify counties in all groups 
on a comparable basis as regards extent of urban Influences, with the 
effort toward homogeneity being directs toward the *H* counties.
Thus, all *B" counties are alike is all three of the requirceents, but 
a *TJ* county might be classified as such because of assy on© of, or all 
three of, th* criteria*
If© g«©h classification which could hmm been demised would toe 
had the desired effect of producing m  even division of **Mn and *HT# 
eoimt5.es in each of the groups of sample counties* Croups A, B, C, and 
F divided Into *K* and *tJ* counties of reasonably equal segments*
0roup Ef ’ owewr, had only 4 "Fw counties as compared with 7 "tf" coun­
ties. This was partly d m  to the large proportion of the population.
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mwas true of ths nation m  a whole; m d  in all 4 groups of counting the 
increase for the total period of 1S80 to 1929 was pt a faster rat© 
than that of the nation a© a whole* Acam^© reduetioAa ale© occurred 
5a these counties at a reeTucod rate daring the 1930*», a® compared 
with.all cotton-producing areas* fid® m s  espeela&y true of the 
Polls groups and partimilarly of Group B, where the acreage reduction 
during the 1939* s assownted to only 30*6 per cent of the cotton acre­
age of 1929* This relatively small decrease in cotton eereege her® 
was at least partly related to the ©ettleieast of farms*
Those groups show »arfesd differences in their trends in cotton acre­
age in World War II, however. Qrwip f isaderecoit alsaest m  large a pro­
portions! decrease as the imtlon m  a whole during this five-year 
period* whsreaa Group E showed a eery ©harp decline in ae#eage~~alse*t 
one-third of its 3.939 ecreege* For the entire Delta, cotton acreages 
changed hardly at ell between 1939 and 1944> showing a slight gain of 
less than 0,5 per cent, A ©light loss was shown by the counties in 
Group B, but Group A extended its prednetlott ©lightly* This relatively 
eomstast cotton acreage on the large plantations of the delta demon­
strates that they must have solved the mrblm labor shortage©* Doubt­
less the explanetion lies in the fuller use of mechanissed teohniqufs 
of production*
For the entire ©pas of 65 years, then, the two Delta groups made 
marked gains in cotton acreage, their 1944- aflreftfr:e» being on© and one- 
half time© as large as those of 1$$9| m& these tec groupe of counties 
did not lose ground during World War II* The nemplantation counties 
at the end of the period differed* Group & had slightly less acreage 
ir.‘ n in 1389, thus ©orforming to the national trend* Despite th©
89
a®clines in acreage darlj^ r recent years, Group F continued to have a 
greater acreage is cotton than In 1889* the increase was mush loss 
than that in th# belt* counties*
The ©Id plantation counties of the Bluffs and the Southeastern 
states showed a great retraction in cotton acreage* Ever, in the earlier 
years of the period, Groups C &&d 13 did not show increase* la acreage 
comparable to increases in the other area©:* Itch had a great dec line 
in acreage m m  to boll-weevil infestation* with a slight recovery in 
the 1920*6, then the expected declines during the 1930*6# In all d*» 
eadee since 1909* Group b showed the greater disorgardseiti on in its 
cotton mobob^. In both 0 and D, acreage even in 1929 failed by a 
considerable degree to reach the 1889 level*! and by 1939 cotton „er©** 
age was less than half ih$t of 1689*
There are, however, eigne that th© better prices of the wartitae 
years say fa&ire initiated at least a slc^ wing-tefm of this long-* con­
tinued trend toward loss of cotton acreage* In these plantation areas*
It see&e likely th&t production techniques will be continued on the 
baais of Cotton production on the relatively good land, and the long 
decline in acreage may \aste run its mmrm* However tMs any be-* f youp 
C suffered only & 4. per cent loss In acre ago during tiie warties period- 
and the loss in Group D, though coasirterably larger* was still smaller 
than that of the nation as a whole or either of th® non plantation groups
of counties.^
18 Tresis before 1920 represent eetinates In th® ease of 3 conn-
ties which were created in re eon t time* The newest county of all is 
Humphreys, Mississippi, which did not cone into existence until 1918* In 
such cases, the proportion which tb* new county formed of ih® toml of all 
counties which contributed to it, as of the first census following its
Statistics on the. total aaotmb of harve-ated aerugo are not .pre­
sented in a comparable for® until tbe asneus of 1930 m d  later agri­
cultural censuses, Dnri% the 1930fs, cbam-eo in the total mawzt of 
cropland harvested wre slight .in moat areas* Despite the reduction 
ia oottoR acreage, there was not a reduction in the amount of acreage 
harvested in any area except Croup 9* where the decrease amounted to 
about 6 per cent* Increase* in total acreage were small in the other 
areas except .for an increase of about 17 per mnt in Croup B, This 
increase, like the relatively a?sall decline of cotton acreage in the 
same counties, may doubtless be attributed to increased settlement in 
new-ground area#*
Betseen 1939 and 1944, total cropland, harvested declined in eraage 
In ell croupe* This feline « s  negligible in Group A, however, amount- 
lag to less than 0.5 per cent*, the decline in cropland in Group B 
sacmted to about 5 par cants and thus in both Belts, .group® the dat­
eline in total cropland, during the early 1940* a, not having bo^n ac­
companied by a decline in cotton acreage, represented a slight move in 
the direction of lass diversified production than ted been the esse#
Among tbs other areas, Croup E had awefe the greatest decline in total 
cropland harvested, 22 per eobt. However, this loss m& considerably 
lass narked than the loss of cotton acreage* Outside the Delta, Group B 
showed the slightest loss cf total cropland harvested, another Indication
creation, was taken m  the proportion bo he applied to the totals of all 
previous censuses to determine the estimate for the nonexistent county* 
It ie not believed that any serious error© in group totals arose fro® 
this technique, which probably i© more nearly accurate than ignoring 
boundary change© altogether*
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that th® long-standing downward trend of the plantation in this area 
hn.ts been stabilised, pit least temporarily, 111© success with 
which the plantation areas m m & &  to he able to withstand the d®~ 
fieralisation and. loss of .labor fore® brought about by tha war contrasts 
with the much greater dlflorgsnlwatlGSi in production In the family-*sis® 
farming areas.
The percentage of the total harvested acreage which was in cotton 
In 1944 ranged .free spprcsdmiely half of all acreage, In Group A, 
to just ever one-fourth of all acreage, in fSrtmp f* The groans ranked 
la ex?ot alphabetical order.
The total efficiency of cotton production of the different areas 
should also v-?' briefly considered* The average yield per acre was 
highest in Group A (see Table V)* It is difficult to decide to what 
extent this indicate* the effectiveness of the highly erg&niaed plan** 
tetiof) as a reaue of cotton production and to wfeat extent it Indicates 
good soil. Production per acre was nmt highest in Group B# Then casa® 
5roops D, F, seu? C, ranged rather closely together in preductia»*
Oroap S, with not wnch mora than a ftblf-bal© to the sore* bad ssaoh the 
lowest production per acre. It is interesting to note that, taken all 
together, the 71 counties included in the mmpl® accounted for about 22 
per cent of the entire cotton, crop of the Waited States* Th® 14 counties 
of Croup A produced nearly 10 per cent of the national crop. The out* 
stsndlr.? eottm-prMucing county of tb« nation was Mississippi County, 
Arkansas , whdekis Included in ftroap B*
The proportion of tot-si cotton production m  raitltlple units is also 
of significance in an undemanding of the *grl«iil tornl picture of th® 
areas etudied (Table 7') • Croup * was again out® tending os the h'tuner 
plantation group, with approximately 9 0  per cent o** its production coning
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Population changes in the past have bean closely correlated with 
the treads in agricultural production in these counties* This rela­
tionship would b© expected tn failing counties. Th@ most desirable way 
to bring- out such a relationship lies in the use of the rural-far® 
population, but this is unfortunateXy not available by county before 
the census of 1930.
during the 30-year period f»  1890 until W ,  the population of 
the selected groups of counties all registered increases (Table ¥11), 
hat the Increases daring the 30ysar period varied froa only about 2*5 
per cent in Group G to nearly 95 per cent in Croup £• The rapid dc- 
velepaent, in the latter region, of the lumber industry during this 
tisw m s  connected with its growth, first by offering much employment 
while lumbering remained a m $ m  enterprise $ ami then, when the timber 
had been cut cut, by creating cutover land which could be cheaply ac­
quired and easily farasd« then the soil contained sufficient signs of 
fertility to attract a rather dense fans population, m  in &nee County, 
Mississippi, the transition from lumbering to relatively stable facing 
eommlties was mde within this 30-yaar period* Tim mte of Increase 
here m s  quit® rapid until 1910, but it slowed down considerably during 
the following decade# Although these m m  variations from decade to 
deeade, for th* entire period the increase is the llegr® population 
kept pace with that in the white.
Groups A and 3, although they did not grow as rapidly m  did B, 
nevertheless recorded steady and substantial growth throughout the 30 
years* Both of these group© recorded increases in population of betm m  
75 and 80 per cent during this time* In each case, the wh'-te population
TABLE TO
to ta l,  m m  abb w a rn  ra m m o n , abb
P£BCSN?AS£ CiiiUXiE BX BSGADiS, U K  THE 
SSLHCTSB 3TUPS OP OOWT1E3,  ] « 04m
Ft»pai&ii®n Fareentag* Otssmge*
1890 1900 1910 1920
1830-
1900
1900-
1910
i
!
Oroap A 
Total
rtniTinn
White
271,370
228,850
42,365
323,232
273,562
48,477
407,626 
338,811 
68,640
476,121
374,240
101,494
18,7
19.5
14,4
26.5
23.9
41.6
16,0
4?«9
Oroop B 
Total 
Megre 
White
198,885
143,072
55,758
223,134
163,535
64,627
287,463
196,919
90,478
356,438
226,382
129*469
14.7
14.3
15.9
26,0
20.4
40.0
16,9
15.2
4WL
Ores^ o 
Total 
Segro
White
159,611
45,126
134,438
136,662
47,760
180,472
134,874
45,572
164,983
115,130
45,879
15.6
19,4
5.8
-2.2
-1*3
—4*6
**9#X
*aa*4
0.6
Qrmip D 
total 
flegro 
Whit*
223,10?
164,022
59,049
258,095
192,286
65,673
266,734
197,431
49,215
250,053
175,772
73,940
15.7
17.2
11.2
3.4
2.7
5-4
-n*o
6*?
Orozip £ 
Total 
Hegro 
White
139,916
32,592
107,29?
183,291
46,910
136,352
246,831
61,567
135,259
270,622
61,647
203,936
31.0 
43.9
27.1
34.7 
31.2
35.8
9,6
0.1
12.8
Sreup F 
Total 
Hagro 
White
206,980
a£
179,834
245,844
32,538
213,302
387,196
32,612
254,583
331,855
33,711
298,143
18.8
21.9
18.6
16.8
0,2
19.4
15.6
3*A
17,1
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plantation areas, the acreage In the labor*consuming crop determines 
the need for laborers, and the alee of the population quickly respo- ds 
t© that need* this hypothesis is to be submitted to farther mmlysis 
la Chapter VI is the light of population trends after World i&r I*
The degree to which this relationship was true before 1920 ©mud be 
ascertained ©ore clearly if it were possible ’to know the rurai-f&ara popt** 
latlon of these counties at that time* As alternative method of 
gauging the influence of the senf&ra aegiaents of the population upon 
the trends of the areas is by deduction of the epilation of all inooy* 
pereted places fro® the total population and observation of the trends 
in the remainder ©f the population* A difficulty Irajftediaiely appears, 
however* Throughout tsost of the Southern atatss, there seem® to heve 
been a widespread tendency is the early years of this century for Til­
lages and towns to heeoae fceeorperatedj whereas prior to this time in* 
corporation bed apparently m b  been considered very important* Thus, 
is county after county, a 'sM&bev of towns with 300, 600, wen a thousand 
or two people, appeared for the first time in the ©en&us of 1910* It 
is hardly likely that all these places suddenly sprang into extstene® 
said the cotton fields* thus, the analysis of the reminder of the 
population is probably to© inaccurate to justify conclusions before 1910* 
The data, limited as they are, m m  to indicate th&t a very large part 
of the total growth of Group E ease in its town® anf cities* In the 
t»© Delta groups, however, this m e  not true* The fays? population 
in the Delta apparently increased mom rapidly than did that of towns 
and villages, so the growth of the Delta was largely- agricultural*
Group F bad a slightly greater increase in its incorporated than In 
its farm population, but both increased steadily* In Group C# the
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CHAPTER m  
COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION
Tbs eo»poeitlon of the population provides the basis for all fur­
ther dssographio analysis* la this chapter, the poptOatioa of the 
selected groups of counties will b® coapared with respect t© the fol- 
M a g t  r*w ssd nativity* age* e$x$ dsx^elsfisUes of tbs fasilyj 
•ad# insofar as tbs amount of available factorial permits, educational 
status*
A* Race ami Nativity
As Ssith a^ys, ®0f all the charactsrlstirrs th .t distinguish one 
population fro® another, race and nativity are among the most obvious 
sad the oost important*1*3' The racial composition of th© population is 
also the aspect of demography 1® which the difference b@t«aen planta­
tion and nonplantation coimtiea is most marked.
In 1940, 28*1 per cant of the rural-far® population of the Southern 
states consisted of Negroes* This percentage raided fro® only 3,3 in 
Kentucky ami 6*4 in Oklahoma, to 53.7 In South Carolina and 55*3 in 
Mississippi* Among the states In the present study, Arkansas, with 
26.8 per cent of its rural-far® population Negro, and North Carolina, 
with 29.0 per cent, are those with the smallest concentration of far® 
Negroes. Zn addition to Mississippi and South Carolina, Louisiana is 
conspicuously high in its proportion of Negroes, 44.7 per cent of its
1 T. I#m Salth, Q g  fmlftWiffin fi£ IffitifiiW lifl Conpoaltloa 
jsyo& p. 2*
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f«® population belonging to that m « »
She proportion a£ Negroes le much higher in all of the plantation 
groups than it is in the South as a whole or in the respective states 
in which those groups He, ft® racial and nativity composition of the 
rural-farm population of the six selected groups of counties in 1940, 
and the percentage of the rural-farsa population in these counties which 
is Segno, are ahem in fable ¥2X1, Group* A, 0, and 0 all haw a very 
high proportion of Negroes in their far® population. In each of these 
three groups, approximately 3 out of every 4 far® residents are Hegre, 
Group G rank® between the other two groups* Group A having a slightly 
larger, Group B a slightly smaller, proportion, the Negro ra.ee is 
preponderant saoag the fare population throughout all counties in these 
groups. In G roups A and G, Negroes expose two-thirds or msm of the 
fare population of each county. The proportion of Negroes reaches its 
peak in Tunica, Mississippi, in Group A, where 90 per cent of the rural- 
fare population, am! 86 per cent of tha total population, Is black. No 
other county In our nation is so overw wlAingly negroid in population* 
Group D has a somewhat greater variation in the proportion of 
Negroes among the farmers ef its various counties, Negroes make up ap­
proximately 60 per cent of the farm population of the two counties along 
the Carolina border and of Jenkins County, Georgia* In all others, the 
ratio is above two-thlrda of the total. Is the four counties of the 
Alabama Black Belt, the percentage of Negroes is very high. In Wilcox 
County, Alabama, there are about 6 Negroes for each white far® resident. 
The other plantation area, Group B, is strikingly ^ whiter® than 
are either of the three groups jttat discussed. In ■ roup 8 as a whole, 
only 56,9 per cent of the total far® population is Negrof this is a lower
mtrnrn m u
ooNFQBzrpv o# ta s muMrmt rnmmim m mm $m 
s a m m ,  i m  t w c m m s  ot m
xmhisttm, m . tm  m im tm  mom> of ummxm* 1940
Hattve 
total White
Qrotjgj A All
#B«
»u»
413*402
205,954
207*44$
36,804
49,154
37,650
^poy^ & All
»a*
»g*
326,094
164,191
161,903
140,057
66,170
73,887
Ail
«e «
Bjjri
143*491
66,998
76,493
33,034
15,706
17,326
Oroup D All
«E«
186,826
151,904
34,922
45,913
34,310
11,603
Groiffi S All
«a»
sgs
182,753
67,683
115,065
141,031
50,107
90,924
Oroup F a h
»a»
«tpt
269,926
160,217
109,709
252,311
151,506
100,805
fkr®ijpi
Boa?** I%s*5&®sstag©
WliAia H@gro Mrn$m
n iy >wf *  lininii  i k  >i~cin i jiinn agf iw mau¥».> itf« rniLw;ir*»<f^
304 325,760 78.9
387 156,395 75.9
417 169,365 31.6
364 135,619 56.9
213 97,794 59.6
171 87,825 54.2
46 110,401 76.9
18 51,272 76.5
28 59,129 77.3
25 139,m 74.8
22 117,536 7/.4
3 22,245 63.1
184 41,458 22.7
30 17,350 25.9
154 23,908 20.8
182 17,430 6.4
143 6,966 5.3
39 8,364 8.1
Source: Sixteenth Census of tbe ...ifeltsAJ&tiuu 1340*. JfraaiaMaa. 
Tolam  IX, Tables 27 said 274.
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percentage than that of any single plantation county outside Croup B.
The two Delta area* are a w  sharply differentiated in this one res­
pect than in any other* they represent racially the darkest m 4  the 
lightest of the plantation groups#
Within Group B, there is a great difference fro® ovsntj to county* 
In Phillips County, Arkansas, the Wegr© proportion is 79 per cent of 
the far® population* On the other hand, there are four counties is 
which the Negro rural-far® population is outnumbered by the white. In 
addition to Mississippi County, Arkansas, where only 33 par cent of 
the rural-far* population are Regress, Cross, Arkansas, »ad Franklin 
and Richland, Louisiana, haw© a majority of white font residents*
Sot only is the variation fross county to county great, but within 
comities whore are sometimes great differences in the racial ©cmpesi*
Uoa of the population# This is true of some of the newer Delta parishes 
Inland frc* the river In Louisiana, but it is especially true of the 
Delta area of northeastern Arkansas* Bare early settlement along the 
Mississippi River and for some miles inland proceeded along the usual 
Hues of plantation areas, with a Wegro labor force. Hut as the plan­
tation pushed inland, the existence in the near-by Osarks of a large 
supply of potential laborers and the lack of surplus of Segro laborers 
caused the newer areas to develop with white croppers* One© this process 
was under way, many of the communities in which the whites became es­
tablished insisted upon keeping the area white. Often Negroes were not 
permitted to live in the vicinity at all*
Tor Instance, coming into Cross County. Arkansas, frc© the north- 
east, one enters Twist Township, which has a population 99 per cent
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rural-far® and 86 par cent Negro. Driving directly across the county 
to the west, ona leaves the comity frost Brushy late 7ownshtp* whose 
residents are 100 per coat rural-farm and 100 per cent white* Almost 
a# great a contrast can be found in Stlssisglppl County* where two 
townships located along the Mississippi tew 79 and 77 per cent of 
their total po; elation Wegro* In contrast with the extreme northwestern 
township of the county* in which there Is not a single Negro*
The lover proportion of Hegroee in Group B* however* does not arise 
wily fro® the feet that certain portions of & few counties and perish©® 
hare few or no degrees* In tm  counties* the negroes font m majority 
or sore of the fare population* but in seat of these the proportion of 
the total population belonging to the black m m  is less than two- 
thirds* The mmh larger shite population of Group B* to a certain extent* 
does refleet the greater frequency there of small faisilyalse farms 
owned and operated by whit© farmers* to a greater degree* however* it 
reflects the frequency with which the plantations of this portion of 
the Delta use white croppers or ware hands* Even so* In the group as a 
whole* Hegroes euttronter whites^ and the proportion of Negroes In the 
farm population ie high by any standard® aside from those of the otter 
three samples of plantation counties*
Although in Group B the existence of plantations does not neces­
sarily require a large Jfogre population* it remains true in these counties 
that large proportions of Negroes do indicate the existent of planta­
tions* There ar© few Kogro farm earners* Racial competition for plan­
tation-labor status does not see® to have enabled th© Negro to oo pet© 
en other tenure level®* Tim® the Kegro population of Group B represents
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wisest as complete a plantation sample m  does Croup A; it is within 
the white segment of the f«Ba population of Group 3 that plantation and 
nenplantation elements are weighted in widely varying proportions fro® 
©aunty to ©ounty.
The aunties classified as nRH and **3* in those group© show a© 
consistent tendency to differ markedly from each ether in racial cos- 
position* In Group D, a rather sharp difference exists between the "HP 
and *0* counties, but this reflects simply the geographical difference 
in racial proportions which exists between the Black Belt counties, 
which are all *3,® and the two Carolina counties which make up the en­
tire “U* sample* la Group B, *3* e©unties h$v© relatively mor® Negroes 
than "TP* ©unties, but the difference is slight* In Groups A and C, 
the situation la reversed# No pattern Is evident in these data*
^ost of the rural-fana population of Groups E sued f  is white* For 
Group E, the proportion is 7? per cant# This relationship varies great* 
ly within the group, however* Bienville Parish, Louisians, has more 
Negroes than whito:- among its fmm population, an exosption to the 
usual rule that Negroes are rare in areas of farm ownership. In two 
near-by Arkansas counties, Union and Staved*, th© Negro population is 
nor© than AO per cent, but less than 50 per cent, of to fax® population* 
Gil the ©tor hand, the northern Arkansas counties have very few Negroes* 
Clay County, in northeast Arkansas, has only two Negro residents in 
the entire county* Negro proportions in th© cutover areas of Louisiana 
end Mississippi also & m rather low, ranging from about 15 per cent of 
the farmer® in Sabina Pariah to about 32 per cent in Washington Parish* 
Hegroes are ©till less numerous in th© farm population of Group 
jr counties, where 93*6 per cent of th© total rural-farm population Is
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whit©* Th© differences fro® eetai^ to county aro not m  marked as 
in th© Mississippi Valley nonplant&tion sa&pXe. Each county contains 
at least 200 far® $»grocs, although the total number in five counties 
ia laaa than 500 and in several ethers loss than 1,000* In the preper- 
ticn of degrees is the fas® population, the counties vary f m  less than 
1 per sent in Dekalb County, Alabama, to nearly 25 per ©eat in Randolph 
County, in the saae state* Lauderdale m &  Fayette, in Alabama, and 
Rutherford, Horth Carolina, are the only other counties in Group F in 
which the proportion of Negroes usseog the far® population rise® as 
high as 10 per ecmt*
Is Groups B and F, there is a 1 ck of consistency as to whether
«g« or *Xf* counties contain larger proportion© of Begroea* In Group 1, 
due In part to the large Bsgre J3opulation of Bienville Farleh, th© RRB 
counties regia ter larger Hegro percentages than do the KGM counties*
In Group F, this relationship is reversed, but the difference is not 
great*
Kosher© in the ample of cotton-producing counties does the native- 
white population fall to eoepris© the Gwrwhelming tssajority of the 
total white population. Foreign-born Mtes smamt to approximately 
0*2 per cent of the total population in Group A» This slight propor­
tion is greater than that elsewhere* Gefflpwted on the basis of white 
population alone, 1 per cent of the white population of Group A is 
foreign born, while less than 0.1 par cent of the white population In 
Groups L and ? is frees other nations* Thus, the relatively new and 
large-scale plantation counties of th© Delta shew a slightly larger 
concentration of foreign-born white fanners than any other &r©&, but even 
here this element is almost negligible.
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vfeddbt i« oae of the wmt% from both tho per capita and the
p©r*-acre aspect, to be found outside th® Delta— *a feet attesting to 
the diligence of the Gereen faxners uho settled these.# this mmm> to 
be the only esenple of m  important exotic strata in the population of 
way of tha counties included in the sample. Steo of th& parishes of 
Louisiana Included in the study ere located in the portions of the 
state in which French influence predominates. B m m  cotaatif.g in the 
study {1 in Group C, 3 la Dt 1 in 3, and 2 in f) hmro no foreign^born 
shite residents among their
Slth the sole exception of Group B, the ^Othor Haceatt category
of census presentation ie of little internet in this study. In C roup D,
hoaerer, there are 1,107 representatives of nonwhite racec. widen are 
sot Hegro. these ar® probably all Indians. In Scotland County, tforth 
Carolina, there are 787 eo^caUftA Grmtms, while neighboring Marlboro 
County, South Carolina, .contains 234. In all other groups, the nuetber 
of other races in th© yoral~£am population is negligible. The cost- 
Waed counties of Group F report only three nomrhlte people who way 
not be classified as SSegro. although several of the countios of the 
Mississippi Delta contain a Chines® pry&i&ticm, watering nearly 500 
In the three adjacent ec&atiee of Be J Ivor, Islington, au;l Sunflower, 
this group has avoided agriculture, only two Chinos© in the an tiro Delta 
reportedly being farmers.3
2 These etatesMWiis were eoBfimed by Ur.. John Gbesaer, a personal 
acquaintance and resident of Cullman County, Al&bencu
3 Eobert 8. 0*Brian, * Statu?* of ChJ eae in the Mississippi Delta,K
Social Foret. XIX (ferefc 1941), 386.
ni
Scattered throughout th© South ar© small pockets of IMlam©, 
who seldom comprise an important sequent of the population except 
in certain portions of Oklahoma* Th© Inclusion of o m  of th. pocket© 
Indians In Oroup 0, Ilk© the absence of such an enclave In the other 
groups, is but an accident of local development, without particular 
significants© fro® th© viewpoint of the system of agriculture.
In many phases of this study, material I® available for a two-way 
racial division only— a division into "white" and f,nonwhiteH categories* 
The tens® "nonwhit®*1 and "colored" aye used interchangeably* For all 
practical purposes, each m y  he considered uv applying to the Hfegxo 
race, since even in rr'up B over 99 per cent of the total nonwhite popu­
lation is Negro.
All in all, th© only important relationship between the plantation 
system and th© natloncllty-racial composition of th® population is the 
association between the plantation and th© Hegro* ftonpl&ntation areas 
ordinarily are predominantly whit®. There is little consistency in 
variations among the races between the " R* and the B!I® count!©©. The 
very small foreign-born whit® population is concentrated principally 
in a few felt® counties and in on® county of northern Alabama* Th# only 
other racial or nationality group of ary importance within the counties 
is sn Indian population of about 1,000 in the two adjacent Carolina bor­
der counties.
b. m & Q s m ^ M m
It is obvious that the age composition of the papulation of a so­
ciety m y  affect th© degree to which that society takes an interest in 
aatters of social security, or in its educational system, or in any other
112
societal responsibilities associated with certain specific age groups. 
Only slightly less apparent are possible effects of the age structure 
of a group of people upon their willingness to accept the new, A will­
ingness to change and to experiment has long been considered typical 
of "young*1 societies. Age structure may thus influence the prevalent 
political attitudes. As Smith has stated, "In a great variety of ways, 
some of them very subtle, age exerts a tremendous influence upon social 
phenomena.11 A Especially because "each age and sex distribution 
records nearly a century of societal experience1* 5 ±& its analysis 
mandatory.
Considering the great importance of the age composition of a society, 
it is particularly unfortunate that the data collected through the la­
borious and expensive techniques of census enumeration and tabulation 
should be unreliable. Such is the case, however, and allowances for the 
lack of validity of the data must constantly be made in interpretation 
of the age structure of a population* So generally has this fact been 
realised that there seems to be little need of pyramiding quotation 
upon quotation on the subject. Therefore, in the discussion that fol­
lows, principal dependence will be placed upon the writings of Smith, 
whose work in this field has been unusually thorough.
First of all, there is the error in census data arising out of the 
tendency of reported ages to cluster in certain years, such as the even
A The Sociology of Rural life, p. 73.
5 Smith, Population Analysis, p. 93.
mywrst those ending in five, and especially, those ending In sere* There 
i© always a deficiency in age® not exactly divisible by two or five* In 
general, urban area® shew the steet pronounced inaccuracies In such age 
reporting, but the ruml-far® population is almost a® inaccurate. The 
seat marked difference in the degree of accuracy, however, is th© m ®ial 
difference— Hegrees show more inaccuracy than do whites* The specific 
racial-residential category in which age reporting see®© meat inaccurate 
is that of the rural-fariR nonwhit© population* a category of particular 
importance in this study* This also explains why, by states, the age 
reporting of Eiasisaippi Is the least accurate of all«&
Since the age arterial used in this study is presented in the for® 
of five-year intervals, inaccuracies of this type are not necessarily of 
aay great concern • A such acre serious source of inaccuracy, however, 
which does greatly disturb tbs reported distribution of the population 
by age groups, is the misrepresentation of age, amounting sometimes to a 
considerable number of years*
That much of the false reporting of agog Is intentional is indi~ 
eeted by the fact that it is acre evident in so®© age group® than in 
ethers, and is particularly noticeable among women* The ago group 
*15 through 19* le swelled by woman who are 20 and older reporting 
themselves as being in their upper teen©* This ago group may also be 
swelled to some extent by young girls who claim to be 15, 16, or older, 
Hls sge groups in the twenties, having lost those members who under­
estimated their age, gain others from those who are actually 30 or w&m*,
6 Ibid.. pp. 89-90
1U
And so on up the llne— ths ages of the population, ©specially the fe­
es!# portion of it, are often reported a few years too loo# Th® ago 
group *35 through 39* in the populations analysed in this study seoos 
to ho especially popular, doubtless duo to th@ lesg* msube? of older 
t o m  who eaistaia that, they are unto 40# This entire process, than, 
ia addition to crowding the younger ages unduly, leaves & deficiency 
in tho Rushers of siddle-agsd woswn-~e dafioioaey which is accentuated 
hgr another process. Hawing reached aa advanced ego, sany persons—  
and this tendency too is more narked m u g  TOTOn*"-hegte to take pride 
in their lofigevity and exaggerate their ages* How that specific ages 
have attained significance for social security benefit® and for old- 
ago pensions la the various states, this tendency i© Increased by the 
desire to receive such benefits*
The uoreHafeility of ago reporting m m &  to bo universal among 
women, hast eoro so smmg Negro than saong white m m m *  Sts&ih and Hitt 
eoti&ated that, for vans between 30 and 34, the error averaged 1*6 
y*«n» for i*lt* »c*9B, eoaperBd with A.2 y»ars for Segro woman.7
Another source ©f error in ag© data lies in the imder©n\sa&rati on 
of children, especially th© very young ones* However, th© extent to 
which this falsifies the general pattern of the age eoapoeltlea of a 
population Is relatively slight# It does produce nisleaelXag impressions 
TOg&rding the fertility ©f a population, however, and will be discussed 
in more l^ tail in Chapter XT#
? T* Zy&n Ssdth and Bees©** t# Hitt, "The iisotatesusnt of tasen*® 
As m  and tfaw V ita  Indexew," ito tro B . Infg/iatloaal jjg jg iss ££
XIII, Ho. A (Ceooabor 31, 1939), 106-107.
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£*3XT X*67 6*£g rxox 9*6t t*0£ s®8? XXV 
511? V
S»#H *®S ¥fS®6|£J T f p i p ^ r w
JO Sdn03£
otfct 'stosssc# m  ® m o m  m m ? m 8  m &  m g  t m t m m w o  W 9  
m  w x & m  m s  c m  sm  msxmss m  *xs$ m
‘rnizmidm sam* cm mmwwm &o wnm vm
ix s im
m
mf*bl© 11 C©anti»i*e&)
Fage 2
of Coimtiea
Age Oategories
«m* (emit,}
5*0 5*3 5*3 99.7 5*9 5.5 107.0
20»£4 5.7 5*5 103.3 6*3 6.0 105.1
15*49 5*1 5,4 95.3 6*1 5*1 119.0
30*24 4.5 4.B 94*0 4*6 4.1 111,6
25-29 3.3 4*2 91.3 4*0 3.6 112*3
30-34 3.3 3*4 96*2 3.7 3*2 113*5
35-39 3.1 3*6 66*0 3*3 3.1 104*9
40-44 2.7 3*0 90.6 2.9 2.5 115*1
45-49 2.7 2*5 X06.G 2.7 2,3 121,1
50-54 2*3 2.0 113.3 2*4 1*9 124*5
55-59 2.0 1*4 142*2 2*0 1.3 149,7
60*44 1.5 1*0 143*7 1*4 1,0 X3$*0
45—49 1*3 0*9 149.1 1.3 0.7 172, $
70-74 0*7 0*3 149*9 0*6 0,4 m *?
ff 4 Oiar 0.6 0*5 115*1 04, 0.3 134*7
Sroi^ B All*
All Age* 51*1 43.9 104*4 52.7 47,3 111*3
0-4 5.3 5.9 97.0 6.5 6.2 303,0
5-9 5.3 5.7 100*4 6*3 6.1 103,#
10-14 1*7 5*5 104.6 6.4 6,2 103,2
15-19 5*3 5.2 ica.0 6*1 5*7 107,7
20-34 4*5 4.6 97*3 4*7 4,1 1X4*0
25-29 3.9 3.9 100.7 4.0 3.6 311*2
30-34 3*3 3 U 96.4 3.5 3.2 109*7
35-39 3*1 3*4 92.3 3.0 2,7 313*0
40-44 2*7 2.7 99.4 2.5 2,3 107*3
45-49 2.7 2*3 315*6 2*4 2.1 1X2,1
50-54 2*3 1.3 123*5 2*2 1*6 137.9
55-59 1.9 1*4 240*3 1.7 1.3 1 3 M
60-64 1*4 1.1 135.7 1*3 0.9 150*6
65-69 1*3 0.9 144*9 1.2 0,7 164*6
70-74 0*0 0.5 U7*a 0*6 0.3 1614
130.675 & Ora* 0.6 0.6 110.5 0*4 0.3
«R*
All Agee 51*1 m* 9 104*5 52.9 47.1 112*3
o-*4 5*9 6.0 96.2 4*4 6.3 101*6
5-9 5.7 5.3 90.9 4*3 6,0 100*3
10-44 5*3 5.5 105*6 6*3 6*1 103*5
15-19 5.3 3.2 302*1 6*1 5*6 116*3
20-34 4.5 4*5 100,1 4.7 4.0 117.9
25-29 3.9 3*3 102.9 4.0 3*5 114.5
30-34 3.3 3.3 99.7 3*5 3.1 111*9
m•f QmB&km 
eat
^ ^ bs^ se^ Nni
"S» (omA.)
JS?*®WV 3*8 3*3 92*6 3.2 2*7 224*7K U I a*4 2*7 9 M a.5 2.2 212*4
45-49 2.7 2*4 1314 2*4 2.2 207*8
50*54 2.3 1*9 220*5 2.2 2.6 234*2
55-59 2»8 1*4—WUp'—i'P 2MU6 1.7 2*6 228*4
60-64 1.5 1*1 133.6 2.4 S*t 150*6
65-69 H 0.9 343.3 1.2 0.7 264*1
70-74 <Mt 0*5 145.6 0*6 0.4 113.3
75 i ©.4 0*6 101*7 0*5 0.4 113*3
*U*t
431 Ageg 51.0 4f*0 104*3 52*5 47.5 310*4
©-4 5.7 5*9 97*4 6*6 6.3 304.9
5-8 SJI 5*7 102*2 4.3 6.1 % m s
10-04 5*6 5*5 101*4 6,4 4.2 201*9
I M P 5*2 5*3 99.7 6*2 5*8' 204*6
30*34 4*5 4*7 94*3 4.7 4*3 110*8
25*29 M 4*0 98.5 4.0 3.7 108*5
¥ * m 3*3 3*5 92.9 3*4 3*2 m i
53*39 3*2 3*4 99*2 3.0 2.6 222*4
# M 4 2*2 2.7 102*2 2*4 2*3 101*8
45-49 2*7 2*3 218*9 2.5 a a 220*0
58*64 2*3 1*8 127.0 2.2 1*6 239*4g g m 2*0 1.3 148.9 2.7 2*3 23SU7
6 W * 1*3 1*0 235.8 2.2 0*8 250.6
1*3 0.9 146.8 1.0 0*6 363.3
10*74 0.8 0.5 i50.a 0.5 0.3 i m a
15 4 Ow p 0*6 0*5 123.3 0*4 0*3 239.3
C Hit
414 Ages 50*3 49*7 101.2 51.8 •48*2 206*3
0n4 6*3 6.5 200.6 5*3 5.0 104.9
5*9 6*4 6.4 200.7 5*3 5.3 98.9
I044 6*6 6*1 107.5 5.6 5.3 206,1
15*19 3.7 5*5 101.7 5*4 5*0 210*8
30w®4 4*4 4*6 95*? 4.2 3.8 209*1
3*6 3*7 96.9 3.7 3*5 105*1
38-86 2.9 3*1 95*6 3.5 5.3 106.6
jaw* 2 ^ 3*0 87.3 3.2 3.0 204*0
49-44 2*4 2*4 97*6 2*4 2.7 m i
45-49 2*0 2*1 98*0 2.6 2*4 310.0
50-54 1*0 1*7 204.2 2.5 2*2 215*9
55-59 1*5 1*2 222.8 2.2 2.9 110*8
8G-04 i*a 1.1 114.9 2.9 2*0 108,8
110
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MHMK
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Age Os&sil&pAeii
aroup € AXXt (sent*)
4a^ irt
70^4 
7S & Osar
431. Ages 
CM.
3044
3549
etus*w
n * ®
m * m
JLfj^JUt
45-49
50-54gg gfl33*^?
6944 
65-69 
70-74 
W  6 Onsp
«8»
All Agsw
0-4
5 4
10-34
35-39 
30-24
30-34 
35-39
ZiW,/<r“
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-64 
65-09 
70*34 
75 &
tfra'ip 0 &2I<
All Ages
i t e u J te ii& M a - SSwl t«s>
1*5 JUO 127*4 1*0 1 4 111.3
0*7 0.6 m * 5 1.0 0*7 133.2
0.7 0.7 95*5 1.0 0 4 X19.2
50.3 49.7 X0X*I 51.7 40*3 107.1
4*6 6.5 101.3 5 4 5.4 202.0
4.5 6*5 100*0 5*2 5 4 94.4
6.7 6.5 103*5 5*7 5 4 105.4
5.6 5*3 101,4 5*5 4*3 115.0
6.4 4*6 96*1 4 4 3 4 202.4
3.5 5*0 90*9 3 4 3*4 200.6
3.0 3.1 f6*0 3*6 3 4 102.9
2.6 3*0 3 4 2*9 112,7
2*4 2.4 99*4 2.6 2 4 204,3
2*0 2.0 97.6 2*6 2*4 112.5
1*0 1*7 1G1U 2.5 2.2 XU..4
JUS x a 127*9 2.1 1.9 U 2.3
1*1 i* 0 m # 9 1 4 1*7 112.9
1*2 0.9 m * $ JUS 1*4 1U ,5
0.7 0.0 124.7 0.9 0*7 130.3
0.7 0*7 102.6 X.0 0*0 124.4
50.3 49.7 101.3 51.9 404 108.0
6*4 6.5 99*3 5.1 4*7 M 7.8
6.4 6*3 101*4 5 4 5*1 103-4
6.5 5*0 H1«J 5*6 5 4 106.7
5.5 5*4 xox*9 5.6 %1 109.2
4*4 4*6 95.4 4 4 3*7 115.4
3.6 3*3 954 3*6 3*6 101,3
3.0 3.1 954 3*4 3*1 110,4
2.6 3.1 86*4 3*0 3*1 96.7
2.3 2*5 96.0 3*0 2*8 105.8
2.1 2.1 934 2.6 2*4 107.8
1*0 1*7 106*6 2.6 2 4 120,2
1.6 1.3 119*0 2*1 1.9 199.4
U 4 1*2 117*1 2.0 1*9 105.5
1.3 1.0 127.1 1*7 1*6 111.1
0.7 0*6 1244 1.0 0*7 135.7
0.7 0*7 09*7 1.0 0*9 115.0
49*3 50.7 97*2 51.0 49*0 104.0
tmfcXa XX (continued)
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Q*o*m timsMm 
ana
Agir Categwi** Jfola. i&asr liaila JfemlA
i^P^p 0 4X11 {«&**%•)
0-4 6*d 6*9 99.4 5.5 5*2 101.6
7*0
6*$
6*7 103.3 3*3 5*5 m . i
m m 6*6 102.3 6*2 5*7 n»,i
W L 9 5,9 6*0 99.1 0*0 % ® X02«0
m m 4*5 4.7 90*7 4*3 A S 3 0 M
3-^9 3*2 3*6 88.8 3*5 3*5 XOD*0
3£wi& a*4 2*7 91.5 3*1 3*2 99,0
a*a 2.8 *U4 a*7 3*0 90*9
4 M 4 1*S 2*2 79.3 2*6 2*5 I M S
4£*4£ 1*9 2*1 92.2 SU5 2*4 m s s
50-S4 1*0 1.8 98.8 2*4 2*2 no.?
5f-#9 1*4 1*2 m . 5 1*9 1*9 102.9
60*66 1*3 1.1 114.9 1*7 1*5 3X5.7
05-09 1*2 1*0 120.8 1*4 1*2 1X3*1
70-74 0*7 0*0 1194 0,f 0*7
75 & Otar 0*6 0*7 SS.T6 0*7 0*7 93.5
411 Ages 49*2 50.8 97.1 51*3 48*7 105.2
0-4 6*E 6*8 100.1 5*1 5*1 100.1
« 7*0 6*7 104.3 5*7 5*4 105,5
10-24 6*7 6.5 102.1 6*2 5*6 109.9
15-19 5*0 5.8 98.8 6*0 5.6 105.3
20-24 4*1 4*6 83.9 4*3 3*9 1094.
25-29 3*1 3.5 88,3 M 100.6
30-34 2*5 2*8 99.8 3*1 3.2 99.2
35-39 2*3 2*8 81.6 2*6 3*0 91.8
40-U X*S 2*3 79.9 2*6 2*5 102.6
4549 1.9 2.1 90.9 2*6 p «s 104.3
50-54 1*0 U 9 96.5 2*5 2*2 114.3
106.255-59 1*4 1*3 110.3 2*0 1*9
60-64 1*3 1.2 114.5 I S 1*5 120.3
65-69 1*2 1.0 132.6 1*4' 1*2 114.3
70-74 0.8 0.7 117.2 0*9 o*s 117.2
75 X 0vwr 0*7 o*i 90.3 O S 0.3 101.5
»rj#
411 Ages 49.5 50.5 98.1 5Q*1 49*9 100.5
0—4 7*0 7*3 96.2 5*7 5.3 104,0
c_a3-7 6*8 7*0 98.3 5*9 5.3 102.4
10-14 7*2 7*8 103.4 6*4 6*0 106.9
15-19 6*a 6.8 100.3 5*9 6.3 93.9
20-24 5*1 5.2 98,3 4*5 4*3 107.3
25-89 3.5 3*8 91.6 3*4 3,4 100.5
30*34 2*3 2.3 95.6 3.0 3.1 9S.6
fabler IX (continual)
Page 6
Urmips of Coiajftiea
35*59 a a 2.6 31.4 2,7 3.0 83,0
40-44 1*5 2*0 75.9 2*6 100*4
45*49 1,3 1*3 99.3 2.4 2*3 102*2
50-Si 1*6 1.4 115*1 2,2 2.2 100*0
55-59 1*1 1*0 119*3 1,3 1.9 93*6
60*64 1*0 0*3 117.6 1*5 1.5 100.6
65*69 0*9 0*3 109*1 1*3 1*2 109.5
70-14 9*5 0.3 341*0 0.6 9.6 103*0
75 t Owp 9*3 9*4 m a 0*4 0*6 63*4
Qrottp E All £
A H  Ages 51*1 43.9 104*3 52,2 47.6 .109*0
0*4 7*0 6*3 102*3 5*4 5*3 102*3
5-9 6*3 7*1 96*3 5,3 5,5 105.7
X&44 6.7 6*4 104*2 6,2 6,0 103,8
15-19 6*4 6*0 106*4 6.3 5.5 313a
20-24 4*6 4.5 101*9 6*6 4.0 135*6
25-39 3*5 3.5 99a 3.7 3,4 110,6
30*34 2*9 2*9 301.2 3*4 3,2 100*8
35-39 2*6 2*3 oia 2,3 2,9 96*3
40*44 2.1 2.1 101*4 2,6 2.5 103.7
45*49 1.9 1*7 1X0*7 2*6 2*4 107,2
50-54 1.7 1.5 112*2 2,3 2,0 116*8
55-59 1*4 1.1 125*1' 2,0 1.6 120.0
60*64 1*1 0.3 133*0 1.7 1.3 126,0
65-69 1.2 0*3 i59a 1.3 1.0 130.7
70*74 0*7 9*4 157*1 0,0 0,6 129.9
75 & Oror 0*5 0*5 102.9 0.7 0,6 124.6
All igos 51.4 63*6 m * ® 32,1 47.9 100*8
0*4 7.6 7.2 im*& 5.0 5*7 102 a X
5J9 7*1 7.1 99.3 5.9 5.7 104*0
10*14 6.7 6.3 106.4 6.1 5,9 104.8
15*19 6.1 5.3 106.3 6*0 3.3 1.11*6
20-34 4.9 4*3 100.4 4.5 3*9 1X4.9
25-29 3*7 3.6 102.5 3*9 3*6 107*8
# M 4 3.0 3*0 100*6 3.5 3.2 106.7
35-39 2.5 2.7 95,3 SUB 2*9 99.8
4£K4 2*2 1*3 1X7.4 2.4 2,3 104*6
45*49 1*7 1.6 105.7 2.5 2.4 104.4
50*56 1.7 1.4 120.6 2*3 1*9 113.4
55-59 1.3 1,0 126*3 2.0 1*6 123*3
60-64 1*0 0.3 123.1 1.6 1.3 125*1
of Ceimtiea 
and
Age Categories fcwatawu iMmaii
3roup
»i©3P iiM d
*8* CoCHOU)
6 M 9 1,1 0,7 169,0 1.3 1*0
M 0.4 0,4 113.0 0.7 0*6
75 6 o*sr 0*4 0*4 98*7 0.7 0*6
Sija
A il Ages 50*8 49.2 X0J.2 52,2 47,0
0-4 6.6 6.0 100,6 5.2 5.1
5-9 6.6 7.0 94.6 5*8 5*4
10-14 6,7 6.5 102,7 6*2 6*0
15-19 6,5 6.2 106.0 6*5 5.7
20-20 4-4 4,2 m*% 4.7 4.0
25-29 3*3 3*4 96*5 3*7 3*3
30-34 2.9 2,2 xox*6 3.3 3*2
2.6 2.9 88*a 2.8 3*0
^ 4 4 2.1 2,3 92.0 2,7 2.6
45-49 2.0 1*7 314*2 2*6 2.4
50-54 1*7 1*6 306.8 2*3 2.0
55-59 1.6 1.3 224.4 1.9 1*0
60-44 1.1 0*8 140.3 1.7 1*34g Aw 1*5 0,9 153.4 1.3 1.0
70-74 0.0 0*4 185.9 0.8 9*0
75 & 0*0 0*6 105*3 0*7 0,4
1 A ll*
Ail Ages 50,  a 49,3 103*1 51.1 40*9
0-6 6.4 6*0 1O7.0 5,8 5.7
Jr^W 6.4 7*0 92.0 6.1 5.9
10^4 6.7 6*6 102,9 6,4 6.1
15-19 6.5 6,1 105,9 6 a 1 5*7
20*24 4,6 4,4 109*1 4.6 4*3
25-29 3*1 3.5 89,3 3,8 3*6
30*34 2.5 2.7 9i»a 3.2 3*3
35-39 2.3 2.5 88.5 2L8 2*9
40-44 1.0 2.3 77.9 2.3 2*4
45-49 2,0 2.2 89*1 2,3 2,2
50*54 1.9 1*8 109,4 2*0 1*9
55-59 1.9 1*1 363*1 1*8 1*5
60-64 1.4 0*8 166*2 1*4 1.2
65-69 1,4 0.9 150.6 1*2 1*0
70-74 0.9 0*6 178*8 0*7 0,0
75 & Over 0,0 0.7 130*8 0.6 0*6
133.9
136.1
123.2
109.1
103.2 
106.7
103.3 
U 4 ^  
116.0 
112,2 
102.1
94.5
103.2
100.7
115.9 
118.2
126.5 
129.1
131.3
122.6
W . 5
101.3 
104.7
106.3 
io7a 
106.3
105.2 
93.9 
95.7 
97.0
101.3 
103,6 
U4.3
114.5
121.6 
131,6 
101,2
133
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Oroajis of Gotmtioe 
and
Age C&t©fjQpX®0
411 Ages 
H  
5^
25-29
30-36
50-54
55-59
*$■
411 Ages 
O-i
5*#
10-14
15-19
2£«4
25-29
30«“34
35-19
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
65-69
70-74
75 •; ;
50,4
5.9
6*1
6,8
6.6
4*9
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
1*3
x a
i.i
Q«7
5*3
4*8
3*8
2.7
2.6
2.3 
2*0
1.7 
1.X 
0.7 
0.7 
0,5 
0*6
49*6
5*8
6*7
6*6
6.9
4.1 
3*2 
2ft 7 
2k>5
I?- *7A*
2.4 
1*9
1.2 
0*9 
1.1 
0*6 
0*8
93*4
103*0
X2D.0
98.3
79.8
99.6
87*2
72,5
%*?
«*»
•*•«/©. if
193.7
XS?Is
i
102,2
90*6
102.7
93*4
m . 4
89,6
83,4
85*4
107*9
167.3
145*1
127,0
If / 1*
95*6
50* 
5*9
6*2
6,5
6a
4*6
3.8
3.3
2*3 
** «■}
1*9
1.7
1*3
1*1
0,6
0*6
3*8
6*1
6*4
6*2
4*5
3.7 
3.2
£3 if
2*4
2*3
2*1
1.8 
1*5 
1*3 
0.8 
0*7
5,7
4*3
3*7
3*3
*> Q *** J
2.3
*“» 3»f-be SC.
1*9
1*5
1*2
0.9
0*5
0*6
W*5
5*5
5*6
5*8
5.7
4.2 
,2*6
2*9
2.5
^ #<^G-w-*j:9r
2*0
1.6
1.3 
1.1
a
102*0
103*5
106*9
105*2
**&
•55.9
97,9
102,3
103.7
lXva-4
115*1
122*6
U5.8
106*1
*3
1X0*9
107*4
0,
108.3
9G*X
94*5
95,7
99*2
103*5
111*5
1X3*6
120.3 
"? ->'/
,:;J* o
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UNITED STATES
AGE PERIOD
- 6 0 -
- 5 5 -
- 5 0 -
- 4 5 -
- 4 0 -
- 3 5 -
- 2 0 - 
- 15 -
6 5 4 3 2 1  0  l 2 3 4 5 6 7
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
UNITED STATES 
RURAL -  FARM
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
SOUTH 
RURAL-FARM 
NONWHITE
E
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
PERCENT MALE
I 2 3 4  5 6 7
PERCENT FEMALE
- 3 5  -
- 30 • 
- 25  -
- 2 0 -
- 15 "
- 10 -
SOUTH 
RURAL'FARM 
WHITE
6 5 4 3 2 I O I 2 3
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
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GROUP A 
"R" COUNTIES 
NONWHITE II
AGE PERIOD
- 65 -
- 60 - 
-5 5  - 
- 5 0 -
- 45 -
- 4 0 -
- 35 - 
- 3 0 -
- 25 -
- 20 -
- 15-
- 10 - 
- 5 -
UNDER 5 YEARS
6 5 4 3 2  1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP B 
"R‘  COUNTIES 
NONWHITE
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP C 
*R" COUNTIES 
NONWHITE LIE3
PERCENT MALE
I 2 3 4  5 6 7
PERCENT FEMALE
- 75 -
- 7 0 -  
- 6 5 -  
- 6 0 -
- 55 -
- 5 0 -  
- 4 5 -  
- 4 0 -
- 3 5 -  
- 3 0 -
- 25 -
- 2 0 -
- 1 5 -
- 10-
- 5 - 
UNDER 5 YEARS
GROUP D 
V  COUNTIES 
NONWHITE
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  I 2 3 4 5 6 7
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP E 
V  COUNTIES 
NONWHITE
-6 5  -
- 6 0 -  
- 3 5 -  
- 5 0 -  
- 4 5  -
-2 5  - 
-2 0 - 
-15  *
- 5 - 
UNDER 5 YEARS
6 7 6 5 4  3 2 I
PERCENT MALE
1 2 3 4 5 6  7
PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP F 
V  COUNTIES 
NONWHITE
8 7 6 5 4 3 2  1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
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GROUP A 
“R* COUNTIES 
WHITE A
3 4 5 6
AGE PERIOD
- 75 -
- 7 0 - 
-6 5  - 
-6 0 - 
■ 5 5 "
- 50-
- 4 5 -
- 4 0 -
- 35-
- 3 0 -
- 2 5 -
- 20-
- 15-
- 1 0 - 
- 5 -
UNOER 5 YEARS
GROUP B 
’R" COUNTIES 
WHITE
7 6 5 4 3 2  1 0 1  2 3 4 5 6 7
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP C 
"R“ COUNTIES 
WHITE A
PERCENT MALE
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
PERCENT FEMALE
- 50-
- 45-
- 40 -
-  35'
- 30-
- 25 -
- ZO -
- 15 -
- 1 0 - 
- 5 -
UNDER 5 YEARS
LJ
GROUP D 
"R- COUNTIES 
WHITE
3 2 1 0  1
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
GROUP E 
*Ft COUNTIES 
WHITE E l
7 6 5 4  3 2 I 2 3 4  5 6 7
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
- 55 -
- 5 0 - 
- 4 5 -  
- 4 0 -
- 35 -
- 3 0 -
- 25 -
- 20 -
- 15 -
- 1 0 - 
- 5 -
UNDER 5 YEARS
£
A
GROUP F 
“R* COUNTIES 
WHITE
PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE
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population is chosen a standard for th* salt© of caparison. The 
particular percentage which each age oritsgoxy fome of the total stand­
ard population is represented by 100* The ratio between the proportion 
of another population in specific age groups to that of the standard 
aaasctres the deviation of the second population from the standard* The 
age distributions of any number of populations m y  thus be coopered to 
one another if each of the® Is computed on the basis of the same stand* 
and* Such index numbers, assuming the proportion of the total popula­
tion of the United States in each specific age group to be 100 9 are 
presented for tbs Southern nonwhit® and white ruraX-farn populations 
(figure 6}* Then the ruml-f^rm populate omf by race* of the different 
groups of selected counties m m  converted into index numbers, based 
upon the age distribution of each race in the total- Southern rural-farm 
populatl on. These index mashers arc presented for the nouHhit® popula­
tion in Table Xt for the whit® population in Table H* Index numbers 
for the "F" counties of each group have beer plotted, as shown in Fi­
gures 7 and & for the nonwhite pepalafem, and in figtire® 9 and 10 for 
the whit®*8
A mips Is of the neterlsl shown both in age-scx pyramids and in 
index numbers furnishes the host Interpietatlon of age data* The combina­
tion of these two rae^ mrm <a»te>» clear both the internal distribution of 
a particular population and its ooapambtlity wife other populations*.
If & population is prolific, It will have a large percentage of 
its total members in the lower a.??® groups* Especially when a population
8 Index msttbera in this study are modeled on those of Smith, who 
developed this particular analytical technique. S m  hi® P^milatioa 
Analysis. pp. 103-104*.
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X
m m  m m m  mmtm asuxxtB b m m  or mm w&mmxm 
m  mmm% mm* * m i  rawuarr:* of fin m & m  <mm 
or co im rm , x%d*»
Ag© Group Groi^ p Group Gwmp Group Sraqp
Cat®®8®7 4 B 0 a S £
Alt OQH96^SB 0*4 WJL 91,2 109,3 106.8 307,5 97.1
0*4 92,0 101.4 105.9 3X4.9 m u
CoaaUes 0 4 88*3 90.5 100.2 111.7 302.2 90.8
A H  O^ntXas J » 83.7 88.0 96.5 305.4 106,6 102,5
Q m n U m df-A,y***y 85.7 83.4 100.0 205.2 309.2 107.0
SU8 Gaaffifoiaafs £-jB 81.9 87.6 97,2 106.0 104.8 98.2
All Counties 10-14 36.6 07,0 98.7 103.9 101.6 103.3
«S» Cosmties 10-14 86.6 87.7 m s 102.6 100.2 303.0
•8* fkm&km 10-04 86,5 86.1 95.5 110.3 102-4 103.7
Ail Counties 05-39 87.5 87.5 91.9 99.0 102.5 104.6
*&a Gousxties 15-49 33.0 87.6 93.0 96.1 96,3 96.8
*0* Counties 15-19 07.1 87.2 91.1 U3.3 105.2 112,0
All Counties 20-24 101,2 99.0 97,4 97.4 98.5 100.4
*!i» Counties 20-24 102.0 98.3 37.4 96.5 105*7 103.5
»tr» Counties 20-24 100,3 99.9 97.5 112.5 93*4 KK.3
M X  Counties 25-29 116,1 130.5 103.1 95.3 98,6 93^
a^® Counties 23-29 U9.2 109.1 301,0 93.9 103.7 97.2
*IP* CmaaMei? 25—29 113.0 112.3 104.7 102.1 94.8 89.5
M I  Counties 30-34 125.2 121.0 102.2 93.3 105.6 94.2
*Ea Ommtlos 30-34 129.9 120.1 109,1 95.1 103.1 98.0
»G» CmastXos 30-34 120,3 122.3 110,3 83.3 102.9 90,9
A M  Counties 35-39 128.0 123,1 106,1 94.9 102.1 91,1
”B{I Counties 35-39 123.8 120.0 106,3 96.2 '38.5 90.7
*£* Counties 35-39 127a 125.6 107.6 87.9 104,9 91,7
All Qmmties 40-44 126.5 122.0 108.8 91.6 95*9 92.3
»&** Counties 40-44 124.3 120,0 108.6 93.9 90.3 91,2
«U* O e m M m 40-44 128,3 124.3 108.8 79.4 100.2 93.2
All Counties 45-49 119.3 J.21.3 100.0 95.7 85.5 100.2
CmmiXoe 45-49 U2.8 120.5 97.3 97.6 30.0 92.8
8ln Gobies 45-49 125.4 121.7 101.5 86.5 89,9 307.0
All Counties 50-54 110.9 112.6 97.0 97.3 37.2 101.4
afi« Gotaatioe 50-54 104.4 113.4 95.1 100,6 33.3 97.0
»u» Counties 50-54 117.2 111,5 93.4 80.3 89.9 105.7
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Table Z {©oniis&ed)
a
*0® tomtit 
All 0$ii*f%i?m
AH CoattAt&s 
®Efl S&imiies 
RUH OoqnM^
8E® Ooass&$$& 
SiJK Sc^E^to
Oms&ies 
®0* Ckmtdes
*»«ni«nrjT»»i aitot w.>w'<JWaW  t.
6ap$E|? aft^j Orosip
a B 0  .;}
2X5*7 
207a 
*!
105*8
1X5*3' 
*** ■»*:
97*2 92,5
2X0*8
2X6*2
104*5
97*0
90*3
95.3
«3
iotCo
9 a u
H *?
US
%1
97.9
94.0lAt *5
9S*4
9 k 4
207*9 
1*7
74*4
jUtf 2
00*7
91,9
75*5
204*7
aa*5
62.5
207*9
92,9
o o a
N9&*2»
n 7
95*3
4r
9 « a
iljLatS
206*4
101*2
99a
96*9
202*4
200*0
09.7
299*9
11 6*Jt
237.3
*^2*^ &-2 
111*1 
319*1
f xi
imsi
pea whets 
OouRrx&S,
iniRM, - Fiart 
1940*®
P'^uur •- ?.*■  ^*•;»; - .rl ■ 1 I HA AALXiAAiJ ^ ilOu■A, W
Ag© Group Group Group Group Group Grovjp
Categories A B 0 0 1 f
All Counties 0-4 112*0 120.1 97.4 98*4 101.0 110.0
«E« Counties 0*4 115,a 219,5 102,4 96.5 108.5 110,4
*0* Geuatiss 0*4 10?,2 132,6 92,7 103,8 97.0 107*2
iUl Counties 105*1 210*2 94,5 100.5 id, I 107.1
*E» Gsugifeies * * 309*6 109,6 95,9 99*0 104.2 1D8.8
&08 Counties am*4 m , i 93*1 104.6 99.4 104,5
All Gotmtiea 10-14 103*5 105*1 91*7 100,3 98*0 105.0
Goua&tes 10-44 103*9 104*5 92.x 99,0 XO0*9 107.0
*IT* Goss&tes 10-44 103.1 105*8 91*3 104.2 102*6 X0&0
All Count-iea 15-19 99*1 102*3 90.9 101.9 93.8 102,8
*ls Goimties 15-19 103*2 m * o 88.9 100.5 97*7 108.6
«’Jtt Geiintios 15-19 97*5 103.7 92.6 105,9 105.2 102.5
All Counties 20-24 :i06.a 106*1 95*7 99.8 102,3 105,5
flEa Qmmtim 20-24 103*5 104*3 95,2 97.9 100*4 106.2
t^f8 Qmmtlm 20-24 10U5 107*3 • 96,1 105.3 m « 5 104.4
All Counties 25-29 W * 4 103*1 102*8 99.0 Win0 103*8
BEn Counties 110.1 206,4 102*6 99.6 105,3 105.8
•U* Counties 25-2? 300,4 309.7 203,1 97.6 98.2 100.7
A H  Counties 30-34 m a 105.9 108.1 99.5 104.8 103.2
8Iiu Geosties 30-34 109*6 105*9 H 5 S 100.5 107.0 m a
nu{? Counties 30-34 110,2 105*6 104.1 96,8 103.3 101.6
A H  Counties 35-39 104*3 90.3 106.2 99.8 100,0 98,1
■a® CkHsaii©& 35-33 99-3 100.0 106.9 108*4 90.8 98*6
,}cu Counties 35—39 111.3 96*9 205,5 98.3 100.7 97*2
All Counties 40-44 103*0 90,9 105.2 9h5 99.4 91*7
HE® Counties 40-44 96.0 91,9 98.S 99.2 920l 90*4
»U« 0CRH3Eti@@ 40-44 105*4 90.4 111*0 92.5 103*3 93.6
All Counties 45*49 96*2 91.6 99*4 98*3 99.4 90,2
flRn Counties 45*49 92*0 90,3 99.6 100.2 97*4 87.8
®3® Counties 45-49 100*2 92*4 99.0 94,6 100.4 93.8
All Counties 50-54 90.7 85,1 105.3 103*6 96.0 37.5
Counties 50-54 07.8 84*2 105*4 105,4 94.2 84,4
»U» Counties 50-54 94*4 85.8 106,5 98*0 96*7 92.4
Table XI (eontinuM)
Page 2
Age Croup Grow Croup Group Croup Group
USvSfjO£*3.ttl5 A B ‘ C 1? J& F *
All Counties tytWS9 aa,3 78*9 104*7 97.9 93.2 85*6
Counties 55^59 7$*l m«? 10:5*7 99*5 95.6 82*5
8ITW Omsitiea 55-59 84*9 77,0 102.9 95.6 91.6 90*6
411 Counties &0«64 73a5 70.0 X18»3 103.5 94.6 83*7
ifRn Counties 60—a4 /n/****& 75*4 H3.7 3,05*8 31*4 79*6
“IP* Counties 60-44 74.8 64*7 123*3 96.8 96,2 90.7
411 Counties 65-69 '71m 7 67*4 130,9 im.06 90*7
V •'>/* Am,W'* j>
“K” Counties 66-69 67*4 70*3 113*2 103.1 39*2 79,5
n'Jr' G&mb$j&3 65—69 77*5 62*0 127*5 95.7 31*5 94,6
A H  Counties 70-74 60„i 60*1 10&*5 103,9 90*2 *
nilu Oouatios 70—74 £?1‘ ■** 68*Q 103*9 113*1 81.1 w a
nLm Counties 70-74 62*8 53*6 112*4 75*8 94.1 38*3
illl. Counties 75 & 9rer 47*7 49.7 119*0 92.2 83*7 1*
8EM Counties 75 & 0 w 46*4 55 *6 114*4 101*3 88.0 77*1
wiF Counties 75 4 9vor 49.0 44*4 123.5 v>v ® £U? 36.9
Bogs*®® i Cigfeoanth Census.. oiT the, jn
T o l w  XI* T & m ®  27 tm& 374*
*Whii© rural — ftas po^latias* of X3 Bosifchern oiatea • 100#
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INDEX NUMBERS
165
160
SOUTH RURAL-FARM
 NON WHITE
 WHITE
NATIONAL POPULATION-100
155
150
145
140
135
130
125
120
110
105
100
9 0
r
85
80
70
65
6 0
55
5 0 6 03 0 35 4 0
AGE
4 5 5 5 7 0 7525 6520
INDEX NUMBERS 
135 ------------------
‘ f?  COUNTIES 
NONWHITE
 GROUP A
 GROUP 8
 GROUP C
SOUTHERN NONWHITE 
RURAL- FARM - 100
UJ
VjJ
125
120
115
110
105
100
v.
9 5
9 0
85
8 0 ■R" COUNTIES 
N0NWH1TE
 GROUP D
 GROUP E
 GROUP F
SOUTHERN NONWHITE 
RURAL -  FARM ■ IOO
65
6 0
20 35 4 0
AGE
4 52 5 3 0 5 0 7 0
VC
 I
135
INDEX NUMBERS 
125
120
115
110
105
100
9 5
9 0
8 5
8 0
7 5
7 0
6 5
6 0
5 5
5 0
4 5
4 0
0  5 10 15 2 0  2 5  3 0  35 4 0  4 5  5 0  55  6 0  6 5  7 0  75
AGE
MV__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
r
/—
"Rf c o u n t ie s
WHITE
 GROUP A
 GROUP B
  GROUP C
SOUTHERN WHITE 
RURAL-FARM ■ 100
Figure 9. Index numbers Shoring the Relative Importance of Each 
Age Group in the hhite Farm Populations of the "R" 
Counties of Groups A, E, and G, 19AO. (Southern ’ hite 
Rural-Farrn Population = 100.)
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z £
Firure 10. Index Lumbers ohov/inp the Relative Importance of L 
Ape Group in the bhite Farm Populations of the "R" 
Counties of Groups b, K, arm F, 1910. (Southern h 
Rural-Farm Population = 100.)
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hm both & high birth rate md & high death rate, its age-sex pyramid 
will appear squat, with few elderly people m& wmp young ones* Index 
numbers by ages, compared with those of a less extreme population,
Will be above 100 la the lower ages &nd below 100 in advanead ernes*
The pyramid for a population of 1m  birth and death m%m will appear 
fairly straight on Its sides, oc©|mmtivoly mrrm m  the bottom, and 
wide at the top* index members, if compared with those of a lose ex* 
trews population, will be lew in the younger years, but will rise 
above 100 in m m  advswoed ages* If tbs vital processes have not 
changed rapidly, if emigration and Immigration are relatively unimpor­
tant, and if age reporting is reasonably accurate, then the change in 
the else of age groups, from &m group to the next higher, will be 
slight, so that tbe p&rml& become narrower by regular stages*
Time, analysis of the pyramid for a given population, supplemented by 
use of age index numbers for the same .population, yields valuable in- 
formation concerning the vital processes, migration* and the accuracy 
of enumeration* Contrariwise, knowledge of these three factors aids In 
understanding the significance of the age structure of a population*
The American t&m population typically has a ocmeentratiom of 
children and a scarcity of people of working ages# This contests 
with the typical urban age pattern* The ruraWem segment of the 
nation has its greatest concentration, comparatively, %n th® «5 through 
9» age group, with its greatest shortage coming in the highly productive 
ages ©f *25 through 29*** there is also a Blight deficiency of. the aged,9 
In computing Index numbers for the selected groups of counties, th© 
Southern nonwhit© end white rural-fcan# populations were taken m  tfee
9 Ibid. a pp* 105-W*
13*
»»**•* If the total national population, or oven the national farm pop* 
lation, had boon used as the basis, ncm of tee feature# of the com- 
porison would merely rafleet regional differences* The total farm 
population of the South was considered m  a possible base for eompariaoe 
but the importance of the racial dlfftaeeBoe# made it appear that the 
distinctive features of each group of countiesu couM best be emphasised 
by compering «meh race to the average for that race In the rural-fam 
population of the entire South* The advantage thus gained Is not with* 
out disadvantages* Since the base, used lit computing index number# Is 
different for the white and mtmhito sagnenta of each group, those can I 
coapured to each other only by heaping In mind the peculiar features of 
the age distribution of the bmm populations#
Traits typical of fare fNjp&atien© generally and of the Hegre moo 
are found together in the Southern nonwhii© fans population (Figures 3 
and 6)» The mmwhit® 3mr&lHfam population of the South, has a larger 
proportion of its population In each age category under 20 than &me 
the national population, or the national farm population* Moreover, 
effects of tbs declining birth rat© are hardly visible in the Southern 
colored farm population, for the youngest age group is about the sis#
©f these just elder* In the national farm population, the ©g© group 
*15 through 19* Is the most tmrnmm* Host fans populations lose seat* 
here at a rapid rate m  the result of cityward migration of young 
people, but among tee South**m nonebites this process begins sen#* 
whet earlier than is generally true* The torn of tbs Southern colored 
population due to migration from farms is proportionately greater 
than that of tee national far® population* fCatlenolly, migration from 
fame slew# down after the age of 3 0 * leases from subsequent eg© groups
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each eg© group above 25* and especially above 30. Si the very advanced 
&&©«* however, the difference between the r&ee® is Xese#n©d*«*ther® are 
nearly as many nonmhltes m  whites, projx>rilonfe holy, past 65* A sig­
nificant contrast exist® between the %m m m ®  in respect to the wry 
youngest age groupj the nonwhtt© age group «und©r $* in 1940 was about 
as large as any other age group# Attest# the Whites m  Southern farms, 
this group in 1940 was distinctly smaller than the w5 through 9® and 
*20 through 14s age groups. The falling birth rate thus was reflected 
by the age composition of only the white race*
Among the groups of sample m m ^ m 9 the age-sox pyramids for the 
nonwhit© farm population of the •$* 4KWtl.es of Groups k and B are 
the most sysHetrieal (Figure 4 and fable II)* Those pyramids neither 
haw the projecting sides during the productive yecum of life which 
characterise growing cities, m >r d© they show the broad shelves from one 
young adult age group to another, so dhftrvtcbcrletl© of the pyramid® for 
aost farm populations* Especially dees the 'Mswh.it© pyramid for the "B* 
eountif*® of Group A narrow steadily but not sharply at any on© point* 
Examination of this pyramid and of index smttberc for the n^ nwfaitt 
population of the *B" ccsmties ef Group & (Figure ? and Table X) reveal® 
three salient conclusions* First, there la a shortage of children easoag 
the nonwhite® of the lar^e plantation counties of the Delta* This 
Cortege is not as striding m  it formerly was, for the youngest age 
group is ©beat 8 per cent larger than the next age group* A difference 
of this else suggests that the fertility m y  be idaing— -a point to re­
ceive more attention later#
A second feature of the ago distribution of the nonwhib® population 
of the *RB counties of Group A is that it contain® considerably more
141
fwiag adults than the comparable regional population* Bwry ag® group 
between a@ and 60 is relatively more numerous in Group A than in the 
•stir® Smith# Th® advantage of Group A in this respect ds^ flts in th®
*£® group *30 through 34#* which 4® neerly a third again mw® ma&rous# 
patjportionmtoly, than in th© aoawhii® farm population of the Smith*
Th* third outstanding feature of th® ag# distribution of th® 
colored plantation jMfoSnUon of th® 8En mpm& of Group A 4# th© 
shortage of old p6®g&®« Basil ago group beyond 60 years eon tala® com- 
ptrat&rely few repregent&tivea# Sine© th® total nonwfeito far® papula** 
tier of the South contains relatively few in those advanced ages# this 
slierbeg® in Group A 4® striMmr when compared with the nation as a whole.
th® age distribution for th® nonnhlt® rural-farsi population of th® 
*R* counties of Group S is similar to that of Group 4# th® two groups 
of counties hav© about th® m m  proportion of very ymmg children# bat 
Indications of rising fertility are not so narked in Group nf for 
children above 5 year® are relatively nor* nonerons them than in A# 
the proportion of young adults eneng th® *»* counties of B is also not 
as large as in Group A. AH ages between 13 and 44 are somewhat m m  
frequent among the colored fans population of the A oonntdes than of 
the B counties# although In son® age groups the difference Is slight# 
ilito, th® *B* eounties of Group B do not have th® lack of aged persons 
characteristic of th® A counties# Th© eg® distribution of th® nonwhit© 
farmers past 50 in Group B doe® sot wry sharply from the regional norm.
Th® age eoapositlon of th® nonwhit© rurftl~farm population of th©
*8P counties of the Bluffs# Group C, as shown by th# pyramid (Flgur® 4# 
Table IX) and &c* indeac numbers (Figur® 7# Table 1), follows oloaely
u s
the regional average# these counties* marly *11 of whiGh are eon*
tiguoua to counties In Group 4, she* few resemblance© in teir age
©exposition to that troop# Be closely do th® ttRtt emmtim of Group 
0 folio* the ncnwhlte rurel~farw pattern of the entire South that at 
xio age group d© its Index numbers vary 10 points from 100# th* entire
range being from & lee of 92 to a high of 109# these ©©unties have
only * slightly larger proportion of their colored fam  population 
in the childhood ages ten does th® South as a whole# the tee young- 
est age eategories are a little Indented on th® pyramid, as compared 
with the *10 through U* greupi hen©* th@ signs of a rising birth 
rate found is the Delta are not evident in those conn ties, The aisse 
ef the age groups of th® late teens and early twenties ie reduced 
more sharply in Group 0 ten In the nonwhite fam population of the 
South as a whole# Th® eg* groups* however* from 2$ through 44# are 
somewhat sore numerous ten in th© region# Between age® 41 and 74# 
there are slightly fewer representatives among the nonwhite sural* 
fas* population of Group C ten in the entire South* although the 
very aged are somewhat store frequent than in the region# This'let­
ter characteristic complete® the contrast with Group k. Th® *B* 
segment of Group G has a few more children* fewer young adults* and 
mere very aged than doe* t e  regions whereas in the adjacent conn* 
ties of Group A* there «&*© relatively fewer children* more young 
adults* and fewer aged#
The norarhit® rural-fam population of th® *RH eountieB of Group D
differs even more in Its age distribution from that of Groups A and B
(figures 4 and B* Tables XX end X)# There are relatively more young
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the total colored populatlem in these counties is ©mall, erratic state- 
went of age on the part of only a ©mail number of old people altot 
account for th© mrfced difference between consecutive age groups* In 
general, there seems to be a slightly greater concentration of v©-y 
aged in these counties than in •to® Southern population* As compared 
with the nonwhit© rural-far» population of th© South, that of the *Iiw 
comities of Group F is characterised bgr a small ©xoose of th© young and 
toe very old, Mid a ©sail deficiency In moat ages between these extremes#
In moat instances, too general nature of toe statements made 
above apply also to toe "IF* counties of the several groups sf counties 
(Tables H  and X)* Only in Group B is the age structure of to© atJM 
counties sharply different from that of the BKW counties of to© sans 
group.
Itee *0* counties of every group ercept MB» have a smeller propor- 
tion of their population in th© very young year® than is true of the “R1* 
counties of toe sane group* This difference, however, is not very great 
in toe case of to© Delta and Bluffs counties* It is such more pro- 
ncunced in toe nonplsnt&tion sample©* The number of children below 
toeir fifth year in th© colored farm population of to© atfa counties 
of Group S is only slightly larger, proportionately, than in th© com­
parable Southern population, although toe *R" counties of to© same group 
contain toe largest proportion of children of any sample studied* In 
Group F, the difference is similarly great, with to® 11UH counties 
reporting nearly as great a scarcity of children m  the corresponding 
counties of toe Delta*
In Groups £ and F, the "IF* counties also contain fewer children la 
the “under 5* category than in th® “5 through 9” group, showing tbs 
spread of the declining birth rate among the colored population of these
H7
counties subject to urban influences* Groups A, B, and C do not fol~ 
low a similar pattern* On the contrary, in Group A, th© msuher of 
children "under 5® shows in even greater degree the same marked increase 
ewer the ”5 through 9" group displayed %  the counties.
During the years of productive adult life, the difference© between 
the age composition of the- far® population of the ttEn and 5i 0** counties 
of most of the groups are not marked. In Croups A, 0, '£, and F, the 
aEB counties have a slightly larger concentration of their population 
is the earlier ages of maturity, with the 11 IT1* counties of -each of these 
groups becoming somewhat more heavily represented in the years above 
35 or AO* In each of these groups, also, there is a somewhat greater 
concentration of aged people in the fr^m population of the "IP* coun­
ties. In Group© £ and A, where th® number of aged persons in the nK” 
counties is smallest, th® proportion of aged persons in the “fl* counties 
is considerably higher, although still below the Southern average*
Tbs differences between the n?S* counties and the "U* counties of 
Group B are slight, hut such differences as there are sees* opposite to 
these found in the adult years of most groups of counties. Thor® are 
slightly sors people in early maturity, -mad ©lightly fewer aged, Is 
the farm population of the ”UW than in that of the WBH counties.
Hi® 3Un counties of Group D, however, differ sharply fto® the ex­
pected pattern for counties of relatively great urban influences* Her® 
the masher of children ”under 5® is greater than in the n!f* counties of 
the same group* The colored farm population of these caustics has also 
retained its young adult® rather successfully. This combination of a 
relatively large number of children and a relatively large number of 
young adults means that the proportion of people in the age group® above
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Is strikingly *rural* in diameter m y  be adequately explained is terms 
ef factors in the local setting*
The age composition ef the white farm populati on of the various 
groups ef selected counties varies ©tmsiderabXy trm that ef the colored 
pepftlatica in the same areas* X» the Delta ©entities* Groups A and 8* 
the white fare population ef the "I” ©entities contains more ehildraa 
ten either t e  nonwhite pollution of the m m  counties or the Southern 
white mrul-fium population (figures 5 and %  fables XX said XX)* Within 
the Delta* Group 1 contains a larger proportion of its white fan* popu­
lation in the younger years thee dees Group iu Furthermore* in the 
segmnte of both A and B* t e  nuter ef children ef less than 5 
years ef age is about the same as the number be tease 5 and 9 years ef 
age* 1bus, there is no indication of any narked decline in fertility* 
there is a rather sharp reduction in the comparative else of the *15 
through 3$* age group* as cospared with the one which pr®eedes itf but 
eternise the Delta counties adequately maintain the numbers of their 
young adults* for the decline in else from each age group to the one 
just elder is snail* Is this respect* te^e counties contrast with the 
Southern white fere population* which loses a larger proportion of 
Its white population in these ages through nigratlon* Group A* com­
pared with Group B* possesses a slightly larger proportion of Its total 
White farm population in young adulthood. It will be recalled that the 
nonwhits age composition of the Delta also ecntainc a relatively largo 
proportion of people in the ages between 20 and 24*
Post 40 years of age* however, the proportion of the population 
©onteined in each sacceesivs ago group is loss in Groups A and B than 
Is true of the Southern white farm population* This condition becomes
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very narked Mr old age Is approached, until by the time the very oldest 
Category I® attained, the age index number for Gsvup A, computed on 
the heels of the shit* runil-farra Southern population, is only 4&* 
the *BF eoaniies of Group B ragaljurly contain a slightly larger number 
is the elder ages than is tame of Group A, bet the proportion is very 
swell erepsred wit& the general Southern population, The shortage of 
•ted l&it© ftnet la the *ffl ocmnties of the Belts resembles that 
M i  among the nonwbit© population of the same area, except that the 
paucity of aged whites la eve® wore marked than that of aged nonwhites. 
The age pyramids of the whit© rt*rel~farss population of the «B» 
eotatias of Groups A end B reveal a ,,yoas^,l pojmlation, not tmil&e 
the nonvhlte population ©f the *E* counties of Group S in age distribu- 
ties, lany children, many young adults, a shortage of middle-aged 
adults, and an extreme shortage of the aged ohsraoterlse the white 
population on Delta farms* The outstanding contrast between this age 
distribution and that of the colored population of the same ares lies 
la the greater proportion of children to ho found among the whites*
The contrast between the age distribution of the "R* counties of 
Group A and that of the contiguous counties found in Group 3, already 
qowiemtad upon is th® discussion ef th© nonwhlt® population, exists in 
regard t© the white population also (Figure® 5 and 9, Tables IX and XI)* 
The white population of the *BF segment of G contains fewer children, 
fewer young adults, nor© middle-aged adult®, and many more aged people 
than Is true ef the comparable counties in A* Ghen compared with Its 
own colored population, the *B* portion of Group G contains among its 
white farmers relatively fewer persons in all age groups below 30, and 
relatively more in all age groups shove that age, with the differences
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between the races being greatest for th© very young and Hie very old, 
the white fare population of the counties of C contains in pro­
portion slightly S8OF0 children "under 5n than does the Southern white 
fe«B population* Urns, although there has been a reduction in the sise 
ef Hie age group "under 5* among the »Ii# counties of G, as eomp&red 
with the age group *5 through 9,* this reduction has not been so ©ifr 
nlfieant as in the total Southern shite fam population. Group 0, 
shea eoop&red with the Scuih, eenialna a relative shortage of persons 
in mil ages between 5 and &U In »oet ages above 25, there are sane- 
shat sore person© relatively among th® nW  peculation of 0 than in the 
Southern shite far© population* the difference is usually slight, 
ke*cnr»rt until Hie advanced years are reached* Aged parses are con- 
slderably more numerous, proporfeimutely, la Group G than in the Southern 
white population*
the mgs distribution of the shite people on the far»is and planta­
tions of His **£* counties ©f Group D tends to follow closely that of 
the Southern fsrs population until the advanced ages arc reached (Fi­
gures 5 and 10, Tables IX and XI), There are proportionately fewer 
Hilts children than in the entire South* the difference is very snail, 
except in the "under 5“ age group, where it aaounts to m m  than 3 per 
cent, indicating that the decline in the number of births among the 
fasHies ef Group D was ©ore rapid than in the South as a whole* The 
age index ambers for the whit© far© population of Group D, however, 
for every age between 5 and 50 years, vary ooiy between 9S and Id*
Fast 50 years of age, there is a larger proportion of the white population 
ffwwg; the fmisters of the »8* counties of Grmip B than in the total 
Southern white farm population, bat the number of aged is not so great
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ms In the coaparable counties ©f Group C* Th© whits nantl-*faxis popu­
lation ©f these counties of Group B has a eansMerahly similar propor- 
tioa of children and & memrnkmt smaller proportion of young poop1© less 
thou 25 years ©lc than is true of the compaxmfel® colored population. 
Above 25 years, however, the whtta race is fs^f^rtismtely bettor r©~ 
pweseBtftd than is th® eoloreci population* The difference is consider* 
able fro® the thirties until th© advanced years are reached, but am»g 
the Tory ©Id, the proportions of th® two suoao are close, with the 
white res&iatBg relatively the more m m r m m  by a ©sail aaxgin*
The whit© xtpelHtanR population of the *&* counties of Group 1 
contain© fewer children, proportionately, than the nonwhlt© population 
of the ease counties, hut more than the ©sparable Southern population 
(Figures 5 and 10 and Tables 12 and 11). Th© largest age group here 
le the nX0 through 14,** but tha decline In the else of the younger ones 
has set been as rapid ms in the South m  a whole. The counties 
ef S hay© retained their whit© farm residents in the younger adult 
years soaesh&t sore successfully thas ha© the Southern white fans popu­
lation generally* Is is true of th© nonwhit© population of these coun­
ties, the relative proportion to be found in th© mgm  past th© early 
thirties is slighter than in th© eoep&vikhle Southern population, with 
th© lowest age index numbers coming in th© oldest years. Tbs shortage 
of aged whit© fans residents here, faowewr, is not as great me that of 
aorwhite farmers in these sane age categories, nor ms groat ms the 
scarcity of aged Whit© f&vmr® In th® Belts counties* When coa^ared 
with th© Southern base population, the trend of th® index numbers for 
the white population of these counties is wry similar to that of th© 
colored population of th© same counties, exempt that the extremes a w
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in which urban influences ere relatively great* Mo doubt the ex­
planation of the demographic pculi&ritlesB of tfmm counties given above 
In the dlsoussicn of the nonahite population applies m  well to the 
white* The age distribution of the too counties coat&in© a large? 
proportion of children than Is true in the “E? counties or the South 
as a alible* Th® ©caparison of the relative sis® of the yeuage*t age 
groups sheas less indication of falling fertility here than in the MB® 
counties of the sane group* In ages past 25* the proportion of the 
population is anal er in the various age groups in the *U* than in the 
**P counties of fc* the proportion of persons of the white m m 9 how­
ever* does not fall as lee in the elderly ages as was true of th© 
colored population of these counties, nor dees It fall m  lew as among 
the whit© population ef the Belts counties*
The difference© between the m d  ”0® counties of Group B in re* 
gard to the age distribution of ti&ir white population also are not 
consistent with the eaqpeeted pattern of variation* fore again* there 
are slightly sumps children anong the whit© farm people of th® ”0** coun­
ties tban among those of the “R* ones* The shortage of aged in these 
counties is alec greater easong the ”0" counties than among tii® H^® 
counties of the ease group* The very lowest age index number recorded 
for the white population of any group is the 44*4 ef the **SJ* counties 
ef B, for the age group ”75 and over*”
Examination of the individual counties which mb© up Group B in­
dicates that the explanation for the higher proportion of children and 
scalier proportion of aged in th® ®0* than in the *'EW counties nay be 
attributed to the inclusion of Mississippi County, Arkansas, in the ”0” 
maple of Group B* This large and populous county, the raost productive
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•xcsed the **Rft ones, In Group F, there are many more old people, 
proportionately, to be found is the aoantdaa*
A useful approach to bring into fseus see# of the sost impor tant 
features of the ago coapoeition of populations is th© use of the ago 
dependency ratio— the nn&bsr of persons under 15 and 65 and o v e r for 
every 100 persons 15 through 64* the percentage of the nonwhite &n& 
white populations under 15 years of age, the percentage 65 over, 
mid th© ago depeadeney ratios, are shows is Table 111* Is the South 
as a whole, the age dependency ratio of the total colored m r aM*am 
population la 77*5$ whereas assent; th# whites, the corresponding ratio 
la 64*9* Is th# total American population, the ago dependency ratio 
is only 47*1*
Sens of the populations analysed In this study contain .*» snail a 
proportion is th# dependant ages as the national total* The nearest 
approach la in the nenwhite population of th# wl* counties of Group A, 
where the age dependency ratio is 60*7, followed closely by the * ‘J# 
eowtlss of Group B, is which the ratio 1© 61*4* Taking th© "H* and 
*B* counties together, Group A contains th# lowest &g® dependency ratio 
for the colored race— 61* 5* la Group B, th# ratio is & little bigber*- 
64*3# Group G, with &  ratio of 76*8, is considerably higher than the 
Delta counties in it# proportion of dependents, bat is still the next 
lowest group* It i© followed by Groups fg E, and 8, the letter hawing 
a dependency ratio for noswhites of 04*2* This is the highest ratio 
found in any group for either racial category*
The age dependency ratios of th© white farm population in th© 
various group# do not wary a* saicte m  do those for the noni&iteg, ranging 
only fro® 62,4 for all counties in Group G to 69*5 for all counties in
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boys in th© youngest ap**, due to th© greater masher of males smoug 
iafaaie at birth. fhia excess would demo** with mg&9 for females 
regularly have l e w  sge-*®giecXfic sartsHt^ nth** than do teles*
Thus, i» the reproductive age*, th© number® of the two m » m» would fee
approximately the m e *  %  th© Use the advanced ages were attained, 
the greater longevity of the female would result .in an exaas* of women# 
With reliable age and m m  e&uaeraiioa, deviations from this pattern 
weald provide a valuable indication of the effects of migration snd of 
changes in fertility and eert&Hty*
Th© taperted sex ratios for the United State* end ©tor nations, 
however, do not foUes such a course# the uadcret&teiaent of age* by 
women cause* an apparent eoocexitratldn of female* in the ague of ymusgcr 
maturity, producing low aest ratio* for these ages# M  age advance*, 
each psrtieul&r category is deprived of of the woeem who actually 
belong in it, but receives women from th© am jwet older* By the time 
th® fettles are reached, the exaggerated eenMRitrebion of women in 
popular ages la ended# The depleted age groups above 40 thus appear 
to have comparatively few women, until finally that atag* is reached 
where women begin to- ctotain pleasure in spanking of their longevity 
and exaggerating their ages* thus the truly low m x  ratios of the 
very eld ages, which arise from the greater life axpaetaxw* of women, 
tend to be eraggexuied by th# addition of women who arc really net 
quite so eld a* they eay*^
Such are the fallacies of which full account west be taken in the 
interpretation of material upon the composition of the population by
12. these eosaasnts are freely drawn fro® the discuss ions of age 
reporting included in Smith, the ^cioloior ftpesil XJLfa* pp. 79-82, 
and Population AB&2MM* PP* 2B»U77^
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sex* la the total American population, there are ®sor© mala® la the 
ages under 15, with a reported excess of femks between 15 and 30* By 
the time the ago groups from 40 to 55 are reached, there Is a son* 
aiderable excess of males reported, which Is partly derived from 
oe® falsification of women sad partly £rtm the fact that th® last 
great waves of young «al* Immigranta which entered ear nation before 
1914 had, toy 1940, attained those ages* the 1os sex ratios to ha ex­
pected ordinarily in advanced ages axe also prevented fro® reaching 
their complete development la the total American population toy the sur­
vivors of earlier immigrants*^
Fnai)^ areas which send their sons and daughters for the most part 
to near-toy toons ana cities have eo^psmtivsly vigh sex ratios during 
the years of early adulthood, for the girls leave tooth earlier and in 
greater number in such movements* this Is the characteristic pattern 
for the rural-far® population of most of the United States* But farm­
ing areas which have lest maxy sons by lcng«iletai*e® migration, such 
as portions of Italy and parts of the South, are left with an excess of 
females* In either event, as age increases, tern mere than women prefer 
to remain on the fare in the more advanced ages* More wesson than nan 
seek rural-aonfar® residences, and many saore tom? to stay in the city 
in advanced ages; and the idea of actually returning from the town or 
eity to spend the declining years m \ the farm is, to women, a pecu­
liarly masculine idiosyncrasy, Thus, the sex ratios of rural-far® dis­
tricts regularly rise with advanced age*1^
12 Smith, Population Analysis* p* 109« 
1^ ffild, t pp# 110-111*
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the enumeratlort of the Begr© poptilatlon, forces tin© ©©nelusion that 
M M ©  enumerators are particularly careless in their contacts with 
Segroes* Probably in the rural South the enumerator* who after all i©
usually a local resident, simply dee© not bother to tmok down each
scattered Begr© family* bat obtain© an approxiim&tlon of the iseisberahip 
#f many such faaiXiea from other Segreee* or perhaps even from white 
neighbor© or landowners* Such a procedure may account for many of the 
inaccuracies ©f enumeration ©r Begroe©, but even @o* It is not clear just 
whet fS^eholegicsX processes lead the informants* whoever they may be* 
to exaggerate the relative importance of females among newly^born Be- 
gr© children.
B ower this say bet actual error© in classification of the ©esc of
young Begr© children account for only a ©sail part of the low Begr©
©Me rati© in America* fane© convincingly offers the explanation that 
in part it can be accounted for by the smaller master of males bom to
Sfcgrees due to the- high rate of pregnancy wastage among them* The & m
ratio of stillbirth*? is about 133* much higher than that of live births*
A high rate of stillbirths* then, would remove a disproporticmately 
large share of males* Sigh rates of infant mortality operate to re- 
«w© still aero, propertloa&tely, of the males* Although th© present re­
ported rates of stillbirth© and infant mortality could not account for 
the difference© which currently exist between the ©exes for the grown 
people of the race* he elaim© that the higher rates which undoubtedly 
existed in the past could be responsible for most of the disparity In
the numbers ©f the two sexes among the nation*© B©groas*15
15 Bupert B. Vance (in oollabomtlonwith Madia Panllffvaky). M X  
Th**» Peopleg The Batlon*® Human Basources j&g foa&th (Chapel Kill* 
ISffniwsity © P p p .  4>E.
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b»low 100, they ajm higher than those of ih© South m  a irhol©-* Th© 
low ser ratio© in the reproductive years* of coarse* are pertly derived 
from nissst&teisent of ages, m  discussed above$ hut the deficit in the 
younger year© 1© great enough to indicate the probability that there 
actually is a snail deficiency of sales* The r-ol&tlveiy large percent** 
age of the total population included within the reproductive ages, 
along with the astell proportion of children* explains the comparatively 
low sex ratio of the total nonwhite rural-f&m population of Group A* 
The total m x  ratio is lower than thsi of the South because of the age 
distribution rather tfa&n because of a pronounced excess of women in 
specific ages*
After the age of 40* the sex ratio rises above 100* and rises 
rapidly, age group by age group* In part the high m m  ratios of the 
Biddle ages represent merely the complesaent of the understatement of 
ages* bat the sex ratios in Croup A become high enough to signify a true 
excess of sales.
The ©ex ratio for the nonwhiie population in the- •*$** counties of 
Group A In the advanced ages continues higher than that of the Southern 
far® population until the very oldest age group is reached* The high 
©ex ratios ason^ the elderly* when taken in con junction; with the low 
proportion of the total population found in these age groups* reveal# a 
great paucity of old women among the neiwrhlt© farm population of these 
oouatiea* This may reflect In part the late settXenent of such of the 
area* but examination of the material for ih® fea counties in Group A 
which were densely settled before the Civil War reveals that th© nut9© 
condition exists* to a smaller degree* even in those oldest counties*
167
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Figure 11. Sex Ratios by Aye for the Nonwhite Farm Populations of 
trie "R" Counties of Croups A, B, and C, 1910.
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nonwhite turm population of the South as a whole* fh% greater mas­
culinity of the colored for® population of Group B Is not concentrated 
in any particular ago groups, when compared with Group A ,  but exists
in a small degree in most age groups*
y©r the two groups of Delta counties, including those both *B* 
and *8,11 the waagr minor variations t o u M  not obscure the general pat­
tern, which may briefly be stated m  follows? (1) there are slightly 
fewer sales in ratio to females mong the wry young than is true in 
t o  Southern sonwhiie farm population* Misclaseifiestioa by age way 
be nor® prevalent than generally, and/or the rate of loss of no?©* 
due to stillbirths and spontaneous abortions nay be greater than in the 
rest of the South* (2) Sow mil os m  below 100 for the reproductive 
years (15 through 44}* This is true quite generally, however, due to
errors In age reporting, mid for the entire reproductive period'as a
whole, it is hardly so a&rtwd in these counties as in the total 
Southern nonwfcite fnm population* Sex ratios are higher in the repro­
ductive ages for Group B than in those for Group 4* {3} Sex ratios in
advanced ages, which are proportionately under-represented in the popu­
lation of these counties, am  high* t o  shortage of elderly persons, 
to an even greater extent than is generally toe in Southern faming 
areas, is a shortage of aged women* The deficiency of veiy old women
(75 and older) is greater among the fctmra of th© counties than
aseag these of the *W  segment*
One ©tor peculiarity is evident fro® t o  comparison of to m x  
ratios by age groups for to Delta counties* The pattern of variations
in the sex ratios of the “If* counties of Group A resesbles that of the
•8* ©©unties of Group B* Conversely, t o  “IP* oemti&a of Grr.up A are
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In sgec above 50, the ©ex ratio© of Group C fellow the usu 1 pat­
tens of increase . The ratio® in these however, are not a©
high : & those in the Delta or even those in the South as a whole* Aged
parsons sacng the nonwhii® farm population, are much nor® numerous end
ths inequality between saxes Is not sc great m  in the adjacent Delta 
counties*
The variations by eg® in the m x  ratios of the *&* and the “if* 
counties for Group C are so slight that it is not necessary to discuss 
then separately. Only in -am ago group is there a striking difference# 
For the Tory oldest eg® group, 1175 and. over,® there is a considerably
higher sex ratio in ths nW  counties#
The sex ratio for all ages combined in the nonwhAia rural*farm 
popuiat5on of the **E® counties of Group B is the lowest for any group 
of eoimtiec included in Urn study# There arc only 97 s-lss for each X00 
female© (Figure 12 and Tails 11}* Furthermore, ths sex ratio Is above 
100 for the three youngest age groups* Sine© 4-C per sent of the total
population la in these ages, the sex ratio of adults is m@n lower* Far
all ages above 15 years, there arc fewer than 94 men for each 100 women 
in the rural-far® nonwhite population of the counties in Group B*
This deficit of stales is net spread throughout ail age® above 15, 
but is contained within the years between 15 and 50# After ths fullest 
allowances have been sr.de fox understatement of age on ths part of women, 
there is ©till a great shortage of men in the age groups between 20 and 
45* The sex ratio falls below BO for the ages of “40 through 44,” and 
is nearly as low in the preceding five-year period* Hot only is the 
sex ratio lowest among the nonwbiie farm population of these comities 
during th© years just after 40, but the age index numbers for this
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165
180
175
170
165
1 60-
155
150
145
140 -
135
130 -
125
120
115
110
i-
105
100
9 0
65
8 0
70» 4530 40
AGE
5 5 6 020 7 0 75
MV
Fi{jure 12. Sex Ratios by Aye lor the b'orr-hite harm Populations of 
the 11R" Counties of Groups G, G, ana /, 1910.
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population roach their lowest point in the m m  ago category* However, 
all between 15 atsd 44# inclusive, are under-represented, propor­
tionately, in these counties, <_© compared with the South* Th©$© also 
are ages .in which the Southern nonwhite faxm population is short, as 
cospared to the national population, Thus, the decided shortage of 
people is these ages, la addition t© the very low sax ratio, shows that 
a great stream of migrants, predominantly masculine, has left these 
counties over & period of may years* Ths sex ratios for age groups 
past 50 are all above 100 even in tone counties, until the very oldest 
group la reached* However, Urn m y;< ratine in these ages are not m  
high as thorn in the comparable Southern, population, nor are they us 
high in most age groups as was the case for Group G* In the vary 
©Most age group, the sex ratio again falls well below loo*
The pattern of sex rati©© by age for the two **11® counties of Group 
V is more extreme ton tot for the nHP counties* The shortage of males 
In the total population is Beurly as great because t o  sex ratio for the 
entire ©©nwhite rural-far© population in toss© counties 1© only 9®. 
However, the sex ratio does not fall so rapidly in these two Carolina 
counties in the early years of maturity as is the ease in the MEW ©©un­
ties* The relative importance of these age© in to total population 
is also greater ton in t o  nE« counties* However, the sex rati© becomes 
very lew in t o  upper years of t o  reproductive span in these counties* 
These ages are even acre depleted than is true for the "R* counties, 
end to sex ratio fall© ©till lower ton it does tore. This numerical 
reduction show© a depopulation of to males of to age groups which at­
tained maturity around 1920, a depopulation acre sever© than in to 
©tor counties of Group D* In t o  more advanced years, to relative 
proportion of the population to b® found in to two counties is
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functioning to seme extent deters the departure of males*3^
Another interesting feature of the population of the two reees- 
sire plantation areas* Groups C s M  0, is the comparatively largo num­
ber of old people found in the nonwhit© far® population of most of 
the counties* The contrast between the snail number of aged in the 
Delta end the larger proportions her* is striking* The wmh lower 
seat ratios for the aged in Group* 0 and 0 indicate not only that the 
older plantation areas retain elderly people to a greater extent than 
the Delta, hut also that they retain many more old women* The reasons 
for this eanaet he definitely stated-* In part* the large proportion 
of elderly people la Groups 0 and 0 results free the depletion of the 
younger ages* Older settlement of these ooudties means that more old 
people la the® are continuing to live in the only section in which they 
hare ever lived* Feasibly the less of younger people b m  led plants* 
ttos operators to feel that any labor supply* even one composed in 
part of women and old people* is prof®rahle to none & t all* Perhaps 
in these counties of older plantation®, which are lass completely cos* 
merci&llsed, a benevolent pat-®mails® on the part of the planters pre­
vents the expulsion of aged and infirm Begrees} wtierea.* on the corpora­
tion-owned Delta plantations, such ©xpulalon might he permissible* This 
is ecnjecturalj none of the possible explanations can b® verified by 
available data*
1^ The selected counties were Greene, Lowndes, and Macon, in 
Alabamaj Monro® and Marshall in Mississippi; and &acon md Greene in 
Georgia* They were not selected systematically, but were simply counties 
which the author knew had once been plantation centers m d  which mani­
fested few plantation characteristics in the report, if^ ltiplc-ljpit Oaers- 
tiOQS* In addition to these counties, the author wished to include East 
end West Feliciana parishes, Louisiana, but institutional population in 
these parishes invalidated the data*
1 %
the sex retie ©f the nonwbit© rural-far® population of the aEH 
counties of Oroup B is nearly 106# the highest of any no-whit© popu­
lation in this study (llgura 12 and Table XX}* Only in three 5*year 
age groups is the sex ratio belsm 100. Those are *$ through 9#f5f 
#35 through 39#® and *75 and w r , *  The sex ratio of the **35 through 
39® age group is just low enough to demonstrate that here# too, m m n  
pretend to a youth whleh is not ©hronoXoglc&lly theirs* The sex rati© 
of the ve*y oldest age group is ir&rly 99# indicating virtual equality 
of the sexes there* In addition to these points at which the sex rati© 
falls heloe 100, it is- only a little above 100 throughout the period 
he tween 20 and 34 years of age* The usual pattern of a rising m x  
retd© is demonstrated here In the age© past 45# with the highest rati© 
of 169 eosing is the *65 through 69® age group* This ratio is so mush 
higher than these of ether age© that it doubtless indicates that some 
of the women of the age group have promoted themselves five or ten 
years* The masculine excess of most of the advanced age grouos is com­
bined* here as in the Delta* with a small number of people in those age 
groups# apparently arising frog1, the new settlmmt of the cutover area© 
and from the high proportion of the population contained within the 
childhood and young adult ages*
The ©ex ratio for the »VU counties of this group is 103# or ap- 
proadaately th&t for the nonwhite farm population of the South as a 
whole* The sex ratio© for specific age group© do not differ very much 
la their general trend from those of the *E* counties* The crutstend­
ing differences are that the *tJ* counties have oonsidejrathly lower 
ratios in the years between 25 and 44* and have relatively fewer f@~ 
sales in the advanced ages* The sex ratio for the **70 through 74* 
period riser- to 136* Although this Is no doubt caused in part by an
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it falls into the la* 70* la general* these ages are ntawiirieally 
less important that* m m sg tine noaarbit# population on the farsc of the 
entire South# The low sex ratio ami la® proportion of people in these 
reproductive ago® reflects an outgoing masculine stream of io ..g dum« 
tlon end considerable magnitude*
This long spaa of ages marked by la* sox ratios is m m  than off* 
set ia the **E® counties of Croup I* by the overwljclwing meooliaiiy of 
the aged population there* Although in all groups there has been a 
tendency for meet advanced ages to ho predominantly maeatuisft* in no 
group of eountifes have the* mac ratios risen as nigh as Is Group 
?* end is none other have they maintained themselves at voiy high lovels 
for so siargr age periods. The sex.ratio far the vary oldest'age group* 
n75 sad over** is 131j thie is the only age category p&et 55 where the 
ratio is less than 150* la the B&0 through 4t" group* the sex ratio 
create at the reaarkable level of 191 for each 100 women.
The sex ratio for the non^lte rwal^faa?® population of all ages 
in the counties of Croup F is slightly less than 102* about that 
for the combined population of BK* and *'11* counties in Group A and. a 
little lower than that for all Southern aonwhit© fans residents. The 
distribution of the eaaeee by ages Jn general follows that of the 18 KM 
eotsstles of Group ?* except that the extremes are not so marked* The 
shortage of males in tie ague between 20 and 49 years is not as greet 
ae that found in the uE* counties. The? sex ratio msmg the aged is 
lower than that of the 8 B1* counties* with the very oldest age group 
reportedly containing a few aora women thus men* The accuracy of this 
say be on wtIo; ©d* however* mines the sex ratio In the 8170 through 7&* 
group is very high*
i n
Although th© sex ratio for the total white rural-Cana population 
of the South is lower then that for the corresponding population of 
the notion as a whole, it is considerably higher ten is the ratio for 
the cosparsble nenwhit© population in the region (108 as com pared with 
103)* the sex ratios of the younger year® for the whit© far® resi­
dents are noticeably higher Mian those for the nonwhite population* 
Furthermore, the rax ratios of the white r im  during the year© of 
early maturity* Between the ages of 15 and 24, sex ratios for the 
Southern white farm population are more ten 110, indicating that the 
daughters on Southern farms leave horns for torn at earlier ages than 
do their brothers* Aaeng the nonwhite population* the sex ratios dur­
ing these ages remain fairly constant, hut do not actually rise.
Between the ages of 25 and 44, hcwewer, the sex ratios for the 
Southern white fare? population are lower, shearing the virtually uni­
versal slump in reported m x  ratios in these age groups* In part the 
lower rax ratios of these ages oofse frm the understatement of ages, 
but in part they doubtless reflect the tendency ©f m n  to  leave farm­
ing areas at ages a little older than those of most young female mi­
grants* The only age group in which the reported rax ratio for 
Southern white farm residents actually ' all® below 100 is ”35 through 
39,* for which th® sex ratio Is 99. Th© reluctance to admit to 40 
years is obviously a universal trait of Southern fara woman, so matte- 
what their race* The sex ratios for the age groups past 50 show the 
ram rise in the case of the Southern whit© farm people as was found 
for the colored, bat the Increase of masculinity In the population 
doe© not appear to be quite »o great, past Biddle age, for whites a©
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for noawfcitos. It la only her©, between 5$ and 74. years of ago, that 
the sex ratios of the colored farm population exceed those of the white# 
the difference between the rae©?; is, however, not gre&tf and in the 
very eldest age group white ?&&Xes are reportedly present la distinctly 
higher proportion than are nonwhite sen# Very briefly, the distribu­
tion of sexes by age in the two racial groups m  Southern fares may bo 
summarised in this fashions As compared with the proportions among 
the colored, in the white population stales are somewhat more frequent 
in childhood ages, considerably more frequent in to reproductive 
spaa, and approximately as frequent among t o  aged#
The highest sex ratios, for all ages combined, i© b® found in, this 
study were those for the whit© population of the jDelta counties# The 
sex ratios here ranged from 110*4. for to rural-farm white population 
of the *S* counties of Group B to 113*9 for to **0® ootmtlas of Group 
A (figure 13, -Table 11)# As m s  true of trends In the sex ratios of 
the nonwhite population, to pattern® of to HEW counties of Group A 
and the *U® counties of Group B tend to resemble each ©tor more than 
toy d© to ©tor category within tolr own group ©f comities* In 
t o  same manner, to trend by age groups of tm & m  ratios for t o  
ectmtlts of A and t o  counties of B are amusingly similar.
In no age group for any of these counties do®® t o  sex ratio fall 
as low as 100* The sex ratios By age groups in these comities arc so 
nearly similar tb&t tor© seem© little need for separate analysis of the 
two different groups of counties, or of the *R* or nt?w counties In 
each. In order to simplify the analysis, only to "Ett counties of 
Group B will be examined In further detail* Those counties seemed 
Boat nearly to represent to pattern which would be formed by a
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eombinatim, of all four population saaplas* In no instance do the 
sox ratios of the other tfere® samples depart far enough from those 
of th® nK® eountiss of B to invalidate th® conclusions based upon the 
a m  distribution of that population*
the lowest sex ratio* of th® whit® farm population of the Delta 
are found in th® age groups of childhood* Sine® a l&rg® proportion 
of th® total population la contained within th® childhood years, oven 
the high sex ratios of the total population do not show the fail im­
balance between the sexes among the white fans resident® of these 
comities* For instance, the sex ratio for all white furs residents 
1$ years ©f are and older in the *B* counties of Croup B is 118* 
far all ages past 20 years, the sex ratios for the whit® fans 
population ©f ties® counties are high* there is a slight peak in the 
younger adult years, but man during the thirties and early forties, 
when the sex ratio® usually fall to their lowest figure, they continue 
here above 110* if ter age 50, the sex ratios for specific ag© groups 
are all higher than 120, and In some instances above 150* These ad­
vanced ages were even more under-represented in the white than in th© 
colored population of th® Delta, and there are fewer women among the 
old ages in the case of the white then of the colored population. 
Therefore, the scarcity of aged women on the farm of the Delta applies 
to both racial groups, but is eves more true of the whit® than of the 
nonwhite population#
The sex ratio for the total white farm population of Group C is 
about that of the total Southern population. The sox ratio for the 
shite rural-farm population of th® aK* counties la slightly lower than 
that of th® *0* counties within th® same group (Figure 13, Table XX).
mThe sex ratio® for t o  counties are above 100 for every age group 
•wsept one of the childhood categories# fher® la a distinct rise in 
the »ex ratio of these counties for the *15 through 19* group, shoeing 
that here, m  in the South generally, girls migrated in this age period 
acre frequently than boys* During the rest of th© reproductive span, 
the sex ratios, with one exception, axe between 100 and 1X0. In the 
comparable counties of the Delta, none of toss age groups has a ©ex 
ratio as low as U0, iadicatinf: tot th® m m  contrast found in other 
instances again exists between the Bluffs and the Delta* After age 50, 
the. sex ratios rise in the •h* counties of 0 in th© m m  manner as in 
all the cases analysed; but the rise in this instance is m m  gradual 
sad less extreme than has usually been the case* the highest m m  
retie recorded for the •S* counties of Group 6 is 130, and m m  this 
is lower than to sex ratio for to total Sou tors white fara popula- 
ties for to sc m  age group* In nest of the advanced age groups, which 
were represented by proportionately mra persons in these counties 
than in to Southsm population, to sex ratios are considerably below 
those of the Southern population. Thus* again this group contrasts 
with the Delta. Hot only does it have many m m  old people, but also 
a large? percentage of toa are female, ton is true in to Delta or 
even In to South as a whole*
t o  asm generalizations apply to to w0« counties of Group G. 
the slightly higher sex ratios of t o  white farm population of these 
counties as compared with th© ,?RM counties any be ©or© than accounted 
for by higher sex ratios reported for children of lee® than 14 year© 
of age* In adult years, t o  ttK" and *0® counties follow each other 
closely, with to latter usually having somewhat lower sex ratios.
1&4
For example, the *35 through ege grcup drops below 100, sob©thing 
don© by so adult age group in the *H* counties of Group 0* The excess 
of sales in th© aged years is no greater in these counties than in the 
*1?* counties| sad since the aged popttlatioa is even larger, relatively, 
than In those counties, th® comparative frcqucney with which aged whit® 
women are found on the fora* of th® "IF counties of Group C presents 
a still greater contrast with the South*
The m x  composition by age of the whit® far®. residents In the **EB 
oounties of Group D resemble® that of the counties of Group C* There 
were 105 won, taking all ages together, for every 100 woib® %  a ratio 
loser than those of Group C or the Southern states (figure 14 and 
Table IX)* The sex ratio here does not show as pronounced a rise in 
the *15 through If* age group, m  compared with the counties of Group 
Cf although this age group has shown a reduction In sis©* Apparently 
the sex differential in wig rants is not as great in this age group as 
has generally been th© case* Tbe sex ratios during the thirties are 
below 100, with th© *35 through 39* ago group failing ew low as "92* 
Although as al-^ a;: s this can partly be accounted for by faulty age re­
porting, It nevertheless indicates a considerably smaller proportion 
of m n  in this general portion of the ago pyramid than has been true 
In th® other whit© samples discussed. After 5©» th® Increases in the 
sex ratios in the RHB counties ar® even spauwr than th© increases 
found in Croup C, These aged groups are not quite m  premlnant, pro­
portionately, in %lm population of the "Ft* owuntlea of Group B as in 
those of Group G, but th® relative number of wuwan among th© aged is 
even greater* The nB* counties of Group D exceed th© Southern average 
in both respects*
1S5
The counties of Group G and the counties of Group P seem 
heavily weighted with femlee in their far® population, when compared 
with the white population on the ferine of the Delta, or even with the 
national and regional figures* The whit® ferns population of these 
counties, however, contains wore mm  than %tmm$ relatively siore mm 
than the national aonfarm population^ sad m m  ®&nf proportionately, 
than the nonwhite fara population of the region sad of most of the 
sample population© studied* It is only fey eompajrtoe© with th© still 
Wore masculine populations of most faming areas inhabited fey whites 
that the counties of C end the **1* counties of I) appear to have few 
sales*
The •B* coontie® of Group D, hcwevei', actually provide an sample 
of a white mrsl-fara population in which there is a shortage of wen 
in asi^ r age groups by absolute, rather them merely comparative, stand- 
arcs* The sex ratio for th® total white rural ~f a m  population in these 
counties Is but 100*5* If the large proportion of ih® total popula­
tion of less than 15 y^&rs of age is alienated, then the sex ratio 
for the adult years la reduced to 98*1* Farming districts are rare 
In which adult women outnumber asm s&ong the white population, hut the 
Carolina border counties are just such a district*
A partial explanation readily suggest© itself* The#® counties, 
lift® many in the Carolines, contain ©oea© textile tail Is* It i» usual 
throughout the g&ll districts of those two state# for w ®  of the mill 
employees to fee resident® of rarroundit^ farms* Thu©, the whit© girl 
in these two counties finds employment opportunities which enable her 
to live at hose on the fans and still have a job, a m m  situation in 
most of the South* This does not seem entirely sufficient to explain
IB 6
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the low soot ratio of the white farm |x>pal&ticn of the;.e coantics, 
however* Sex ratios are low even in agoa too advanced to contain 
many 5&1X employees, the highest sex ratio for any age group In th® 
adult white farm population of the Carolina border counties is only 
1&9* tor the *65 through 69® period* This is followed by a sax rati© 
©f only 1Q3 for the next fiwjrear internal, and of only 63 for those 
of 75 and older* If these three eg® groupa ease combined, It is 
evident that there arc more women than men'who have passed thsir 
sixtsMTifth birthday on the farms of these ectmtiea, which is quite 
contrary to the usual rule in farming districts*
Besides, Buthorford Oouaty, Worth Carolina, in Group f of ’this 
study, does not report an unusually large proportion of fem&lss in 
its white fars population* Eulheyford County also contain® textile 
sills* the white far? population of this ©osaaty consists of residents 
of small farms and Is for the most part of a class level which would 
hardly object to having its daughters seek work in the mills* It is 
frees jest such & white stock th&t the developing industries of the 
Piedmont have most frequently drawn their labor force* Kuthsrford 
Comity, however, does not have a greater proportion of women, even In 
the younger ages, than is true ©'"' eotise Southern eountlee containing 
little industrialisation. The aged categories are predaadmntly mde 
up of males* Therefore, the unusual sex distribution by age of the 
White farm population of the *S* ommti&Q of Group 13 can hardly be 
satisfactorily explained in terms of this on© factor. Umg ©ontinued 
out-migration of whits males has evidently existed*
The sex ratio for the white ruraX-fajm population of the *Bfl eeaa* 
ties of Group E la almost 1C9, higher than the ratios of Groups C or D,
M 8
* little higher than that of the entire South, hut loner than those 
of the Delta (Figure 14 and Table XX}# The aex ratios by ago follow 
the familiar pattern of rising during the years of early maturity 
(in&estdng * loos of girls during these ages), then falling in the
late twenties and thirties* For the age group «35 through. 39,* the
m s  retie falls a little below 100# The ratios in the age groops younger 
and older than' this are both m i l atoe 100, so tte reportedly tor 
ratio of this m s  age group probably does not indicate a true shortage 
of %&!*©• Fast age $3, the sex ratios 'begin to rise In the usual 
pattern, but they do not rise as drastically m  do those in the Delta# 
Instead, they follow the Southern pattern rather closely until "to very 
eldest age groups are reached, where the excess of m m is considerably 
greatar than in the total Southern population# Timm is, then, pm*
portionstely, a shortage of aged female® in these oomtles, hut net so
great a shortage as exists in the Delta counties*
The sex ratio for the total white far® population of the SG* 
counties of Group £ is slightly higher than that of the nW  eotmties#
This difference results from a ©lightly higher reported sex rati© 
for the too youngest age groups is the *12® counties* la the adult 
ages, the sex ratios of the n* end *1® counties follow each other 
oloeely. The meat significant differences between then seem to be a 
somewhat higher proportion of men in the *UW eounties in the ag®s be­
tween 15 and 29, and a somewhat lower proportion of men in the thirties
and lev forties*
Since the age composition of the WE" counties of Group F in a 
general way resembles that of the similar counties of Group K, It is
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the esx rati® for the white fete population in the ftU* conn- 
ties of Group F is 106, definitely higher than for the *B** counties 
of the seme group hot still feds* the ratio is the Southern white far# 
population or these of Groups A, B, G, sr S* For sob© m s o n # the
sex ratios In the three youngest age group* of the *0* counties of
Group F sr® quit© high— higher even than the usual ratio at birth. 
Whether this is a true condition or results frost faulty ©miia&rattcm is 
set clear* At any rate, it accounts for the fact that the total sex 
retie for the white fbra population of the **U^ counties exceeds that 
of the BHn counties in Group f* The sex ratio for the population over
15 years is only 104#?, as compared with 104*6 for the m m  age groups
is the REf> counties.
Although the total adult population of the two al&s&lfie&tions 
of the counties of Group F are divided into male and female in almost 
exactly the ssee proportions, there are significant differences by 
ages* the sex ratios for the sge gfmp® of early maturity are higher 
is the counties* whereas those for the older years of the repro­
ductive span ore lower* So far as can be told from the data, tM m  
differences are real and net merely the resolt of haphasard age import- 
tag* If this assumption in tree, the sex ratios taken in conjunction 
with the age distribution Indicate that the #G# counties hold their 
young people, and especially their yuan# men, more suoo©8»fully in 
the depression y&ens than did the "E® counties, but that in the years 
of World War I end the prosperity of the X$20*s, the opposite m s  true* 
There do not seen to be many Important differences between the 
and «$* counties in regard to the sex ratios for the ages past 50.
The principal points which emerge from this analysis of the sex 
ratios of the six groups of counties are as follows8 For the two Delta
mgroups (A and B)# te© m d  significant feature 1® the great similar- 
ity ef the sex ratios of all four population mmplm for ©ach raciaX 
division* This similarity la conaMsmbly greater is regard to the 
sax ratios by ago group® Umt for tho proportion of the total popu« 
laticrn la the specific ago groups* A M &  higher 8©r ratio for the 
shits teas tea noawhit© popalatlont a decMas in ten sox mils la tee 
IS through 24 period for tee sonwfelt© population, and a mush higher 
proportion ©f sea team ©eisaa past 50 years ©f age* especially aaoag 
vhitee, are tee distinctive features of the sex ©opposition of these 
comities* rer Group Gf perhaps the most leperteat feature is the 
general resesbl&nca of tee sex ratios of both rases to th© Souteora 
pattern* There is a lessor sex ratio than la the Delta,, and* la the 
©ass of ©hitee, laser than in the South* Mmmg both races, the n m  
ratios are rather lee la the thirties and forties, and are laser 
than i» usually the ©as© among the aged* For Orm p  B, the ©ogsiete&ajr 
©ith which sex ratios are low* for both races and for all ages of 15 
and ©9er, is the outstanding1 feature ©f the sex ©exposition ©f these 
eeBBt&es* Sex ratios in this group ©f c«mnti@s are ©specially Xu© 
in the reproductive span of life, from 15 through 44* The sex ratios 
m m g  tee aged resemble those of Group 0 in teat they are lower than 
Is characteristic ©f the entire Scute* The low sex ratios of all adult 
age© among tbs white fara population of the *B* counttos are in contrast 
to the usual pr©d©rsiriant masculinity of white farming populations*
For Group E, the high sex ratios for bote race® are th© distinctive 
feature* Th© nonwhita sex ratio© In Group E ar® higher teen those of 
fny ©ther gjeup ©f ©©u&tl©e$ the ratios for th© ©hit© population* al** 
iLhfingh highf are loser than those of the Delta* For both race®, sex'
ratios are higher daring tlie reproductive aacl aueh higher dur­
ing the elderly tiam these far th* South m  a whole* the sex
ratios of the aged whites, however* are hot a© extremely high as those 
ef the Delta* For G m p  F* the meet manual feature is th© small dif­
ference la the sex ratios of th© two race©* the @0% ratio of the *W* 
ocaalles is actually lower in the white than in the nonwhite fane pope?* 
lotion* fho usual rise of ssx ratios of whit© farm populations Is not 
present In the 1$ through 24 spaa* but there la smeh a rise among the 
colored population* dmeng th© nonwhite population* vety low sew ration 
for the age* 25 through 4$ ©entrant with sex ratios for the advanced 
ages which are the highest of my  found in this study* Among the white 
population* th® extareaes in sex ratios are aueh less, and those of both 
Hie reproductive years and the yearn past middle eg# are lower than £& 
th© Southern population.
fleas* is respect to the sex ratio* there ©merges no consistent 
pattern which regularly asperates plantation fmm nonplantation ooun- 
ties* In general* high sex ratios characterise the Delta plantation 
m m *  %  ©entrant* in the recessive plantation areas ef the older 
parts of the South* sex ratios are rather low* the sex ratios of 
th* farming population of the soeplantaticm counties tend to tee Inter- 
mediate between those of th© different
Sociologists have consistently emphasised the importance of the 
rol« of the family in influencing the entire social environment* The 
interpretation ef the available material upon marital status, the sis© 
of the family* end the composition of the family is a field in which
mdemographic analysis can eontribut© to the understanding of those 
forces which underlie and profoundly iafluonoe social life*
ft^ertuaately* I m n r ,  data adequate to permit M l  4®®ogra|Me analy- 
sis of the fanlly, fey reee sad residence for county units, are not 
published fey the national census* Limited material pieced together 
f*o* -various field studies provides most of the inforoatioa available 
upon this subject,
la bis interviews in ford 2, feaaas Parish, Louisiana, Hitt ineXuded 
questions upon the easpoeitiosi of the families, enabling his fee analyse 
the famlllss os th© different type© of agricultural units there* 1© 
fount that asosg assure ef both races, the farmers residing is the 
new-ground s t s  had larger families than did those on the plants-* 
t&ssa* fh® sis of the family on the old faiaiXy-sis&e farms resembled 
that of the newly ©learned fame sore than that of the plantations,
9fe» difference* in family else sere large enough to lead his to eon** 
elude that new-ground settlement attracted f sallies containing children 
rather then single people or childless couples, and led his to suggest 
the hypothesis that residence on famlly-sisse fams, in the mm ground 
or in older areasf eneouraces the growth of larger tallies more than 
dees m sldense os plantations* In addition to this relationship be­
tween the type ef farm and the else ef the family* ho found another 
differential of even mere importance* the fegro families in this ward, 
es each type of farm* were smaller than those of th© white farmers,17
17 Hitt, "A Comparative Analysis of People on Hew Ground Farms, 
Plantations, and Old Fam ly Farms In the Upper Slissiesippi Delta in 
Louisiana,1 pm 412*
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the composition of the family in county units* Material which in 
strictly comparable Is mot included in the 1940 census* The latter 
census, however, in its section upon housing, presents data on the 
mean «i*8 of ike households* Both these measures are presented in 
fable XXIX for the ruml~f&rm population of the Individual cottaties 
which comprise th® vail one grctipa studied, by race* In interpreting 
this table, it mast be remembered that the 1930 data refer to families, 
whereas those of 1940 refer to households, and these too are by no 
means identical; the 1930 data are presented in the fora of nediansf 
the 1940, in the tors of means | and the 1930 data are presented for 
shite and Stefrro; the 1940, for shits and nonshiie*
the median size of the Segro family among far® dueller© was 
smallest in 1930 in the counties ©f Group 4# The range of the &@dia»s 
for Group A was from 2*77 members per family in Issaquena, Mississ­
ippi, to 3*32 In Tallahatchie, Mississippi* Certainly, by any standard 
these figures indicate very snail families* the largest median of 
th* cot®ties in 0 roup 4 was smaller than the smallest median sis© of 
Megr* rural-fars families in any comity outside the Delta* The comities 
ia Group B also contained seal 1 families, th© range in median aisea 
being from 2*84 to 3*44* these figures show only a slight difference 
between Groups & and B in this respect, most counties having a median 
sis* approaching 3 persons par Msgro family*
the Efegro families of Group C were somewhat larger, but continued 
to hove a median else, in most Instances, of less than 4 persons in each 
family* The total range for this group of counties was from 3*44 to 
4*05 persons per family* The range of medians in th© counties of 
Group p in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia was from 3*44 to 4*16*
tmm n i x
mmr* size o f m m  mo 1930
*m mm mwm  of m®m m wmmm am 
hcssekolbs, v m w f o r  s m iv s m  G & m m
He&taa Tkssiser ot Moan Hoofoer of
Parsons in fw&lim* Persons in Sousal*Ql<le# 
1930 19m
segre flhlta Monyhito LMt©
Group A «B® Counties 
fsasas Le* 2.8 4*3 3*6 4*4
Bolivar Mise* 2*9 4*3 3*8 4*5
Mss. 3*© 4.1 4.2 4*5
I ^ s q w a mss.. 2*8 4.1 3*6 4*2
Woitssan HiSS. 3.2 4.4 3*9 4*8
Sharkey Hiss. 2.9 4*0 3*9 4*8
Sunflower Hiss. 3.2 4*3 4*2 4.8
TanaSmtcliio Miss. 3*3 4*2 4*0 4*5
®0® Qotmties
Qrmm&m Ark. 3*0 3*9 3*7 4*3
Jefferson Ark. 3*1 4*3 3*3 4*3
Gosseordin Le« 3*0 3*4 3*7 4*1
Heutison La* 3*0 4*3 3*3 4*5
Goehona HUs. 3*9 4*0 3*7 4*4
Leflore Miss. 3*2 4*2 4*0 4*4
T'smies Mias* 2*9 3*0 3*7 4*1
Washington *tlss» 2.8 4*2 3*? 4*3
Groa^ B I!Mn Conation 
Ghieot Ark. 2*9 4*2 3.3 4.4
Ark* 3*3 4*4 4*3 4*0
Beska Ark* 3*1 4*2 3.9 4.5
Lee Ark* 3*0 4*1 4.1 4*3
Lincoln Ark. 2*9 4*4 3*7 4*7
Sast Carroll In* 2*3 4*3 4*3 4*5
Franklin La. 3.4 4.4 4*0 4*7
Taseo Miss. 3.4 4*1 4*1 4.4
• ® t J tt C o u n t i e s
Miealeelopl Ark* 3*1 4*4 3*0 4.6
Phillips Ark. 2.9 4*0 3.9 4.5
3t* Pfcaneis Ark. 3.3 4*1 4*2 4.4
aarehettss La* 3.3 4*5 4.1 4.5
Bed. B i w  '-*• 3*3 4*3 4*1 4*3
lilohla&d La. 3*4 4*5 4*2 4*6

Table XIII (continued)
ftNS# 3
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M i n  t?uaber of :2aan 'taafeer of 
I t o M S  in Fsailiss,' ftwsons la UoaaeaaldSj 
1930 1940
Fagpra ■ Whites rlom?k|.te White
B e M M &M« 4*$ 5*4 4*6
Fs^ -otte Alsu 4-3 4*4* 4 3 A^ifcV?
FyaaklM AM, 4,# 4,7 5,5 4*7
ilarioa AM, 4.3 5,1 4 3
HsasMMii Ala, 4 3 4,i4 5*3 4 3
••s* eonstMsi
Bloijst AM, ««»> 4*6 r-v 4.6
AM, • 4**2 4*5 4 3 4.7
Olisrosse© £*&, 4 3 -4,^
Ovinnatt 0 «u 4 3 4*5 *? 3&/** 4*4
li&nals-oo SfU /. 3 4*5 4.8 4*5
SSv3Rr4Wu B«£» 5,4 5 3 5.V 4 3
Soars©! %’l-v-Xlvf■ 6«mw»
?oluno VI, Tables 19 sebI 2 0 .
ms af tte. 
?olsw> XI, Table 22.
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3*91 persons per fas&Xy t© 4*$$, indicating n f e r  Msgra families
In these nonplantation eoanties, tsto#rford County, forth Carolina, 
had even larger Wegro farm families, with a median of 5*57 persons 
per family* Although Ksrtberford County contrasts sharply with the 
three Carolina ©©untie# of Group D in may respects, including the 
racial eompesitlon of the population and the system. of agricultural 
organisation, it is located geographically eloee to these counties* 
fhe large sl*e of the fegro family in ail ©f the Carolina counties in 
1930 apparently reflects a regional etamcteilstle' of that section of 
the South which bsars little relationship to the prevalent agricultural 
organisation.
Among white farmers * the smallest median foully ©iso in 1930 was 
found Is Group C, where tfee rang® of eediaaa m s  frost 3.48 to 4^X8 
person® per family* The groups of counties were not as definitely 
differentiated from each other as m s  true in respect to Hegvo faal* 
lie®, for there was much overlapping of the rang® of si m  between the 
various groups of counties* Group A had the second smallest median 
family size for whites* Group F had trie largest white families, the 
medians ranging from 4.35 to 4*97# with the highest figure again being 
In the Worth Carolina county of this group* For whites, as for Wegroea, 
Group S had little variation from one county to another, and, taking 
all counties together, Group E was second only to Group F in the median 
sis* of toe white far® family.
In Group B, there was considerable range in the size of the white 
farm families* The median number of persons In these families in 
Wilcox County, Alabama was only 3*84* At the other extreme was to®
4*81 persons per white far® family in Marlboro County, South Carolina*
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With the exception of t o  Carolina counties, the eisses of white f&ra 
fssili** ia Group D wrejwved below those of Groups 1 and F* Bias, 
ss a general statement, it m y  b* said that in 1930 for both races, 
the eedlan size of tb© rural-farm fasdHos was greater in the two 
noaplant&tion groups than in the plantation areas* the exception to 
this generalisation in the ease of both w m  was provided fey the plao~ 
taticm esatis6 of Worth and South Carolina*
When the sisssof the families of the im  races are wampgrsd to each 
other, it 1® evident that there is no ecNts£»te&t pattern* the median 
else of the family for t o  Negro m m  warded mmte mere frm om group 
to another than did tot of the whits race* Thus, for all counties 
in t o  study* t o  extreme® in family else among Negroes were 2*77 and 
4*00* Anefig whites, the cosips.mble extremes were and 4*97*
Group i contained t o  particular county with t o  emails st median else 
of faiaily in ease of both races* The largest median else of family 
for both white® t o  Negroes was found in t o  Carolina counties*
In e&eh group of Delta counties, the tallest median else for 
white families m s  larger than the largest median oise for Negro fml~ 
lies* Thus, there was a sharp distinction betwees the race® in this 
respect, without a single instance of overlapping* 1st each county of 
Croup 0, white families were larger ton those of Negroes* t o  ©leas** 
Out distinction between t o  races in this respect, however, did not 
tost tssre as in t o  Delta counties, for t o  lower Halt of t o  range is 
else of t o  white families was below t o  tipper Halt of to mage among 
Negroes*
In Croup D, “to ease relative ranking of the races found is Group 
C persisted, with Negro families having smaller median sises ton white
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Examination of to G&ta showing to mean elsse ©f the households 
In 1940 reveals about to same general sefceme of variations a® that 
just described. The s»an siae of households is ecnetaerably larger 
in mo®t counties than was the median sis© ©f the fwmly in 1930.
This difference Is acne prcaowsscscd the eolered than sncttg to
white populations* mung white people, the family end to household 
leers nearly coincide than is true among nonwhites* Shrea among whites, 
however* the difference is too groat to justify an effort to determine 
trends by the eoapailsou of to material in to two censuses* The 
nonwhii© households are smallest in Group 4, ©ad are largest In Group 
F and among the Carolina counties of Group Df with t o  ©tor groups 
ranking inteimedistsly* For the white mm9 the sites of the average 
household la 1940 in the various groups of empties also follows, in 
general, t o  order found for to sice of families in 1930*
One of to isost important phases of family ompmitXm is whether 
or not to type of family ordinarily designated as "normal* is to 
prevailing type of family structure* Such a family is one which ©cm* 
slat® of husband, wife, and their children, with or without relatives 
Or other residents in the household* Such families wre found by Hitt 
to deserve the appellation of ^ nattmV* otf.y for to white families in­
cluded in his sample* On to new-ground fajree, 85 per cent of all 
white families consisted of to normal type, and even, on to planta­
tions, 67 per cent were of this type* However, among the Regress of 
t o  ward, but 50 per cent of to new-ground families, and only 35 per 
dent of the more numerous Hegro plantation families, were of the
mWttml 1W P **?1 It *ml& fee Interesting to bo able to compare the farni- 
His of th® too races In the ©©looted groups of counties \n this res­
pect tand to ascertain whether or sot the w r y  lew percentage of Hogro 
families containing both husband and wife in the ohov® study was typical 
Of Other plantation areas, Although frequent observations haw boon 
osdo throughout th® nation to th® effect that broken fa^Ois® end fami- 
lia© without husbands are s o m  among m g rn m 9 there Is little deftntt* 
nateriad upon this matter in th® sections of th® South tnelmod in this 
isay*
s. Stated
The ®d«* ition&l afctaimneai® of a population provide smother of 
the most significant and useful of th© lamogmpbi® measures* Knowledge 
Of the educational accomplishments of the people As essential in 
analysis of other social traits of a emmmity* In addition to this 
obviou® reason for concern with educational attainment®* the tendency 
of education to correlate with Income* class statue* standard of 
living* agsd behavior patterns make® tha measure of educational status 
a useful single index to indicate the general level of accomplishment 
reached by th® population under consideration#
Published census reports do not give th© data required for the 
analysis of the educational attainments of the different mm® within 
the rural-far® population of a county* For Louisiana, however* a special 
tabulation mad* by lb® census bureau provides information on the edu­
cational attainments of the nonwhit® and whit® population in the
21 Hitt# "A Comparative Analysis of People on Hew Ground Pams* 
Plantations * and Old Family farms in th© Upper Mississippi Belts in 
Louisiana,” p# A12#
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different residence ©ategorl©® Oi th© parish©0*22 Material f0T tllOS© 
parishes of Louisiana included within Group® k9 B, and E in the present 
study in prammtM In Table ll\r«
The most emphatic conclusion which como© trm the analysis of the 
Material upon the educational attainment© of those Louisiana farm 
residents of 25 sod £&©re year© of ag© Is the expected racial differen­
tial* The educational status of the nonwhite 1© such lower tbm  that 
of the white* In Group 8f the percentage of colored farmers who had 
never been to school 1# nearly three tine© a© great as the percentage 
of unschooled wfcite farmers* In the other two groups of parishes, 
and in the state as a whole, the contrast is even greater* In the 
*0* parishes Group £t proportionately than six tines as many 
of the colored as of the whit® farmers are without school training*
It the other end of the scale of educational achievement, the gap 
between the races 1© even greater* The percentage of colored high- 
aehecl and college graduates among the adult farm population forms only 
a small fraction of the frequency with which these attainments have 
been gained by white farmers* Again, the contrast is greatest in the 
•0* parishes of Group A, where high-sehool or sore advanced training 
is proportionately £8 time© a© common among white as among nonwhit© 
fhre residents of 25 years end older*
22 This ©pedal tabulation was made at the request of the Pe- 
partment of Sural Sociology at Louisiana State University, and provides 
the basis for the following report®! T, Lynn Smith and Louis© Kemp, 
fig Bdaeatlonal Statoa s£. Louisiana's £&£ T^ii#i«naStat»
University A*£.S. Bulletizf424 (Baton Kougei Lecerabsr 1947;, and 
Louise Kemp end. Werner L. Hitt, EdtaonJftoaml PAtf* £2£ ga^lshas &£ te5=2tel> 
Louisiana State University 4.E.S*, Department of Rural Sociology, ^imso- 
grephed Series 1 (Baton Bongos August 194?)•
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In Louisiana* the educational attainments of the noawhite fsita 
population era poorer is the Delta than is the rtc-nplannation parishes 
of Group S# This difference Is great, "sdia tko s^eusur© seed is 
the proportion which has received little or no formal education* or 
"fee proportion which holds high-school or college degrees* In the 
Delta groups e£ counties* almost one-fourth of the adult nonwhit© farm 
population &r© shoes sc having received so school training# About 
half have gcse to school* completing four years or less of training* 
sad thus are probably functionally illiterate, or very nearly so*
This nusber, added to that with no school training* reveals- -that nearly 
three of every four colored farm residents of 2% and more years of 
age in the plantation parishes of Louisiana have never reached th© 
fifth grads# Less than 1 per cost of the adult nonwhit© population 
on the £~rm& ©£ the csss parishes has competed high school* Only 
0*1 per cent has completed college* Generally* Group k makes a slightly 
poorer showing in those respects than Group 3«
In Group L, the educational aeccstpHslne&ts of the nonwhite popu­
lation are considerably better* more th&n one-third of the adult non­
white population of these counties have advanced to the fifth grade or 
beyonc, and a little sere than Z per cent of them have at least com­
pleted high school* Of each 100 adult nonwi&t® fee residents in 
Group E* one has received some college training* although only about 
one-third of these completed four years of college# These attainments 
of the noisrhiie farmers of Group S are pathetically low when measured 
by tfee educational ideals of contemporary America, but when compared 
with the Delta plantation areas* such attainments become almost im­
pressive*
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th* whit® rtsral-ftei population of 25 years ami older achieves* 
the highest educational attainments is those Delta parishes laost 
dominated by large plantations, liven in these parishes (Group a), 4  
per cent of the adult white t&m population have no school training, 
end 18 per cent more have not reached the fifth grade* In this res­
pect, the difference between Group k and Group £ Is not very greats 
far in Group S, the proportion of those with no schooling, added i© 
those receiving four years or leas, amounts to 23 per cent* the Delta 
parishes of Group B contain a somewhat larger percentage of adult white 
farmers of poor educational achievement, for 26 per cent her® have 
received less than five years of schooling (Including those who have no 
school training at all).
Group A also ranks above the other counties in regard to the fre­
quency of adult white farm residents of high educational status* About 
one of every else has completed high sohoolj and marly half of this 
masher, or sore than B per cent of the total population, have attended 
college* Three per coat have completed four or more years of college* 
At first glance, these accomplishment# may sot appear high, but com­
parison with other faming populations r- veals that they are consider­
ably mom impressive then the attainments of the white farmers in other 
parishes, the state of Louisiana, or the United States m  a whole*
The parishes of Groups B end I have approximate ly 1 adult white 
rural-far® resident who has at least finished high school for each 1 0  
persona in the population* Group £ is in a slightly mors advantageous 
position in this respect than is Group B* Both arm sppraGda&beJy equal 
to the state average, but below the national average, in their
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engendered by the plantation systm  is merely being reflected* It is 
probable that, if data for 20 years ego were available, th© propor­
tion of the white fare popul&tlosi of high educational attainments would 
here been higher still, for the recent entrance Into the area of white 
sharecroppers end of small farmers in new-ground districts is undoubt­
edly responsible for sany of the poorly educated white fa rears found 
In these perishes*
The feet that the notndiite population of Group 1, with its nixed 
plantation dominance, should rank virtually as lew as does that of 
Group A offers no surprise either. Hie colored faroers of Group B 
have escaped free the plantation m m fe less frequently than have the 
Waites. The lower educational attainment of the white population of 
these parishes, as compared with the parishes of Group A, doubtless 
indicates no prejudice against education among the planters of Group B, 
but refloats the much larger proportion of the white population in 
the laborer and new-ground categories* The large number of whit© share- 
croppers and other plantation laborers in these parishes is consistent 
with the larger proportion of white adults who haw® very poor eduea- 
Utt, and the smaller proportion who have finished high school, even 
when compared to Croup B» The more highly strmtified society of plan­
tation areas, even when both owners and workers are of the sum® m m t 
Is Indicated by the fact that, although feigh-school graduates are re­
latively few, a larger proportion of th«se graduates continue their 
education by attending college than is the case in Group B*
Bor Is the educational pattern revealed by the parish®® of Group 
S difficult to reconcile with the family-far® system prevailing there.
ZLl
ffce contrasts between the races are m ach less sharp her© than In the 
ether groups of counties* Th© h©at~©duc&t©a (or, ©or© accurately, 
the least pearly ©ducted) nonwhite population of all is that of 
Btcnville Parish* this is the pariah* pointed out in Chapter II* in 
which fare ownership by Wegroes in tsost frequent. The relatively lew 
of far® people ah© have received no education at all* and 
the relatively snail proportion of high^sehool graduates who go to 
college* alike bespeak a society In which the eoafcntebs between classes 
and races are ouch lees then in the plantation areas*
This ia an expected relationship* hut a highly significant one* 
the lack of elnilar data for the rest of the South is very unfortunate* 
Sxaslnetloft of the data fro-® th© census of 1940 for the total rural** 
far® population of all the counties in the selected groups permits the 
asking of certain tentative conclusions* which unfortunately are weak* 
ened by the lack of data for th© two races*
The counties of Group t contain th© mullest proportion of poorly 
educated farm resident® of any group in th® study* In these counties* 
only 4 per cent have not attended school* and 21 per cent have not 
advanced beyond the fourth grade* The total proportion of the adults 
of the farm population which is without as much as a fifth-gmd© 
education* then* is 25 per cent* or only slightly higher than the 
proportion of the white far© population in the JtaxistanA parishes of 
Group g with a cosaparabl© lack of educational attainments* Group E 
follows Group F in second place among all counties, only 27 par cent 
of its far® population having no education or less than a fifth-grade 
education* Without specific data upon th© races, It Is impossible to 
ecnparv these tec groups satisfactorily, but since the proportion of
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CHAPTER Vt
T B s m t L m m s s s
Am
The analysis of the vital process®® is the very core of demography* 
Attention In this chapter will b© devoted first to the rate of repre~ 
duettos* Consideration of the materiel upon mortality will follow# 
finally the study of the vital processes will be concluded by *» 
esEfiS&Baticm of date concerning the difference between the number of 
births sod deaths* or natural increase.
the rets of reproduction of a population may be measured %  the 
use of lotoses derived ffe® census material# m &  from vital statist 
ties* both of which are utilised In this study. Census materials axe 
used to reveal the rate of reproduction throng the computation of the 
fertility rations ratio which relates the number of ehtMrse in tbs 
population to the issfesr of women of childbearing age* The conven­
tional fora of the fertility ratio mtHAssed in this study Is derived 
by dividing the number of children under 5 year® of age by the number 
of women in the childbearing ages (15 through 44)# and multiplying by 
1#000#
$•* of the fertility ratio as a measure of the rate of reproduction 
of a population bee several advantages over other measures* of 
these is that the ratio has become conventional among demographers* 
therefore, results of one study may be easily compared with those of 
ether analyses* Another advantage is the ease of computation* Still
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«f ipartimilar importance is this stuty* is that th* material
tmp the computation of the fertility ratio m s  prison ted, is 
the 1940 census, for racial sad resident categories, permitting the 
comparison of the components of the population of trnita as small as 
ceraties* A great eutvraniag© of the uss of the fertility ratio until 
recent W  *«* the greater accuracy of census mortals as compared 
with vital-statisties reports* Recently, however, the aoffitr&fly of 
birth registration has b&en grastly improved in maty portions of the 
itelbed States, said as a m m H %  la a number of states vital statistics 
sow appear to provide a mors accurate source of information upon for* 
tAUiy than does the census. the imprevosKmt is vital statistics, 
however, has sot been uniform throughout the nation* m m  ontiro 
states, and some counties within other states, have reached almost com­
plete accuracy, hut still other states and portions of states have 
hardly improved their registration* thus, census materials retain a 
great advantage in that their reports mm m m  nearly comparable from 
state to state and county to county*
There are also disadvantages of complete reliance upon the fertility 
ratio as a measure of the rate of reprMnetian* Chi® of these is that 
census materials, from which the ratio most be computed, are available 
for o&ty one year in every tan* More important are the errors in census 
gate* the tendency for the number of women in the reproductive ages 
to be exaggerated because of inaccurate statement of ages has alrasdy 
been discussed* Mere serious still is the underanusisration of child­
ren, which is especially pronounced in the case of children of less than
21?
one yeer of age** Such uademuuaeraiion is probably mom serious in 
t o  txwi included in this study then in to nation m  a whole* In 
«a analysis of t o  fertility of to ncnwtiit© population of certain 
of the counties included in Groups A, 0, and I) of ths present study, 
t o  author concluded tot t o  available evidence pointed to t o  emission 
by th® census, in sons eotmtles, of as many as one-thisd of all nonwhite 
infants of less torn o m  year of age*2 t o  Bureau of t o  Census it* 
self has estimated tot in t o  state of Mississippi, only 82 per cent 
of to noEWfeit© rural-far® children of less ton five years of age 
«•*» ewsoerated in 1940*3 Suefa a faulty enumeration of very young 
children, together with t o  exaggeration of to number of women in to 
childbearing span, sends t o  fertility ratio below its true level*
Still another intrinsic difficulty of to fertility ratio is that 
it precisely measures neither fertility nor survival* Infant mor­
tality reduces the number of children alive to be enumerated at the 
time of t o  census, so t o  fertility ratio is not really a measure 
of to nus&er bom* Bor does it measure survival (sometimes called 
•effective fertility*), since some of toss who are enumerated by to 
census will die before toy reach the eg® of five*
Despite all toss flaws, to fertility ratio derived fvm census 
materials Is more useful in to present study than &r@ vital statistics*
1 Bor a disease!®!* of this source of error, and its prevalence in 
t o  Halted States and otter nations, see P. K* Whelpton, JMSfl Penul&tto 
Saaoarah (Lancaster, Pennsylvania! Th© Science Press Printing:Co*, 1938), 
pp*19-2G*
2 Joseph S, Vandiver, "the Rate of Beproductloa of to Rural fla­
gs* in t o  Teseo-Miesisslppl Delta* (unpublished Master’s thesis, Louis* 
lias State Dnivereity, 194©), P* 30,
3 Halted States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth o£ t o
United States. Population, "Differential FertiHty,3 ® «Sl910,Tto*
dardised Fertility Sates and Reproduction Rates* (Bashingtons Government 
Printing Office, 1944), p* 33*
mlb* nest common measure of tee rat# of reproduction drawn from the re­
ports of vital statistics is tfea birth rate. In its simplest and most 
frequently quoted fora, the crude birth rate, it Is merely the master
of children boro during a y©&r*s tie© for each 1,000 people in the 
pep&atioe* Age and sex difference in te© eoBtpositlon ©f different 
populations operate in each a way as to reduce the significance of the 
code rate* It Is possible to eoapute atendardlcd birth rates* In 
this process, specific birth rates are obtained for each age group of 
ccBen, and these ere applied to the percentage of women in each age 
group in some selected standard population, the resulting figure shoes 
chat the birth rate of Hi© population under study weald be if its age 
end seat composition sere like teat ©f the standard population* %  
utilising the same standard population in all example*, different peput- 
latien M ^ l eB M f t t o l .  «o«*«d*ia one another la raspoct to the 
rate at which reproduction is occurring* These rates, like tee fer- ' 
teller raid©, can be computed only when tte muster of women in different 
age groups is knossf they are subject to the same errors arising f m  
inaccurate age reporting*
In this study, however, birth rates drawn fare* vital statistics 
are little used, and standardised birth rates are not used at all* 
Therefor®, nest reliance for date upon tee rate of reproduction is 
placed in the fertility ratio* Two great inadequacies of the date 
frost vital-3tetistics report© are responsible for the minor role assigned 
to Mrth-registratlon material in this particular study*
The first serious inadequacy of tee date is that vital statistics 
are net reported by race and residence in a manner comparable to that
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ttwfi by 888* Xn mat Southern counties, vital statistics
are puhliehed separately for and nonwMteg* fhis Is not doa©,
however, if th® scanty fails to contain as many as 10,000 nenwhlte 
residents, or if such resident® d© not oomprise 10 par cent or 
a m  of the total Sowml of ite counties in Groups
3 tad ? of this study did not meet these rsquii^mimtej hence is those 
counties, vital statistic© are not available %  rues* Zvm m m  in­
adequate Is the leek of a residence breakdown in vltal-statisties 
report* ffe® births ana deaths are given separately for cities of 
10,000 or m m  people* but aside fm® this, the county is the smallest 
unit for Which th® dote are presented* Since this study has boon 
throughout on analysis of the farm population, title Inadequacy of 
vital statistics Is « strong argument for principal rellane® upon th© 
fertility ratio,
the second great inadequacy of the data Is hardly less serious*
It crises free the siseafel® varieties f$m state to state and county 
to eogetty In the extent t© which birth© are registered, in estimate 
of th® degree of efficient of birth registration was provided by a Gar­
vey ©f the Bureau of the Census* A H  children less than four month© 
old, enumerated by the < m m m  of 1940, provided, the sample in this 
survey. State files of birth certificates were searched to determine 
the percentage of these infante whose births had been duly registered, 
the percentage ef infants who did have birth certificates thus pro­
vided a national estimate, by county, by race, of the accuracy of 
birth registration, Unfortenetely, the Bureau of the Census did not 
reverse the presses end take ell names on birth certificate® and search 
la the enumeration of the census for these. Had this teen don® as well,
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m& ft like estlwabe of t o  accuracy of claims enuaaratioo been made 
county, by m e |  a fairly veUable index which could be need to 
eetlsi&te the t m  auafeor of infants in to'counties would have been 
provided* Even ton, inaccuracy would have reaaiaad because doubts 
last sows infests were neither registered in the files of tbe -vital 
statistics bureaus of the states nor smeratad by the census#
At any rate, the est&mbos of to Bureau of the ® m m m  reveal 
both the great incompleteness of birth registration and tbe variations 
ftem section to seetim  in this respect* Of the states included in 
this study, Mississippi has the mat accurate birth registration for 
both rases* this rather surprising fact is the result of a well* 
organised Burma of Vital Statistics in that state* Birth registrar 
tloa seems to be more accurate there tkm census enjaaeration, for 
shout 90 per cent of all babies hrnn in the state wore reported as 
possessing birth certificates* la only a -very few counties m s  the 
accuracy of registration* m m  for the nonwhites* in Mississippi as 
lew as 80 per cent, and in none of the Mississippi counties Included 
im this study did the efficiency of registration for either race fall 
lower than 7$ per cent*
Berth Carolina, Alabama, heulalana, Georgia,. South Carolina., and 
Arkansas fall in that order in the accuracy of their birth ragistra- 
tloa, es revealed In this census check. Berth Garold m s  nearly 
«S per cent complete in Its registration; whereas South Carolina and 
Arkansas registered less than threo-fcurths of all births occurring 
within their borders* tn Arkansas, only 62 per cent of the nonwhite 
births were registered* Variations in the degree of accuracy frost 
smutty to county were each greater in all of these states ton m s  true
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•T KUsiselppi* SwffiSa County, Arkansas, in Group e, was least ae~ 
©urate ©f ftll— eoly 23 par cent of the nonwhit© birth® fend been re~ 
gieterad, 8f the 48 <mt©ld* th© state of mssisssippl included
in this sisady, only 15 bad ^or© than threo-feurths of their nonwhit© 
babies reglstsred*^
Obviously, when the registration of birth* i® so inaccurate, and 
w i s e  so sraeh frm county to county, there i» m %  much point in 
testing the laborious process of standardising th® data by ago*
She fertility ratios for tb© total, nonwhite, and whit© rural- 
fera population® of the six group® of selected counties, and for their 
•8? end *U* counties, era shown in Table XT* The fertility ratio for 
the total rural-farea population of Group k is lower than that of the 
Southern farming population m  a whole* All of the ©the? groups of 
Counties record slightly higher fertility ratios than that of th®
South at large, with the highest fertility ratio that of Group D,
The rate ©f reproduction of the nouwhit© raral^fera population 
varies censiderahly from m m  gr-wp of ©esmties to another* As m m  the 
case for the total population, the lowest fertility racarded for th© 
nonwhite population is that of Group A. Her© the fertility ratio for 
th© aouHhite rural-farm population is nearly 20 par cent lower thtat 
th© regional average, 478 as compared to 588* Hon® of the counties 
is Group A recorded high fertility ratios, but sosse were considerably 
farther below the regional average than others. Although the
4 All aaberial in these paragraphs dealing with the accuracy of 
birth registration om» from the Gnited States Bureau of th© Census,
© M tt is ibj gMBtoewiM sL SikStt Miai£B&sai> M M  £sff I»
Baaartiar 1, 1»» t» torr.h lSSTapsclal releass, Vol. H U ,  Ho. 16
feasSSgtont Gewernaent Printing Office, April 20, 1943*)
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counties repcarted an average fertility ratio lower than that of tbs 
counties, this is net th© most storlldB?? differential to i*e observed 
in this group of counties, Those counties located along or nm? the 
t&sdsslppl River tend to have distinctly lower fertility do 
comparable eeenii&a a tier or two from the river, the level of fer­
tility la the counties of Group B for the nonatiiie rural-far® popula- 
tion Is very sladlar to that of Group A, Fertility ratios average a. 
little higher* a® a matter of fact, the fertility ratio for the *B*
counties of B is slightly higher than that for the ®Ka counties of 4*
\
the fertility rati© for all the counties of B, however, is still only 
505* 9»ch lower than the regional 5&B* the same moderate variation 
between *E" and counties found in Group A continues, as does the 
tendency noted there for the fertility xntios of inland counties to 
be higher than those along the river. Although th® fertility ratios 
of Group B are distinctly higher than those of Group A, the difference, 
on a ©oantyto-cotmty basis, is net aX®ar*euh* The fertility ratios 
of seas of th® river-front counties of Group B are lower than those of 
m m  of the Interior counties of Group A*
The rate of reproduction of the eett&lt* rural-far® population of 
the counties of Group 6 closely resembles that of the entire South*
All counties of Group C possess a fertility ratio for their aonwhite 
rural-farm population of 5$X, m  compared, to $BB for the entire region* 
Use fertility ratio of the nonwhite farm population of the “E* counties 
of this group is almost precisely equal to that of the total Southern 
xsmaifelte farm population, The difference between the and. Ktl* 
counties in the rate of reproduction Is moderate, with the “U* counties 
having somewhat loser fertility* lb© consistency with which this
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tabus m
wmmm mnm or *h» turn* mmmM$ Mm yam mm, ~
fabh m  t m  s m v r m  mam*3 of cmmxsa, 1940*
total llamMto viiii'v©
Gpotssp 4 431 490,6 477.7 544-4
«E* W * 4 409.2 562,3
*3* 476,1 #6.9 521.0
Opsags B 411 m 3 505.2 590.3
#E® 3*8.7 517.1 598,9
sasut 491*4 382.8
Groug? 0 All 559,5 300.7 #5.4
m Q 372.1 383.4 516,0
U'tfti 540.7 574a 458.1
(aPGOp 0 A H $m*9 626.0 475.2
3E» 503.7 624.6 470.0
»#* 585.0 632.7 490.O
C^ fa^ j S 411 527*7 634.5 4%.0
Bg» 577.1 677.9 540.2
«$» 499*2 601,0 472,2
GpOU|> F All 526a 578.0 533*6
itgs 530.3 610.0 525.5
«#* 519.0 539a 513*2
total South 522^ 387.8 496.0
Sourees .pfgsaffli
?(Oow XI, Tables 27 and 274*
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difTtemstiisl exists la Groups A, B, m d  C suggests that urban seres 
h*^* bat souse influence v&e& th© ^productive patterns ef th© colored 
Item people she have lived when* urban contacts are relatively fre~
< p ^ «  Or th® other hand, the asspaamtlvely mtmXk aim of the dif­
ferential indicates that &# yet the influence of urban ways upon the 
fertility ef tha nonwhita farming population of these plantation counties 
baa not been as great ao la true in many porta of tha nation*
Ms sight be expected from the ago oistrlfeution of th© nonwhlte 
population in Group £, the r&be of ^production hare is higher than 
in Group G* Th® fertility miles #f the nonwhito population in the 
oatgfl&as of Group B are cans&deambXy higher than those of th© South as 
a x&cle— 626 as compared with Bsaatmtlon of the data for Indi­
vidual eotmilas repeals that the f@rt5.lity ratio of non® of th@ eotmties 
ef Group £ is such below that of the mt i m  region# The two Georgia 
©©unties of the group have fertility ratios on about th© sane level 
as those of th© B8* ©aunties of Group G# Just a little below th© 
regional level# The ratios in the Alabama bounties are high# ranging 
both below and above the average for the entire group* The fertility 
ratios for the Caroline oeunties are also high, that of lee County#
SouHi Carolina, being 676* The two 9XP% counties of the Carolina border 
district have slightly higher fertility ratios than do tbe **$* ©ounties 
ef Group D* This reversal of the usual relationship between counties 
Of varying degrees of urban influence was discussed in Chapter III in 
explanation of the large number of children found in th© aaras counties, 
sad need not be repeated here#
The fertility ratio for the nonfltilie rural-fnam population of 
Group 1 Is the highest ef @11# being slightly higher than that for th®
Garolina border counties white comprise th© *u» aegnaat of Group D.
Bote th© »E* and th® 11 IP counties In Group H havo fertility ratios 
well above the average for Southern ncnwhlte farmsrs. Th® difference 
between "E* and wf» counties is sis® great, th® fonter having the 
very high fertility raid® of 67®, as compared to 601 for the latter*
Ob® of th® »!*» counties, dtdth, Mississippi, rewords a fertility ratio 
for its eolored farming population of 770* The rata of ^production 
of the colored farmers of Croup % tends to h© noticeably lower in the 
csanti®* of Arkansas than in there of Mississippi and lotdsiana* 
fh® nonwhite population of the counties of Group t
baa a fertility rati© of 57®, or appradBstely the s&m m  that of 
Croup G* MssdiSje Croup 0, however,. Group F contains, a decided entrant 
betweealts 9B* and its ®W* wotse&le®, which h&v® fertility ratios of 
619 aad 539, respectively* The rate of reproduction is thus below 
that of tee nonwhite furling population, of tee region when only the 
*f® ccsrnti©® arc esmsdmd, but above the regional level insofar as tee 
«8£ counties are concerned* The colored population in saaay of tec 
©mastics i# sc small teat teane© variations of a f m  wanen from tee 
usual reproductive patterns arc sufficient to cause the county to appear 
extreme in its fertility* The significant difference between tee *11* 
and *ge counties in Groups E and F euggwet® teat the presence of near~by 
cities exerts a wore profound influence upon nonwhit© few residents 
ef nenplaataticr areas than upon those of pxemtatdon areas#
The fertility of the white farm population. of these groups of 
emtlc* generally tend® to b© relatively high in those area® in white 
tea fertility of tee nonteite® 1® low, m &  rim versa* Th© white far® 
populations of bote groups of Delta counties are more fertile than teat
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mtotal economy, kae * fertility ratio for it# white population of 4,75, 
the lowest to the Delta* fast Carroll, Louisiana, where nearly all 
plantation workers are Segraes feot where assay whites bar® settled in 
fti awi ground, has th® highest fertility ratio amoag shite far® rest-* 
dente of way halts county, d&U
the rats of reproduction of the shite tamer® in th® counties of 
Group 0 is s little loser than th&t of the Southern shite farmers 
generally* this is due to the low fertility ratio xwoordod for the 
•0* eeOBtieg of the group* the ®H* ©©unit®© too ©lightly higher fer­
tility than goes the regies* the difference between and *©» counties 
is Group 0 is much greater for the obit© popalmtieii than It is for tlm 
colored population of the sms® counties*
ifeny of th® shite farmers ef Group 0 are small farcers with no 
direct eoimestion with the plantations of these counties, and siost of 
them operate old fsmily-sise fares* Those whites in Group C who are 
connected with plantations, however, aro usually osiers or managers, 
tar white plantation labor is infrequent here* the lower fertility 
ratios of the whites in those Mortis* as eoap&red with th© Delta, 
are apparently related to the smaller Importance of new-ground settlement 
and of white far® laborers*
tbs fertility ratios of the counties of Group 13 ay© lower than 
these ef C* The white farm population ©f Group © has 475 oMXdrei* 
under 5 for every 1,000 women of ^productive ages* In the **H® ccua- 
ties, the figure is somewhat lower than this* the *0* ommties of the 
C&roHnfts, in this instance as in others, do not conform to the expected 
relationship between comities of comparatively great urban influence©; 
on the contrary, they hew® higher fortuity than do the counties of
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t o  m e t striking relationship w M m t  in this mmirmUon of the 
fertility ratios of th® farm population of to galoots groups of coun­
ties 1b the lew fertility of the xmshlte f^pilatlcm in to Delta coun- 
tie«**those counties where the largest percentage of nonwhiies are 
laborers on largo eosneroi&llsed plantations* 1n to recessive plan­
tation areas of the South# aoatot© fertility is anoh higher than in 
the Delta. Especially in th© Black Belt of £Ubana m si is the three 
plantation counties of th© Carolines are th© fertility ratio® for the 
neawhit© population high* the m m & i t© population is the
eoaplailt&tton counties is also rmy fertile, with the exception of the 
aaall colored farm population of th© *0" oountiss of Group P# where 
urban influences are presumably .responsible for a m m  aodemte rat® 
of reproduction, the data suggest tot the fertility ratio of nonwhite 
fars people tends to he especially high where ssany colored faraers own 
their own place®, as is the *B® counties of Group S*
Aaong the whit# farmers of the selected groups of count!©®, the 
lowest fertility is found is those areas whar# shite tmxmm are ataaori- 
sally is th# adaorlty and are either plantar® or Hire ®s assail fame 
in plantation areas. The few Delta counties in which isost of the whit© 
fans population is of this type, and the recess lire plantation areas 
support this hypotonic. Wfeer# meat farmra Hwe on fswily-sise cotton 
Haras reaored froa plantation influences, fertility tends to be soaetot 
higherj it is close to# or slightly above# tbs regional aw»g«* tore 
the white faia population la exposed, to a considorahle degree# of share- 
Steppers or ether plantation laborers# th# level of to rat© of reproduc- 
t&en Is still hlgheri end t o  highest fertility of all# in to selected 
counties# is found in toss areas tor® a big proportion of to total
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Ihit* farm population is Hiring th© life of modem pioneer© on new- 
ground fame# gven higher than this, hut completely outside the reel® 
of this study, are tb© fertility ratios to he found in the various 
portions of the South outside the Gotta® Belt, such as th© mountainous 
districts, where sabaistenoe fatating prevails*
tbeie heve bens «aay who have emmntM, in passing or in more de­
tail, upon the peculiarities ©f the pattern of fertility found in the 
Delta* Tory little has been written about th© less unusual reproductive 
patterns ef the other counties ©f this study*
Xt has long been realised that th© rrte of reproduction ©f the
aonwhite population of many of the Belts counties is low* In general,
It is a demographic truis® that a high rate ©f reproduction is ordi­
narily assoelsted with standards of living as low m  those prevalent 
mamg the colored farmers of the section* High fertility is considered 
a natter of course in «oet portions of the nation where educational at- 
tainMsxts are as ppor as those of th© Belts ncmwhitea, Th© combination 
ef these traits with the low fertility of th© nonwhlt© population of the 
Delta is one of the riddles of American demography* ^ A special tabulation
ef aebsrials fro® the census of 1910 for on© of the counties of Group A
5 See Conrad Theater nod Irens 3* Taeuber, wHegro Rural Fertility 
la tba W.e»i«»ip..i D«lta>" SaathwBstorn SsaSsi Sffifcfflga Sawrtl6»Ck>
XXI (Deeeabcr 1940), 210-220, for the most detailed published account ©f 
the fertility pattern of the Delta Negro* Vandiver, £|&*, devoted a 
setter's theele to this same topic, but this Is unpublished* Among other 
references to the problem ares Beegle and Smith, ftffiBMMntlfll .BttMilffit 
la P* 20? Heberle and Jolley, M3,spjsaiPPi ffiaag
p* 19? Hitt, *A Comparative Analysis of the People on Hew Ground Farms, 
Plantations, and Old Family T‘arme in the Hpper Mississippi Delta of 
Louisiana,1* pp. 404-414) Dengue, Rural ^ glons &£ M M  S2$43&» P« 221 
tta Sociology ef Rural Ljf»f p. 341) Conrad f&euher, ttAgricultur@ and 
Current Population Trends," p. 479*
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shewed that the lev fertility of the Negro population of the Delta 
existed at least as lung ago as thai*^
Despite the frequent mention of the parados of the reproductive 
pattern of the Negro 3a the Bella, there ha» boon no entirely ade­
quate osplanation of it* Smith and Taeubor both hypothecate a rola- 
tionship between the plantation system, with its' high degree of c©»- 
*• realisation and supervision of labor, and the low fertility,7 
Whether the plantation systeia la held to operate indirectly to produce 
low fertility, through its poor living and health conditions, imbalanced 
diet, and ether tmfavorable social condition, or whether it is believed 
to causa deliberate family notation m  the part ef plantation laborers, 
is sot clear*
in an earlier study, devoted entirely to the examination of the fer­
tility ©f. the Hegroes of the Delta counties of Mississippi, the writer 
pointed but that the plantation system places the laborer in an e©om»aic 
position not «*»**?*» that of an industrial laborer, with the ease interest 
la keeping expenses deem by having few dependents* The likelihood of 
this factor being the principal exp3 -nation for th® low rat® of repro­
duction, however, is minimized by several ether features of the repro­
ductive pattern of tfeo area* For one thing, the fertility of Negroes 
within the Delta lnemess with distance from th® Mississippi River, al­
though there is little or no decrease In the Importance of, or sis® of, 
plantations as one moves inland in th® Mississippi Delta* This suggests
^ E* Franklin Frasier, "Children in Black md Mulatto Families,* 
Aaerlesn Journal g£ Sociology, XXXIX (July 1933), 20.
7 Smith, a g  aodalogy ^  Rural Ilf®, p. 141$ Conrad Taeuber, 
"Agriculture and Current Population Trends," pp. 479-483*
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&*t sen explanation other than th© plantation system must be involved* 
Also* the fertility ©f th© Negroes her© is 1m  in large part because 
of tbs© very large proportion of childless couples* the difference in 
fertility between the Negroes here ami in other parts of the South Is 
MNb less when only those families which have children are compared*
Sheci deliberate fsadly limitation Is practiced, the childless family 
is not as characteristic as if. th© family with only om or two children* 
the widespread childlessness of the Negroes of the Delta atKgeets mm 
involuntary explanatory factor*^ Finally, although little actual knowledge 
esdsts upcs the subject, It is the opinion of those who know th© Ne­
groes ef the Delta best that contraception, at least in its mm ef­
fective and scientific fores, is almost unknown m m g  rural iegroes.9 
this opinion adds weight to th© supposition that th© low fertility 1© in 
large part involuntary.
In his analysis of the rate of reproduction of th© mrml Negro in 
the Tasoo-Slsslsslppl Delta, th© writer concluded that th® differences 
la fertility which do exist fro® on© county to another, despite the 
g m t  similarity of a H  th© counties in the are© in their soeio-economlo, 
agricultural, assd physiographic aspects, could largely be accounted for 
la terse of length ef residence in th© Delta* fh® assumption that most 
of the migrants Into the area in th© past haw© reached Hie counties 
west distant from their point of origin in th© near-by hills by a suc­
cession of short-dietance moves provides an adequate explanation for th©
^ Vandiver, jgg* oit*, pp* 127-130, 159-162*
9 David Cohn, God Shakes Creation iNaw lorkt Harper and Brothers, 
1935), p. 11B.
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variations in fertility* The counties nearest th® hills, mad ©specially 
those located along the principal transportation routes from the hills 
to the Delta, ear® those which possessed the highest fertility, and 
presumably also those which contained the % rgest number of recent mi­
grants fro* hill areas* Th© counties nearest the hills also usually 
contained a slightly larger proportion of their population la th© 
younger, sore fertile, years of the reproductive apan.10 This ex­
planation also seeas sufficient to account for the generally higher 
fertility of ncaswhltes in th© counties of Cl roup B than of Group A, since 
sere of the eotmtlos of Group B are located inland from, the Mississ­
ippi, near upland counties*
In this meaner th© variations in aonwhlte fertility froai county to 
©cun*' within the Delta say he explained, but not the causa of the low 
fertility itself* If it is true, as suggested above, that th© planta­
tion system per g© operates to produce low fertility m m g  Negro laborers, 
then one would expect the fertility of the whit® farm population also to 
be low la those counties where m«y of the white farmers are plantation 
laborers* Such is not the ease at all* One would also expect the fer­
tility of t*e nonwhite population in counties of recessive plantations 
to be flitch lower then it actually is*
Although the evidence does not land much support to the assumption 
that the plantation system in itself is associated with lea fertility, 
there is still th© possibility that the particular type of plantations 
m  which Delta Negroes roslds 1© negatively associated with human 
fertility* The principal contrast between the plantations of th® counties
10 Vandiver, £2* £&&•» PP* 147-150*
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•ufflftlent for coaparisaa* ?ital~statiatics reports of Mississippi, 
leaieSaaa, and Arkansas show a rising tesnd in births in Delta coun­
ties, which proves little, because birth registration* oven in Miss­
issippi, remains far from coraploto and m s  presumably gradually improving 
throughout the 1930*s* However, it is possible to compare fortuity 
reties fear the total popH&tioa of counties* by race, in 1930 and 
1940* Despite the fact that the proportion ■ f the total population 
which lived on farms in 1940 wes acttswhat loss than it had been in 1930, 
the fertility ratios of the total-aomrhlte population of Mississippi 
Delta comities were 9 per.cent higher in 1940 than they hud been is 
1938* ■ The increase la fertility ratios was greatest is those counties 
where fertility m a  lowest* Such ®» inezea^a could, ©f course, result 
frosa :.ore accurate eaamffatlcn of children in 1940* When takes in 
cosjuQctloin with th® age distribution and the report© of vital static* 
tics, however, tlx© likelihood that %he rise in fertility during tlx® 
depression years was a true increase seems great*^ If th® rate of 
reproduotios did rtm  during this decade mmsg the- legro residents of
i
the Delta, it is almost oertain that there m s  an increase in the fer­
tility ef the farm residents who oosprlse s© lari© a pari of th® total 
Segre population of these ©©unties*
This increase In the rate of reproduction during tm years of the 
depression is another of the enigmas of tbs reproductive pattern of th© 
Delta* to the extent that th® low fertility of th© seciion is invol­
untary, an Increase in fertility night be expected to follow gradually 
improved living condition®, health car©, ant' diet* Perhaps such
)Cbld.. pp* 44-45*
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teprtmim&te slowly eecurred during the decade* The enforced diversi­
fication of agricultural producUort persttted mom hoa© production th m  
hod previously bean true -here* Some of the counties carried out move 
aggressive casapaigna against venereal disease than had ever bom waged 
Is this sows before* Sfelaria control has gradually been txaprmtngj^
The increasing fertility of these counties teing the depression 
say hare resulted simply fro® the nature of migration, faros the counties* 
Aa described in Chapter X# tbs increasing Mechanisation and the policies 
of the 1»A.A* reduced the mssber of laborers needed on the plantation©*
If single wesen and childless couples tended to leave the plantations 
in greater proportions than did families with children# the fertility 
retie of the remaining population would# ©f course# be higher* AI~ 
thou > the are and sex dlstrlbuttttfc of the 1940 population does not 
shew signs of an eepeei&XXy heavy loss fro© specific ag&reax categories# 
it is possible that ©ut-sigreticm uay bare most frequently attracted 
single persons of each sex and childless couples of all stature ages*
Such persons are freer to mme than these with fssdlies* Furthermore# cm 
& plantation# ife® planter htoseLf h**i the final word of authority upon 
which of his laborers say remain for another year* If the planter found 
hiaself with an excess of labor# he nay have preferred to release first 
three who were least bound by family tios* Xfa* larger families of 
settlers in n©w~grcunci areas m y  be another explanatory factor in s& m 
ef the eeu&tl*®# but esumoi account- for the entire increase# for &om of 
the counties which had the largest increases in their' Kegro fertility 
ratios contain little er no new-ground land*M
13 M A ° >  PP* 92-94*
** Ibid.
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Still another factor m y  explain m  appaswat increase in fertility 
la £©&» portions of th® Sooth* In a field study aade -saRong colored 
f&saiers 1b an upland cotton area—-St* ffelena Pariah* loirf..ai3ma--ferp 
noticed that 14 per cent of th© children tinder 5 sero living with 
their grandparents or other rotative#, while their parents lived in 
urban districts*!^ fa Green© County* Georgia* Raper found that among 
Negroes one-fifth of the owns* families and on#*oighth of the cropper 
fallies* sore sending to school children other than their own, usually 
those of friends or relatives who had moored to the slty»X6 That this 
is frequently dene by legroes should not ho surprising $ after all* the 
colored wc®&n in the city very often works all disgr and lacks resourocs 
and opportunity to hove season© else In the city core for her small 
children* If her parents are living on a fmnss In the country, it is 
•My tu tillers tend why «h$ often send* her children to their grand- 
parents* This ’practice* of course, renders less valid the entire in­
terpretation of fertility by use of the fertility ratio*
The effects of the depression upon the ©eeno&lo state of urban 
Higrces say have led to an Imcrea©® In this prmt&m* The apparent 
increase in fertility in the *8* eouutiee of Group 8f for Instance, 
may -tee eomo about in this way* This practise m y  offer a partial 
explanation, not only for the apparent increase in fertility of the 
aonvhite population in some nmplantaticn conntiea, but also for the
15 SjMsq Seep, nl Wot© m  the Us® of the Fertility Bail® in the 
Study of Eural-Urban fcifierenoes in Fertility,*1 Iteal ^ ooioloiat. I 
(Septesibar 19455, 312-313.
^  &  Pfaaqntyy. p. 72.
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high level of the fertility ratios in nDnpXuntatiari .and lu the
counties of Group D* However» it docs not seem libely th‘.t the pr&ctiee 
is ef great issjiortsises in the plantation aroas of the Delta* It is 
doubtful whether colored laborers living under the furnish system would 
be in much better position to support children too small, to work than 
the city-dwelling parents of Use ahiXdram Planters themselves might 
object to the addition of young ehiXdreu who would tt&cecslba te the giv«* 
lag of larger furnish to the laborers and reduce the amount of tim 
which fee women could spend in the fields* it, arty mte# it is not no** 
ceseary to theorise feu© to bsoorje convinced that such a practice is 
of little Importance in the Delta* Hie fertility of the nowhite 
farmers there is low as ©E&sasr&heds it is highly ic^ ucobable that mny 
of fee children is the area belong to pcrcoas outside it*
Sac flaws in fee use of birth registration data for. the purpose* 
of this study have "bmn discus sod above • The nmber of registered 
births In the year 1940 in fee s&Xeoted groups of counties (with cities 
of 10,a o  and over deducted) is presented in fable X?T* T m  material 
la shown by race for Creupe &9 Bp 0, and Bt bet is not wvailable in 
this for® for all of the neaplsntation counties* In the four plaat*~ 
tion groups of counties, the cities of less than 10,000 people and the 
rur&l~nonfaria population contain a much larger proportion of the total 
white population than of fee total nonwhlto population* Therefor®, the 
Baterial contained in Table 3CVT comes closer to depicting the births 
suaong the far® population for the nenwhites than for the Caucasians* 
According to  tk ? data, the birth rate is highest of all in the 
counties O f  Group C* This indicate?? nothing about the comparative rate 
of reproduction, however* Even when standardised birth rates are com- 
puted t a t  Ix O m a m X  oouBtles, those of Group C ora higher then those
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0  most eoaatie* In the ©th&r groups* Hits apparently reflects ©a3y 
that Group C ie the one group entirely contain©*! within Mseissdppi, 
and that hlaslssippi has mere accurate birth registration than any 
ether state in the study* In the $®m mmtmtp fee Mrtai rates tor 
Group A appear higher than those of Croup B, despite the fact that the 
ranking was reversed when fee measure of fee fertility rati© was used* 
Xh Group A fears are 10 Slississippi counties| whereas Croup s contains 
«Oy cue. On the ©fe©r hand, Group B eontains g counties in Arkansas, 
fee least accurate of fee states in birth registration, aa compared 
wife only 2 Arkansas counties in Group A,
there la no need to spend more time on such data* The material 
in fable Iff will of necessity be utilised in consideri^ the topic 
of natural increase, hut as an indication of fertility it deserves 
little attention*
B, Ifertalltar
The study of mortality is not as well developed as is fee study 
Of fee rate of reproduction* this is probably because there 1® no 
method of obtaining a satisfactory index of mortslitgr from census 
enumeration* Two principal indexes are used in fee measure of mw* 
tality, fee death rate and fee life expectation table. The former 
is computed in the sect© way as fee birth rat®| in Its emie 
fern it shows fee masher of deaths per 1,000 persons per year, Agate 
fee birth rats, death rates can b® standardised for the sgs and 
sew composition of the population when data ore available * The life ex­
pectation table 1® a more useful measure of mortality than the death
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Bat* are available by rsm for only two of the counties of 
Of Group f  * Sines bath of these counties are in Alabaisa, where ragls- 
tratlm  of vital statistics is bettor bhim in Arkansas and Louisiana, 
tho data for these two counties m y be interpreted with somewhat leas 
ffcar of inaccurate reporting than was the ease in Group B* The age 
Opposition of the nonwhite population of the eowntiaa is such that 
father high aort&Hty rates night be eajwetsd, sine® fertility is 
higher and the noaber of aged people considerably ttora maerons than 
in the South as a whole* Use crude death rate of 11*5 for the nonet*its 
residents is nearly as high as that of Group &# but the contrast in age 
distribution between these two emaitios and those of Grmap A is such 
thci considerably better survival conditions ar@ indicated than those 
which prevail is the Delta flotation area* A emi# death mta of 
8*6 for the nozwhiie population of the three *9® m m % t m  of Group F 
far which racial data are available Is consistent with this conclusion* 
Despite all the I*som inaeoaraeie# in the data, then, all irjdlca-* 
tiens point to the generalisation that, when ®ge distribution is taken 
Into account, the plantation areas ©f the Delta have sowwfc&t poerer 
health conditions and leas longevity on the part of their nonwhite 
residents than is true In the n©apla&t&tleft counties* The high death 
rates ef the nonwhite population of Groups C and £ probably arise 
both from their age distribution and ftm poor health conditions* is 
fleapared with the Delta, however, those eemtie* amy have aoaewhat sere 
advantageous dtsacdt of life for their nonwhite population* Ho definite 
eoaclusion can be wade without aor# inferaatioa upon the reliability of 
the data*
mProbably the data upon the number of oeatha for the white popula­
tion are set* accurate than these for the nonahlte, as 1® umrnily trm 
throughout the South* la these enmities of the Delta* however* where a 
considerable portion of the white population reside© m  rmsete new* 
ground fame or work* as plantation laborer®. It Is reeeeeahle to 
poet that registration m &  leave mxsfo to be desired* Ispeeiall^ when 
these conditions occur in the state of JM&naas* && in may ©aunties 
of Group B, the statistics tost he interpreted with caution#
The death rate of the white population in all of these counties 
is lew* For example, the crude death rate of 10*4 for the national 
whit© population is higher than the death rate of whites in any group 
of eesntiee in this study*
The crude death rate of the whit© population is highest In the 
massive plantation evens. Group® 0 and D, and lowest in those coon- 
ties of Groups 1 and t for which data by mm  are available* Th© highest 
death rate of all— 9*7*~i® found in the «B* ooantiee of Group Gt but 
the counties of Group D have virtually as high a death rats* These 
death rates are high®? than those of the white population of the region# 
The age compost tic* of these emmtie® is inteh that It would be expected 
to produce comparatively high mortality rate®* Especially is this true 
Is Group C# wher® the nmber of aged perms is proportionately greater 
than Is any other area. There is probably little uadcr»reglstr®tlon 
of death* asocog the white population of those two areas* Igmln, this 
sees* especially likely for Group C, which not only contains a white 
population consisting in large part of lexfetamers and townspeople, but 
»?#* ha® consistently had the east accurate vital statistics in all 
phases of this analysis* When the age distribution of the population
min considered in conjunction with th© prob&bl© efficiency of reporting
Of death®, th© ©c*parativ©ly high death rat© anong th© whit© popula­
tion ©f Growp C appears to he adequately explained In tores other than 
poor health or ©arrival condition®* this do^s not seg& to be th© ease 
for Group B, in which there Is a considerably smaller number of aged 
people* th© level of th© death rate here seealugly indicates poorer 
ehencca of longevity than in Group C*
ill of th© other groups of counties have death rates about as low 
as, or loser thsa, the Souths ra white population* Th® low mortality 
Sates of th© whit© population of tbs Delta are consistent with the 
wary low percentage of the population of advanced age* The Delta 
eoaBties h& m  a large atffi&er of births m <m $ their white populating 
but ©aide from this fact ©very detail of their age distribution is 
conducive to lew isortalitgr* As was true for the noawhlta pepulatica 
«f the caste count!?®, the age distribution of Group A is even acre 
conducive to a lew mortality rate than is that of Group B, but Group B 
actually records the lower death rats* this could indicate either 
poorer health conditions in Group A or m m  efficient registration of 
deaths there* The probability that th© latter Is the explanation sesass 
great, as explained above*
The white population of the nanplantation counties for which data 
by race are available has a very low death rate, slightly below that 
ef the Delta* The actual rates are nearly uniform from one sample of 
counties to anotherf th© ”11* counties of Group f for which date are 
cfctaln&ble have & death rate of only 6*9j th© 11R* ootmties of K, of 7j 
the *B* counties of I, ?,2j and the "R** counties of f, 7*3* Although 
the difference between these death rates and those of th© Delta is snail,
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the ego composition of the ihlts population of Groups 'S mi  F Is by no 
neons so favorable to low mortality a? is that of the Delta* The im­
plication is that hotter conditions of survival ©xiafc in the ncmpl&nta- 
tion areas#
The data on mortality for neither race indicate a consistent 
variation between the flPf sad ’’U” counties* In some Instances one* In 
other coses the other* is a little higher* bat the differences between 
*B* and RU# eoualiee are seldom greats
If there were adequate statistics relating to th® cause of death* 
much interpretation eould be made of the situation indicated by tbs 
death rate* Reports of the cause of death* however* are very inaccurate* 
s fact which probably accounts for the mall er.phasis this topi© has 
received in th© conventional demographic study* Especially among the 
nonwhlt© population of the iural South* where many of tbs deaths occur 
without medical supervision* are the data upon this subject inaccurate# 
The reported rates of death by certain specific causes* per 100*000 
population* are shows in Table XVXXX# The causes included In this 
table were selected among th© many listed In vital-statlsties reports 
to Include a few of the most common causes of dft&ths~»aueh m  heart 
disease* tuberculosis* nephritis* cancer* and &popI©:tfy— and to include 
three causes ordinarily considered particularly characteristic! of th© 
rural South— syphilis* malaria* and pellagra* is is true of all vital 
statistics* the material was not available by race for som of the coun­
ties of Gro-ip* E and F#
The difference between th® races in th® causes of death follows 
the usual differences which exist in the United States as a whole •
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Tuberculosis Is consistently much mt® deadly to th® nenwbite than to 
t o  white resident of tos© eeunUee* Hbphritia* a ^ M U s ,  malaria* 
and pellagra are also swre frequently fatal to th© nonwhite, Ob to 
ether hand* In ssost counties* canoer and heart disease are responsible 
for the lose of more whites* although that® la son© variation from erne 
group to another in respect to those diseases*.
Despite all imperfections which probably assist in to reporting 
of cacao of death* the data in t o  table do yield acne information 
which is logically consistent with to conclusions reached in inter­
pretation of to death rates of to various groups of couaties* fhe 
greater frequency with which to degenerative diseases attack to aged 
In Groups O and B Is perhaps to outstanding lepre&eion yielded by 
fable TWLlm Especially ssong to white population of these counties 
are large numbers of deaths attributable to heart disease m &  cancer* 
Perhaps t o  second strongest digression received from an mmmizm** 
tion of to table is tot to loss of life du® to toss selected causes 
is consistently 1 m  in to two jaoapX&at&tism groups of Qom%±m.m al­
though totals for the groups %  races are not available* exsi$Ln&tloa 
of the data for t o  eeaatisa for which th# racial ©starial is tabulated 
indicates tot this low less of life trm to selected causes'is char­
acteristic of both t o  whit® and colored pejttCUtlon* of toes counties* 
This discovery is consistent with the conclusion drawn from the study of 
to death rate tot to health conditions of both m e m  art better in 
these counties than in the plantation areas*
Syphilis, malaria* and pellagra arc all more deadly anong to resi­
dents of the Delta than they aye In the other areas* dine© these three 
diseases are ordinarily considered to be typical of those areas of the
w & m  m n
imam of amm m. wo,000 m m nfm , mm to sasrjom mmm, 
m  mmuTxm or ms m m m  mom or cumxm, m mm, %m**
Jaleetwwt Cmms of Dmth
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South in which living conditions are poor, it is not surprising that 
their ineideBe© an causes of death should be greatest in the counties 
of extrsae plantation dcelnanee*
The direct connection between pellagra and dietary deficiency 
would sake this disease of particular interest if it were of any great 
Importance tod:*y. the incidence of pellagra m  m earn* of death has 
been rapidly declining in recent years, heweverj; and in no group of 
counties does it continue to he of more than moderate frequency* It 
la surprising that the counties of Group F have almost as high a: loss 
of life due to pellagra as do those of Croup A* Examination. of the data 
for the count!&s which report the racial division Indicates that the loss 
of life among white people frost pellagra is actually greater in Group ? 
than in Group A* This discovery was unaxpaeted, because, as m s  shown 
in fable VI, both the single units and multiple units of Group F have 
a larger amount of agricultural production for hum© use than do those of 
any other group of counties* The comparatively high rate of pellagra 
in these counties of small ferae which have the opportunity for house- 
held production apparently indicates a lack of appreciation of the ne­
cessity of green vegetables in the cultural tradition of the residents* 
Syphilis is reportedly a more serious* cause of death in Group k 
than anywhere else, followed by Groups C, B, and £ in that order* The 
ranking of Group B lower than C- is due to th® lessor death rate reported 
there fo r the white population, for the colored population in the coun­
ties of Group B has nearly as high a fatality rat© frcm this venereal 
disease a® do the nonwhit®a of Group k* (The very slight difference, 
in fact, between Croupe A  and B in rate of casualties caused by those 
three diseases nay be entirely due to th® more complete death registration
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«£ Group A*) Syphilitic deaths are sash less* ffesqusiit In the nonplen~
tatlcaa counties among th© members of both races*
The poor standing of Group A is re&peet tc these three dlss&res 
io collated fey the foot that it '©Iso lm & th® highest loss of Ilf© fro® 
asl&ria* Group S has nearly as high a fatality rate fro® aalikrla, 
and Is m  a fraction higher for tfco conwhlt© population* It east fee 
adadbted that in malaria controX the cowbti®* of Groups A and S haw a 
Both *or® serious problem doe to physiographic oosaditiens then do any 
of the other counties Included in the study* Tbalr low, mmpf terrain, 
their stagnant bayous, sloughs, and l&kea, their inadequate drainage, 
all eeefeloo to safes «alari& a serious probles* As a matter of fset# 
the malaria problem in these counties Is far greater than Is Indicated 
fey mortality rates* in th© South, malaria does not kill outright m  
often as It saps the strength ©f the individual sea son after sessosj 
until hla weakened resistance Is unable to ward off soma other disease 
which is gives the blame in the statistics»20 Although the damga done 
fey malaria in the Delta today is far less than it used to be, It still 
remains as one of the great liabilities of the area, and it is one 
problem for which fall bias© may not be placed upon the plantation system* 
Malaria is mere deadly In th® recessive plantation areas than it 
is in the nonplaatation counties* The counties of Grcnip f have a wry 
lew loss of life due to th® disease, some counting reporting none at 
all* This fortunate circumstances is dm  in large part to th# hilly 
terrain ***** cooler climate of thou© upland counties, 3ut 0rents K contains
20 ffeis statement was made in conversation with th# author by 
Dr, K. c. Moke, Director of th® GoMmleebl® Diseas®® Division of th® 
Mississippi State Beard of Health*
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•aflk territory as favorable to the mosquito as that of Group® 0 an &
D. Th® loser fatality rats from malaria in Group T" probably reflects 
batter' precautions and treatment than exist in the recessive planta­
tion counties*
The differences between the groups la respect to the other di­
seases can usually be accounted for satisfactorily by th© varying age 
composite on of the populations, with two exceptions* Dae of these 
la that tuberculosis is »er© frequent as a Cause of death in the Delta 
than it is anywhere else* This Is true of both races, for the highest 
mortality rat© for th© nonwhite population is found in r m p  k9 and 
the highest for th© whit® population is that of Group B. Th© dampness 
©f the poorly drained and oft-flooded lands m y  be In part responsible 
for th® poor showing of the Delta counties in this respect# The very 
poor standard of living of much of the population stunt also contribute 
to the situation*
The Delta counties also report a higher frequency of heart disease 
as a cause of the deaths of nomrhltos thru do the other groups of 
counties* Heart disease la a degenerative disease which takes largo 
HBafeer® of sid&le-aged and old people. The Delta, however, has rela­
tively few persona In its nonwhite population who - re in the ages ordi­
narily considered V  be the most endangered by heart disease# The 
recessive plantation areas report nearly as meh heart disease a&ong 
their colored population, and much more among their whites; but the age 
distribution of those counties is such that on© would expect heart di­
sease there to he much more serious than In t>e Delta. Probably de­
signation ©f sows form of heart disease aa the cause of death frequently 
camouflages ignorance of the actual cause, but It la not clear why this
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doctor or registered midwife# Death registration in general appear® 
faulty, as has also "been discussed, although the serious illness 
of a mature Individual, even If not und&r tscdioal oar hardly
fail to attract soa© attention from th# rmt of the world. J1 young 
baby, however, of only a few hours, days, or weeks, nay die unattended 
and unnoticed by all except the immediate family and their close 
friendso Probably a wea^ incomplete proportion of th# total deaths 
6f infants if recorded in the ectmtl&s of this study, especially among 
the ncnwhiie population*
The extras variations which exist between neighboring counties 
would eeea to Indls&t© that this is the case, fvsm in Ittssissippi, 
th® erratic fluctuations from county to adjacent cmmty in the ret® 
of infant mortality can hardly represent anything bat different degrees 
of accuracy in reporting deaths * Per example, Sharkey County, in Grtmp 
A, had a reported infant aortality rite ««©sig its nemdiite ponalntiofi 
in 194-0 of only 2?**~lower than the South, the nation, or any other 
nation. Issaquena County, adjacent to the west and south, hardly die* 
tingnlshahle fro® Sharkey in socio-eeeiwrole aspects, reported m  infant 
mortality rate In th* m m  year of 90.9? hiphor then the state, the 
region, or th© nation. The difference perhaps arises from the attempt 
of the management on some plantations of the second county to keep in 
close contact with their colored population and to- sec that the events 
of their laborers’ lives arc duly recorded. There 5s no wn*^  of estimating 
what th© true rate of infant marta21ty might to iv either county, but 
certainly it may be said with confidence that infant deaths are not 
three time* as numerous in on# *s tn the other* Therefore, th® data 
Contained within Tall.® TJX have little daisi to validity*
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Increase! and therefor® no pretense of accuracy oar, h* tmie. Since 
UBdM^xcglstratiom ©f births is ordinarily greater than that of deat&s, 
the natural increase, as shown, is probably sumlier than that which 
has actually occurred. Groups B and B eooisimi& more counties of 
w y  imeearat© Myth registration than did any others* thus, these 
groups aiy b® expected t© haw the least adequate material upon 
natural Increase* Contrariwise, data upon natural increase for Group 
£ are probably nor© nearly saear&t* than th#s# for any other group*
The Bateri&l upon natural increase art shown in Table XX*
tn th® Delta, the natural increase of the white population is 
greater than that of the nonwhito popnXstisa* X» th® recessive plan­
tation areas, the ©psosit© is truef the rats of nonwhlte natural in­
crease is much greater than that of the white population* la th® two 
aonplant&iion croups, material by m m  is not available for every 
estrnty; whers it is obtainable, there seems to be little difference 
between the two rases in the rat© of natural increase* Th© nonwhit© 
rate is reportedly slightly higher than ihnt of th® whit® uopul&tion 
in the “ft" counties of Croup £ and th® **B“ eeoatlee of Croup F* Hi® 
white population seeps to have a slight edge in natural increase in 
the eesrnties of M end th# **E® counties of F.
&mrmir nonwhit©#, natural increase i® ost rapid in Croups C and 
Df ano in general appears to be eeaewit&t lea® in the Delta than in 
the nonplentatlon counties. The lowest recorded natural increase Is 
that of Group B, but th® data for th®&© counties are so questionable 
that the reliability of the X m  reported rat® is dubious*
The most re id natural inoroas® among white people is in the Delta* 
Croup B records a somewhat higher rat© than Croup A* Presumably the
as*
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data are more accurate for whites ihm for w m h ites, These counoies 
ttf Groups E sad F for which racial data are available haw nearly as 
high a rate of natural iaereag© among whit®© m  do the Delta groups* 
The two reeesslve plantation. groups, C and D, haw the t e s t  rate of 
natural inereas* of any mbit© population* Despite the kmsra iaa©~ 
curacy of the reports, it seeae probable that the relative standing 
of the groups in regard to natural i m t m m  la about that shown in 
table XI*
Ideally, data upon natural increase for the entire interoenaoX 
period oould he used as a basis for a oampsrison with the actual 
population change is order to reveal net migration* However, in 
these counties* there is no method for obtaining aaterlal of own 
approximate validity* A H  of the et&tas registered births and death© 
throughout the I93G*a, but even in Mississippi* vital statistics before 
about 1935 wer® so Incomplete th^t the wisdom of their use is qpee* 
tienable* In Arkansas and Seatb Carolina* vital stableties of the 
earlier part of the decade were m  inaccurate that m m  ommties 
report birth rates of M m  than 10 for the colored xece* Also* vital 
Statistics during most of the decade were not allocated by residence* 
but szaply reported at place of occurrence, and therefor®, even if 
accurate, are not strictly comparable with other data utilised Is 
this study* Tims, the ssvleri&l is too uneatlaf*ctory to Justify com* 
paring the groups on the basis of their natural increase throughout 
if.® decade*
w&Fsm ? 
itiGB&nos
the study of migration has long been recognised m  one of the most 
significant aspects ©f demography# Birth Is .the source of m population* 
aad death* its ©oaelusiofi; hut through adgretlon it is distributed.
Only if one examines thc> planet as a unit is the study of the vital 
processes alone adequate# In this chapter* tb© topic of migration 
dll he considered under toe® headline* farm-io-f&r© migration, in­
tegration* and out-migration.
i* F&rm~to»garig Migration
Sveryene who knows these portions of the South in which the rural 
population lives and works on the land of others Is familiar with the 
eight ©r fare families sowing * On fee back of a truck or cotton wagon 
are piled all worldly possessions# Isuay families have moved In the 
n »  aaimer before* and in a year or two they may move again* For the 
Best part* they are farm laborers* share-croppers* and tenets wtio are 
not Bigrating for long distances* but are simply milling about within 
the ease general area. They ter® one farm for another which 1© its 
counterpart; the house to which they go ©sty be a replica of the one 
fro® which they ear®.
Such movements do not, T-equire the social readjustment involved in 
Big rations from one section to another or fro® rural to urban area®* 
but they are nevertheless of social significance.* Frew the viewpoint
1 Hitt, BatmP Oration £q£ ;i;lMl» Jt£ HSB&£ SifiSlfiSiM 
p» ita  a£ ta a lia a m . p. 5.
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if thi iodivldual family involved, these moves may require the for­
mation of new social tie®— new friendships and associations to fe® 
formed fey all members of the family, perhaps a new church to be entered, 
a o n  school for the children— 'these and many sore changes may be 
demanded even though the distance in miles from the old location is 
slight* The provision of adequate institutional facilities and the es­
tablishment of those community and neighborhood bonds which play bo Im­
portant a role in rural life in many portions of the cation are gra&tly 
handicapped by the rapid turnover of the farm population*
Frequent moves from farm to fares characterise the tenant popula- 
ttom of the entire cotton-producing area* In tha jsopular mind, these 
aous have become associated with the stereotype of the Itegro and some­
times are used by Southerners as an example of the shiftlessness imputed 
to members of that race* Actually, however, there is little justifica­
tion for such an association* Southern white farmers, a© a croup, 
remain longer on the same forms than do nonwhite farmers | but only 
because more white farmers own their land than do those of the colored 
races* When the races are compared on the basis of tenure status, the 
nonwhite farmer is usually found to be the aor-s stable in residence*
For instance, from a sample of plantations throughout the South in the 
1930*8, Woof tor concluded, "the evidence indicate® that Stegn© tenants 
are a mere stable group with respect to residence than white tenants* * • 
Kbits sharecroppers lived on each farm for an average of A*A years, 
and Negro sharecroppers for 5*6 y@ars*“^  In his study of a minor civil
2 Woof ter, Landlord and Tenant m  & &  Cotton U m & S & m *  P* x*viii.
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division is the Bolt*, Hitt found * similar condition, on both the 
plantations and the new-grund farms. Hearty half of all new-ground 
t m »  fead had earlier residents who had triad to establish ownership 
and had abandoned the attempt. Hitt considered this feet as evidence 
of the Inadequacy of the typical sew-ground farm as a unit capable of 
enabling a class of small formers to develop in the Delta. Hegroes, 
however, had not given up the struggle as often as had whites. On all 
types of farms, Hitt concluded, Mtfegro households move less frequently 
than the shite households and the moves they make are for shorter die- 
t«M6.K3
lleleh suggests that the comparative residential stability of the 
Megro sharecroppers and tenants may be in part attributable to the tra­
dition of paternalism by the planter toward his colored workers. In a 
survey of Mississippi plantations, he found that the high rates of turn­
over which occur each year result from the very frequent migration of 
tbs same families year after years but that, typically, a core of fami­
lies remain under the guidance of the landowner year after year. There­
fore, despite the lew median length of reei&enes of croppers on each 
plantation, there are usually some croppers who have never lived else­
where .Sixteen per cent of cropper families in his survey had lived on 
only one plantation after leaving their parental household* In the 
"average** ease (presumably the mean), this represented a residence of 19
3 Hitt, K»o«Bt Migration Mt, SB& S I M s  -fe 1&BS£ Msmisai&si 
Delta of Louisiana, pp. 10, 27, and 52. For similar conclusions from 
ether sources, see United States Department of Agriculture, The Bureau of 
Hose Sconoralca, Consumer Purchases Study. "Family Income and Expenditures.. 
Southeastern Region, Part I, Family In corns, Farm Series," Miscellaneous 
Publication Ho. 462 (Washington! Government Printing Office, 1941), 
pp. 175-165, and Smith, Sociology &£ Rural Life, pp. 196-199*
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farm operators had been on the same fara for if?* shortest length of 
tins in the Delta. In Concordia Parish, Louisiana* the ussdi&tj year 
of occupancy was 1931 f la all other count! a* it was & m m  recant year* 
In taro counties, Quitman, Mississippi, and Mississippi, Arkansas, the 
median year of nonahite occupancy was 1936. The two Delta groups 
average about the s&we, taking all of their counties into consideration* 
Their nonwhite operators appear to have definitely shorter length of 
residence on the same far® than la characteristic of those of the other 
areas*
The whits far® operators in the Delta, also stayed a shorter length 
of ties on the m m  fans than did those of any of the other counties* 
la Group A, the white fans operators and the colored fstm operator© 
average about the same length of tl?se on one farm* In aom© counties, 
especially those of important new-ground activities* thn radian year 
of occupancy of white farmers was m m  recent than that of the colored* 
The white farmers of Group Bf taking all counties together, had been 
on the same farm slightly longer than those of Group A.
The neaplaatatloR counties of Group ¥ more nearly reseable the 
Delta in this respect then do any of tha other counties, but the whit® 
far® operate? s of Group ? had a medlar; year of occupancy two and three 
years earlier than did most of those of the Delta* Group S ranks next,' 
closely followed by Group D$ in Group C, th© whit© fanasrs had the 
greatest length of residence on the sam© far®. The median year of 
occupancy for all white operators of Group C was about 1928* In this 
respect, the recessive plantation ccuntiaa arc rt on© . xtrem$ the i>elta 
ttt the other, with the nonplan tat! on counties intermediate but more
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closely resembling O r m m  C and I) than the Delta. The long length 
of residence In Groups G and P is not surprising $ t- oae are eountiss 
lit milch most whita orion?.to^ -s arc either the twrvirs of tslontotlons 
or the owners of the occasional small farms scattered among th® p-op;- 
tations*
The data as pi Yen really reflect t-?m differences In the amount of 
tenancy and sharecropping which SKlst in the various counties more
than they do anything else. Therefore, little reason for eom-
paring the races In each grcup of counties* Where ma-1 members of both 
races are owners# as In the nonplantctlon areast residence on th.« same 
far® has been of comp&ratlimXy long 'duration*' Where most members of 
both races are tenants and share croppers9 or only recently Ij&vc begun 
establishing thoaselir-s as new-ground owners> as In the Pelts, residence 
on the sane farm has not been lengthy for either rocs. Where ih«s non- 
whites are usually not landewn&rs* but where whites ordinarily are, 
as in Grouu? C m €  0, the difference between the races is greatest* 
with the whiter haring an earlier median jmr of occupancy*
The do tshowing the average year of occupancy of tmiarsa suffer 
from the lac* of raei-.l breakdown* Since white tenants and 
croppers*— both of which are Included in the census tor® * tenant1*--^r# 
ordinarily mors mobile than are colored tenants and sha^erop'^ro, it 
In to he ©rpccied. th t those grouj* of counties 3w w’otch the largest 
proporfclon of all tb^sc ar;r1/n.tltur^ l clncses Is white pill h& iWe ones 
in which t:'-o “'Odicn year oh occupancy i& poet reeo/t*
That Is exactly wn--t th/ data do show* moo pedlnn year of accueancy 
of tenants Is moot recent in fro--•:> ■'* followed by •'•roup Theer fvc? 
groups of nor. plantation counties eon to in o. top-zpt poryul*-. M/t. : predominantly
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white* In Group F, the medlar? year of occupancy for tenants was 1935 
in 1 county, 1936 in 7 counties, and 1937 in 5# In Group £, the median 
year of occupancy tended to he a little earlier* but serge counties 
here also recorded medians aa late m  1937*
In the plantation counties* the shortest median period of occu­
pancy of farms by tenant® m s  found in Group B, the only group of 
Counti@s where white cropper® on plantations are numerous* The tenants 
of Group A* taking all counties together* had been on their farms a 
little longsr than those of Group B* In 6 of the 16 counties of Group 
A* however, the median year of occupancy m e  1936, the sane ya&r that 
prevailed in 9 of the 14 counties of Group B*
Within these two Delta groups of counties, tb© median yuar of oa- 
eopaaey does not show the close correlation with racial composition of 
the population which might be expected* 5mm of the counties in which 
the faro population is most heavily weighted with notnriiites record 1936 
as the median year of occupancy; whereas other countless with lazier 
proportions of white tenant farmers have a median year of occupancy & 
year or two earlier*
The tenant population of the counties of Groups C and D is largely 
nonwhite; anr, in accord with the general principle of si racial differ­
ential la migration, the tenant populations of these count!©** have the 
loegest periods of occupant* Wilcox County, Alabmaa, in the Black Belt 
portion of Group B, record® the earliest year, 1930, as the median year 
of tenant occupancy, followed by 1931 in Wilkinson, Mississippi, in 
Group C* Group I) has only one county in which the median year of occu­
pancy of tenant faros was 1936, and there is no such county in Group G* 
Taking the grcups of counties as & whole, those of Group I) seem to have
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* slightly acre stable tenant populate cm than do those of Group G* 
the necessity of sakii^ allowance for both race and residence 
in dwaogmphic research in the South is well illustrated by tote data. 
Interesting possibilities arise from to differences between the 
length of occupancy of farms in the different groups of counties*
The reeesriv© plantation counties, feu* example, appear to have a more 
stable far® population than do the Delta plantation counties* Doe® 
this difference c.rlce entirely out of differences in tue racial and 
tenure composition of the population, or do colored sharecroppers ac­
tually tend to recoin loiter on the plantation® in the recessive areas 
than they do in the Delia? Logical grouir; s for the latter answer can be 
provided* It has been pointed out earlier tot to recessive plantation 
areas acre consistently reveal tendencies associated with the traditional 
Southern paternalistic practices than do the aore eoKaerelaliaed planta­
tion areas of the Delta* If, as Welch suggests, to tradition of pater­
nalist is pertly responsible for the racial differential in fanaeto-faxn 
oigretlcn, one would expect to find differences between areas of tradi- 
tloaalistie plantations and those' of commercialized plantation® in to 
frequency of moves by negroes*
Another question is suggested by the short period of residence in­
dicated for the tenant population of the non plan tail- n counties* Are 
to racial differences in frequency of fara-to-fara migration minimised 
in those counties whem the plantation tradition hardly exists? If the 
explanation of the racial difference as advanced, by 'A'elch is valid, then 
one would logically expect an affirmative answer* &ueh questions cannot 
be answered froa available data, t o  most positive assertion® which can 
be drawn fra# the date are that the frequency of mobility is greatest
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where ownership c1' ferns is least prevalent, mcl that areas in which 
white tenants are comparatively misaamxe ere the areas in which mo­
bility is greatest*
Or© finsl point should he mentioned in regard to famrto-fsrr 
migration. As great as is the mobility ox" the tenant population revealed 
in the date of Table .XXI, the tenant pojml tion was leas mobile than 
formerly* During: the depression years, a gradual trend toward a lower 
rate of mobility m s  noted in the South* Frey and Smith
point out- thkt the equal influences of the A.A.A* and of mechanisation 
worked together toward discouraging the usual amount of shifting from 
f&m to farm* hue to the surplus of labor created by acreage reduction 
and mechanisation, the laborer who la ft a place could not be as sere of 
finding another as h&d br.en true in tho yoars before the depression*
If a laborer was established or, a plantation where hie advances were 
being sad© in reasonable amounts and if he was receiving a share of the 
government payments, then an aimless move risked the lose of what was, 
during the depression, a coBj&rfttlvely good position* Also, the labor 
surplus created In V oae years enabled planters to be rid of tfcair least 
dependable laborers ard to retain those of greatest dependability, re* 
suiting possibly in a selective expulsion of the v©r® unstable elements 
fro® the plantation labor supply.5
B.
As a general rule, students of rural demography are net greatly 
concerned with migration Into farming area®* The reason 5® simple and
5 Frey and Smith, “The Influence of the Cotton Propraa Xlpm
the Tenant, Cropper, and Laborer,® p* $04.
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M l  M m  »•*•» M o m  M  sad forth across the boundaries of the sample 
ward for each net chars ge in reeidsftee*6 Hany of these metres did not 
differ in any *e»se from similar moves within the minor civil dlvi~ 
cion except that an artificial boundary had been crossed. In-tatf? ration 
and ©wt-slpration in a significant sense, however, refer to moves of 
a different type-•moves whic involve a eh-u^s of some distance, a 
change fro® the familiar to the strange, often a change in way of life* 
There at® exceptions to the genoxw.1 principle that farming areas 
receive few migrants ©nee settlement is completed* In seme localities 
of the South, a change in the racial composition of the faming peptr 
Xaiion has bees effected by migration fro® the area on the part of one 
race and migration into it on the pert of soother* In such cases, the 
Isoos&ng stream of migrants is- of utmost importance to the fixture ©f 
the area, and their charaetsrietlea should be of concern to the cos- 
sanity* Thus, the lack of a net gain by migration doer, not of necessity 
scan that m  important immigration ia nonexistent* A similar flow of 
young people from the area of their upbringing, constantly oospcaisated 
far by a steady stream of ln-ffligrasts fro® elsewhere, may exist within 
cither racial group*
la determining whether or not each migratory currents m  those ac­
tually exist in any of the selected conn tics of this study, little help 
can be obtained from the statistical oiaterials of the mnsm* Bata 
os nitration are not presented by counties* The population data do 
reveal certain indications of migration, both by the extent of ohangcs 
In the total population arid by the age and a*r composition of the
6 Hitt, fifaant Migration Into and H&jia J&3. i)snBr P w f e X M  
Delta g£ Louisians. p* 8*
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remaining populations} but these indications refer only to net migra­
tion* Sine# la most oouatieg of this studyt as la aogt rural areas 
elsewhere, the net migration is &n out-*®!gr?\ tionf the data are not of 
«aeh assistance in showing treads of in-s&gmtlon*
Touts® adults ordinarily ©emprise m X&rg© part of m:\fmtory' streams* 
Therefore, a nopalstl on which has received a conslderabl© Inflow of 
migration ordinarily has a concentration of people in the are groups 
of the twenties and early thirties* If the migration into the &rm 
has been under way for a long tine, all of the age groups of the re­
productive yes?'9 are likely to b© mar® prominent 'than would be ex­
pected frees the prevailing rotes of birth© and deaths* Ho precis© 
soasure of net gain by migration can be made through examination of the 
data upon tbs age ami s@>: composition of the population, for the number 
of variables which can produce a similar distribution of imputation by 
are and sex is too gr&aij hut it does provide a useful indication of 
the general nature of net trends*
Incoming migration is suggested by an examination of the age end 
sex composition of the Delta counties* Hone of the other groups of 
counties appear to have received a m t  flew of migrants (Figures 4 
through 13$ Tables XX, X, XI)* Svcn In the Belts, positive indications 
of in-'Bigratian are not pronounced* The age-aex pyramid© for the Delta, 
in the case of both whites and normhiter, nr© syonctrie&l during the 
years of th* ^productive span. There are not the protruding bars which 
indicate & receipt of a large number of migrants of one a pacific age 
group* Instead, the sis?© of the age groups decrease© slowly but- steadily 
past the age of 25 az on© foes upward on the seal©» The decrease
In the sis© of the consecutive &;:© groups Is slight enough to. suggest
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This feature of to ago structure of the PoXU Is not explained 
Is to literature upon the rep ion, hut car. hypothetically he explained 
w y  easily. Mn unspectacular but steady straw# of young migrants into 
the lewlanda from neighboring counties of the hill® would swell the 
masker ©f young people in interior Delta counties, to mom extent, 
these youthful migrant* m y  be logically expoetnd to displace slightly 
older workers, who would store ©a, deeper Into the lowlands, omming 
a relatively larger proportion of people in the river-front counties 
in slightly acre advanced apes.
A slow, steady migration.of young people into the Delta m y f then, 
have proceeded by a series of short-distanee moves, first of all Into 
the counties nearest the hills, but eventually reaching to the inner- 
west counties' of the region* Such a sigraticn does not appear to have 
teem important in the years just before to census of 19a$» for the 
ages of 15 through 24 in the Delta do not m m  to have received additions 
frc* else^hsrsj oa the contrary, they probably contributed to an out- 
migration, as will be discussed later* Apparently the depression, the 
A.A.A., and asebaidsatica virtually ended such an influx* That the 
migrant® who case war® predominantly 3®en, in the case of whites, is 
indicated by to high sex ratios of the white population of .the Pelts*
That this type of moveaftnt into to region existed can oaly be 
Stated a® a possibility from the data on age-aex composition. However, 
material to be included cfei out-migratitm will show that the Delta ha® 
contributed to the northern movement of Negroes* Thus, since tha persons 
in young maturity have remained numerous, in-adgmilon,must have existed* 
Various other hits of knowledge likewise suggest this movement, for 
example, the population trend© in the Delta on to astern slue of "he
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ttsciftsippl and those cm the eaetern side of t o  river Incicste & 
stress of migration entering the recion* The neighboring upland counties 
©f ieuidam and Arkansas, especially the latter, consist eredessinftntly 
©f white farmers£ whereas in Mississippi, the adjacent counties con­
tain Begrc jsajoritirs* Twenty or thirty yoar» m p 9 there was little 
difference in the racial exposition of the Delta ocunties cm the 
opposite sides of the river* In recent years, however, there has been 
ft tendency for the pormlation of the Delta to bacons "whiter,1 m  will 
he discussed in Chapter VI* This trend is mateh wo®*© evident la Arkaneaft 
©ad lonlsiana than in Mississippi, strongly ©ingesting tot on either side 
of the river migrants cane from near-by coonties and altered to racial 
eoapodtica of the Delta in proportion to to difference between that 
region and the source counties*
Is Chapter I?, it- was suggested tot the higher fertility of the 
nonsrhit© population of to inland counties of the Delta ceald perhaps 
be explained by the greater influx of ulgrant© into these counties 
nearest to bills* The data upon age-ssx eoupcsltioii and upon fertility 
therefore nuppleuent each other* Belter the hypothetical explanation 
«f the v?-rtatl©rg in fertility nor tot ©f to difference* in age ©true* 
ture between to different Delta ©©un&iee prove to validity of to 
©tor, but the fact tot to hypotheses dovetail logically and eon- 
detent.' y adds p5 auslhillty to both*
Denegrephie intsrpi^batlm of all available data, then, points to 
the existende of rdgraticn into this me rural region* The lew popu­
lation studies em field studies to be found in to literature dealing 
with the Delta verify the existones of such & uigra&ory *tr#ftBU !• or oman 
concluded tot to only section of Mississippi in which to facing
sm.
population sees* to have received an influx of migrants in the years 
preeeding 1930 was the Delta.7 Bfetsler pointed out that in Arkansas, 
daring the 1920»s, only the Delta counties of the northeast and the 
urban area® recorded net rains d m  t© migration***
Only two field etodies dealing with Delta plantations contain in-* 
formation relative to liHdpatlon, and both of these studies were mad© 
Is territory Included within C roup A* Since, as stated above, the si- 
gratery stream on the two sides ©f the river differ in racial com­
position, it is fortunate that one of the two studies was in Mississ­
ippi and m e  in Louisiana*
The Had ted data included in the Mississippi study were collected 
free %  plantations located in 4 counties of ft roup A. The number of 
plantations located In each county is not told* Three of the 4 coun­
ties are river-front counties, while the fourth is located near the 
Huffs* therefore, the data presumably include plantations close to, 
and remote fro®, the hill sources of migrants, but with tfee wore distant 
plantations probably predominating* Unfortunately, no racial breakdown 
©f the surveyed labor force is provided* The farm population of each 
of the 4 counties of the survey, however, is over 80 per cent ?l@gro.
Since Segro labor is the choice of plantation owners in this are®, it 
is probable that the proportion of Hegvoes in the sarpl© m s  even greater 
Mksi ia the population of the counties as a whole* As a matter of fact,
7 Foreman, M ississipp i EsmtisMSH XKSfidft* P * **3*
* Stoteler, PopqlaUon Tranda fijffii ttaiaBSt M m S M >  P* '-5
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til* ftftftsapUtti throughout the study ***** to bo that the discussion 
<*£ th* labor fore* is a discussion of S*gr©®*$ apparently, the author 
did not provide a racial breakdown became fee considered the number 
of white laborers, if there were such, too snail to Justify separata 
mention#
On thee* 76 large plantations* hardly more than ona-tftird of the 
leads of households among the labor fore® had bem bom in the Delta, 
but virtually one*half (47 per cent) were natives of hill counties in 
Siaeieaippi. More than 1 of each $ caste fro* the 4 states which border 
Mississippi, and X of each 20 m i  bom in more distant locations, The 
importance of this material is lessened by the lack of age data. Since 
the sample consisted entirely of the labor forco, however* and since 
in any event the farming population of the Delta contain® few aged, 
the probability is great that the heads of these households for the 
nest part were in the productive years of life* Despite the dubious 
validity of the sample and the lack of detailed data, a proportion of 
65 per cent of the lnbor force fro® the outside represents impressive 
evidence of a well-beaten migratory path into the Delta*?
Hitt1s field study in Tense* Parish, Louisiana, contains nor® de­
tailed inform tics upcn immigration than does m y  other source upon 
any ether portion of the Delta# Tensas Parish differs fro® many other 
counties of Croup A in that it contains a considerable aim of mw* 
ground territory. It also differs fro® moat other counties of Group A 
in that the portions of the parish devoted to plantations haw been
9 *»loh, 3&S FUpl.Uon Terwre sJffitffiS is jftMflftgfefl. »• 3> 35’
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settled nacfe longer than Is generally true in the Delta, for this is 
ene of the few Delta eoimtiae in which imtebellua plantations were well 
established* Therefore, the very nature of the contrasts present 
within the sample word represent both the oldest and the newest ale- 
sente to be found within the entire Delta area*
Four-ninths of the households in this ward had lived within it 
for 10 years* Another three-tenths of all households kid been within 
the Delta for the entire 10-year period, but were newcomers to the 
particular ward* Heuy of these doubtless wre simply engaging in far®- 
te-fturei migration and 001*0 for practical purposes as ^ native# as sons 
who, remaining within the ward, had lived at different places* One- 
fourth of a H  households, however, had entered the Delta within the 
10-year period. The mores had usually been short movesj nest of those 
in the ward bom outside the Delta had resided elsewhere within the 
Delta before actually arriving at their present residence, thus veri­
fying* in this one instance at least, the assumption that entrants into 
b e Delta move first of all into areas near the edge of the region 
and only after a series of moves reach tee districts along the Miss­
issippi*
Za this ward, 58*8 per cent of the heads of households had been 
bom in the Delta* Them was a marked racial difference in this res­
pect) 77*3 per cent of the heads of Negro households bad teen tern in 
tee Delta, compered with only 22*7 per cent among tee whites* In the 
new ground, 82 per cent of the hoads of whit® households were tern 
outside tee Delta, but the frequency of distant origin among the Negroes 
In the new ground was not appreciably different fro® that of the Negroes 
on the plantations* Most of tee migrants into th© Delta, whether white
2H
or Hegro, cw» fr©» upland area® of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ar­
kansas. Typically, th® m&*grom& farmer had not cams from outside 
the Delta directly to the land ho was trying to clear and cultivate.
The largo percentage of whit® farm®**® of th® ward who resided at the 
time of th® sarrsy on now-ground farms should not obscur® th® fast 
that most of these earn® into th® Delta as the result of migration to th© 
plantations, as a part of th© plantation labor fore©. Only after having 
been in the Delta for some time did they decide to try to establish a 
family-®!®® farm in th® new ground, Th© n m  ground did not draw persons 
to th© region as much as did the plantation, hut the new ground did pro­
vide th® plantation laborer with a chance to attain ©ccno'Aic independence, 
and doubtless prevented & loss of population in many portions of th®
Delta where th® daman for labor on the plantations was declining,
Migration into the ward fro® outside th© D^lta was selective. Moat 
of th® larger families had com© fro® outside th® Delta, indicating that 
th® migrants tended to increase the fertility level of th® Delta area.
By educational attainments, the Begro migrant® from the hill areas showed 
a higher level of accomplishment than did the ^ ©Ita-bom Negroes, Among 
mbit®®, those white families who had not moved during the 10 years 
(in many eases, doubtless, landowners) had th© best educational attain­
ments; but among the mobile group (plantation laborers or new-ground 
farmer® in a large percentage of the cases), the outsiders and & higher 
level of accomplishment than did the natives of the Delta* These find­
ing® on fertility and education are consistent with those discussed in 
the previous chapters ©f this study,10
10 These comments upon migration into Tons®® Parish have bnen 
drawn from Hitt, Eeceat Migration Into ptthla liiS.
Delta of Lattriwiwn*. pp. 8, 9, M, 37-4-0, and, «am© author, *A Comparative 
Analysis of the itaople on Sew Ground Farms, Plantations, and Old family 
Fans® in the Upper sti®sis®ippi Delta of Louisiana, ** pp. 404~414*
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She reason for to mmmsent from to hills into the Delta, aooord- 
isg to Hitt, was reported to ba tbs deslru for ©conofflic i&provaaent
for the level of living in the Delta ©ouaatieis, both on tho plantations 
and in the now ground, is very Xow*^2 Howevor, a poor living as a 
laborer in the Delta is a living of a sort; whereas in th© hill counties 
froa which the oigrents oom, the pressure of population is probably 
such that Esany young people are forced to leave their birthplace to find 
•aployaont at all. Mast dauntless go -to the cities, but those who wish 
to remain in fanning apparently go to the only area they know where 
landless farmers stand a good chance of being given work*
For the ©tor four groups of counties of this study, no data have 
been found which relate; to in-migration* There can be no doubt, of 
course, that movement ©f farmers into these counties occurs, although 
it is obscured by th© ^uch greater secernent froia them* Since census 
n&teri&ls give little indication of an inflow of migration to these 
comities, and since no available field studios have been found which 
Include ©aterial upon migration into th®»e groups of counties, the sub-' 
ject must be neglected*
Analysis of the age composition of the population of the counties 
of Group C, however, and a comparison with the adjacent counties of 
Group A, does lead to one surmise concerning a possible receipt of 
aigrante by Group C* Is it merely coincidence th t the comities of 
Group A contain ©o few old people among their fans population, while the
wore often than else* As he indicates;, this oealre is ironic9
12 Blit, Kaeont Migration &Ss S M  tllillB iliS iSSSE
Delta of Louisiana> pp. 28, 30*
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Idjiont Bluffs oowtioB have, proportionate iy, rsoj^i aged parsons among 
both races than doee the Southern faro population as a who!©? One Is 
tempted to wonder If th® recessive hill plantation offers a refu? e to 
these aged persons eh© have been exhausted by a lifetime of work on th® 
corporation-lik© farms of th© Delta. Sine© so many of th® Delta young 
people appear to ease fro© Hie Bluff* counties, this is. not unlikely, 
Ihen these young people have grown oM, perhaps they return to the Bluffs 
te live with brothers or sisters or other relatives who remained in th® 
hills all along* It would he interesting to know whether th© stream 
of young migrants into the Delta issets a trickle of their elders going 
"bests1* by the same roadf but t is rather sentimental speculation is 
beyond demonstration at present*
c»
Migration from agricultural areas is much sere common and more 1st- 
portent than is in-migratioa* ihe restricted amount of land available 
leaves little room for population increase in a farming comity# Farming 
counties ordinarily have high rates of natural increase, thus producing 
a surplus which must migrate to seek employment, A recent estimate, for 
example, concludes that in the state or South Carolina, only 46 per cent 
of the white farm boys end 35 per cent of the Negro far® boys who become 
of working age during the present decade of 194^*1950 will be required 
to maintain the number of agricultural worker© in that state at a 
constant level. In other words, unless completely unforeseen technologi­
cal changes develop, requiring more labor per acre, the majority of the 
seme of South Carolina farm m  will be unneeded at boa®. Very many
289
will doubtless migrate.*3
The rate of natural lncroas® among South Carolina farmers ie om 
of the highest in th® nation; on the oilier hand, technological changes 
ere making dubious th© assumption that it wi 11 be economically feasible 
in farming area® to maintain the present number of workers. This has 
not been done in the nation as a whole. Despite th© fact that the 
total else of our national population and the total amount of our 
national agricultural production hare increased, our total farm popu­
lation is smaller at present by several million people than it was at 
its crest some 10 to 35 years ago* When the large natural increase of 
the Southern farming population is considered along with the likelihood 
of a steadily diminishing labor demand. follow !ng the spread of mechanised 
agriculture, it 1® evident that the migration from forming areas will 
almost surely be of continuing importance for a long time to come.
Migration from the country to cities, then, la almost a matter of 
necessity for far® residents, unless the land Is to be so subdivided 
that the already comparatively low level of living of the farm popula­
tion will decline still more. Only in th© worst years of the depression 
was the flow of migrants from farm© to cities exceeded by a movement 
back to the land. Even then, in 1931 and 1932, the gain of the American 
farming population was very ©mall, and was largely confined to farming 
districts within the immediate vicinity of cities and to areas of sub­
sistence agriculture where land was cheap and taxes low, permitting a 
live-at-honus program to tide th© residents over the depression. In all
13 Edwards, Population is fiatattffitt M  liMflBMM a M  
Opportunities in vjsaiii £a£SUSB> P* 35•
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other years since annual estimate© of farm migration wore started, the 
farm population ha® contributed moi*® to th© nonf&rm population than 
it ha® received from that source*^
Migration from the forming areas to the cities has boon especially 
characteristic ©f the farm© of th© South* Within the selected groups 
©f counties, migration away from farms ha© been most pronounced among 
the colored population, and especially among the colored population 
©f the recessive plantation areas of Alabama, Georgia, and the Caro­
lina** As was pointed out in Chapter HI, no analysis of the age and 
sax composition of the nonwhit© farm population of the counties of
Group D can escape the conclusion that this population has been de­
pleted by a large stream of out-going migration of many years duration 
(Figure® 4, 3, und 12$ la’--leg XX and £)•
The data upon population trend® rweml the same conclusion? the
aomrhite population of Group D h m  long contributed migrant® to other 
population group®* Moreover, the growth of towns and cities wit. in 
the counties of Group D has been inadequate to absorb any lar&e au&i-er of 
these migrants, so they have not moved merely fro® farms to local, nonfarm 
occupation®, but have left the area of their origin altogether.
2v©u before 1900, the counties of Group 0 had apparently grown 
less rapidly than might have bmn expected if their natural increase 
were as high as that which prevails in th© area today. Th® migration 
before that time, however, appears from both the age-©ex composition 
of the population and Urn total population trends to have been a slow, 
steady drift ©f th® excess produced by natural Increase. The flew of
H  Smith, BooiolftKg fi£ Euraj JM&* P* 174-176.
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estimate of ft net migration ©f 100,000 nonwfeit®* during the 30 years 
preceding 1940 is* tb© absolute minimum which earn he taken seriously* 
Since the nonwhite population ©f the counties in 1940 contained only 
170,000 people, It Is evident that the otreee. of migrant® cut deeply 
into the popolation bom in these counties*
This discussion has applied to all counties of Oroup D* vTh©n the 
©eenties are divided lata end 9Wn segments, r- few differences ap­
pear* The age and sm composition of the *-1» counties indicates that 
the migration from these ©aunties started later than frost the nKH csm- 
ties* It also proceeded mere slowly during the years of World War I* 
baring the 1930*8 these two counties retained a part of their natural 
increase. Therefor*, only during the 1920*® wms the migration frcm the 
flUfl counties of Group B as groat in pro ports on as w^s that from th®
*E* eouaties, hut during this ode decade it was more serious thar: in 
the *£* countie© of the m m  group*
The loss of p9 pulftti.cn in Group D due to out-ssigration exceeds 
that of any other group of counties of this study, but was not so great 
as that of similar counties in which the disery&r.ig&tion of the plants- 
ties was such that it ©eased to be the dominating feature of the county* 
la ether words, that the stream of migrant® was not m m  greater can he 
attributed to the fact that the plantation eyatem here did weather th® 
difficulties of the period and remain intact* In Chapter 111, an example 
of the comparative retentive value of th© plantation in tr&s© counties 
was offered by a comparison of th* «ex mtio? In th-^si with those of 
seven Southern counties In which th© plantations disintegrated during
th® ywrs bststen 1910 and 19.45*^ 5 Xn t/’o-rj© srven count1&$9 the loss 
by ouV-mlgrstlon was greater than in the bounties of Croup 1. Respite 
the feet that the seven counties show an even higher rate ef natural In* 
crease by their ncnwhlte residents than do ihn counties of Grous* D, they 
recorded a total loss of colored population 13 per cent greater than 
that of Group D. Therefore? the migration from Croup 8g great as It 
was, was distinctly less sever® than in many adjacent areas of former 
plantation dominance*
The data upon the migration of the white population cf Croup 8 
indicate that for this race elm th© not direction has bean outward#
Beth the age and $er distributions ssd the total population trends of 
the counties of Croup 8 suggest that m %  out-nigratioa of white residents 
started before 1910, at about th® same time, and at about the sm e  m$&9 
as did that of nonwhit© resident®* Migration of whits people from th&m 
counties has continued since thn-n during each decade t apparently being 
cost pronounced during the latter years of the depression* However, at 
no U m  after 191D did the rate of migration on tho part of th© whites 
become so great that it approached that of th© nanwhitec; even during 
the depression deea.de when eolarad migration from the area slowed down 
and white migration speeded up, the rate of loss among nonwhites remained 
greater than that among whites. The loas by migration on the port of 
the white population during tbp years of ^ orld litxp 1 w*u» aaich Isas than 
was that of the nonwhit©s from th?? same counties.
15 Green© 7 Lowndes, and Macon, Alabaf&f rior.ro® axrl Harshe!!* 
Mississippi; Macon and Ghmmss, Georgia. For an explanation of the seloc- 
tion of these counties, see Chapter XXX f, footnote 16.
29$
Aside froa the interpretation derived fro® sis examination of th® 
•8«*sex materials ©f the eemsas* there 1a little additional knowledge 
of th© migratory trend© In th#©© ©©rati©** A study mad© of th® irojids 
of Migration in South Cardin* provided estimates of th© not ouV-ml- 
grution between 1920 rad 1940 for th® two ©©ratios of Group 0 included 
within th©t state. Ob© of these ©auntie© 1© bee* th© "fi* ©oraty which 
hra th© highest fertility rat®© of aagr of th® group. Th© other l* 
Marlboro* on© of the two *0® ©©ratio® of Group §♦ fit© ©tooas of s&gra- 
tie© during the 20 year© m o  sufficient to deprive he® County of 30 
per cent of the population which would have resided there in 1940 had 
a© migration occurred* In Marlboro County* the corresponding percent­
age era 24# Both of these ©©ratios had undergone considerably greater 
losses by out-migration than had South Carolina m  e whole* but even 
se their losses were definitely below those of &om of the other counties 
©f th© Atlantic Coastal Plain in that ©t&fc©*36
There are no data upon th® selective nature of the migration from 
the counties of this study* but Baper provide© s&m material upon this 
subject for Green© County* Georgia* which is omi of the counties cited 
above as demonstrating the extreme aigxmtlen lose which occurred in areas 
©her© the plantation system ha® almost completely deteriorated. The 
conditions prevalent there do not necessarily apply with equal serious- 
nee© to counties in other portions of th® South* but they probably 
ora© nearly resemble those of th® near-by counties of Group 1) than those 
of any other groups of counties in this study*
Edwards* op. ©it** p# 30*
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la Greene County, the extreme disorganization resulting fro® the 
disastrous feell-weevll iareetaUen led to a wholesale abandonment of 
the plantations by much of their population, resulting in a '-ever® 
depopulation of com© motions of the county* fbe loss in the parts 
of the county in which fawily-eize fans# predominated was much leas 
severe, for these farms m m  shifted to subsistence agriculture, pro­
viding their owners with a livelihood of a sort* haper found that, 
first of all, th® migratory stream took a largo percentage of the fare 
laborers? then the sharecropper© left* fhe better educated among the 
laborers and sharecroppers tended to go, while those with less eduea- 
tloa more often regained* Ihether or not this was a by-product of the 
age differential in the migration Kaper did net state* 1 -m young un~ 
married males left th© plantations first, followed by a rapid depar­
ture of young married couples without dependants* The movement of un­
attached females got under way on a large scale a little more slowly; 
and last ef all, when a state osf desperation was resoled, the families 
with children began to leave* In many instances these left their 
children behind with grandparents* the aged, the defective, tb* illiterate, 
and the very young m m  left in Greens Gmmty-~hardly a promising group 
to attempt a ec@eb&ek*17 (is a matter of fact, up to the time ‘of this 
writing, Greene County never has regained extUr the population or th® 
agricultural production which existed there before th© boll weevil ar­
rived*)
A net migration of the colored population from th© counties of the 
other recessive plantation area, Group C, also occurred over a period of 
many years, but was not quite as extensive as that of Group i>* impid
^  Preface to Peasantry* p . 193-195*
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mffnliks th© QQ&vbitfi I’Wtiiiitti of the m e  counties j the whit© popu­
lation appears to have lost slightly sore soae& than mm*
For the population ©f the©© counties as a whole, however, there 
was littl© if any not out-migration of the white population daring 
the depression* Th© vital statistics in these counties, as has been 
stated repeatedly, seam to be mom accurate than any others in the 
entire study* Comparison of an estimate of natural increase drawn from 
vital statistics reports with actual population change Indicates that 
the white population of Group C during the 1930*© showed a net gain 
lay migration of about 1 per cent, as contrasted with a loss by migra­
tion of about 10 per cent fcy the nonwhites* However, the small gain 
by migration of the white population can be entirely accounted for by 
the growth of th© small towns of the counties; it dees not represent 
a gain in th® farming population, for which, unfortunately, no material 
from vital statistics sources is available to sake possible such an 
estimate* The age and sex composition of th© white rural-fsra popula­
tion of the counties indicates that m  out-migration of young adults 
ceeorred during the depression years. Girls between the ages of 15 and 
24 end boys between 20 end 24 appear to have left th® fsiting popula­
tion of Group G is moderate numbers. The lose of the young adults 
appears to have been partly offset numerically by a gain ©f white farmers 
is the older ages, probably representing a return t© th© hills of farmers 
who had in earlier years gene to th© Delta.
The general picture of migration in the two recessive plantation 
areas ie similar. Both have had large losses of neuwhlt® migrants 
throughout most of this century, and both have withstood smaller losses 
of the white population due to out-migration* The migration pattern of
299
Group D was similar to that of Group C, ©xoept that its trends tended 
te develop about one decade later than those of Group 0# The total 
less Of population duo to migration was largo in both areas, but Xarger 
la Group D.
destination of th® migrants from thoso recessive plantation 
counties cannot bo stated definitely. Fro® Group C, a nunber went into 
the adjacent Delta counties, as deeoraitrated by th® field studies al­
ready discussed* Probably a considerable part of the flow of white 
migrants free the Bluffs counties in the period between 1690 and 1930
went into the Delta, especially sale migrants. Many of the colored
odgrante mast here done likewise*
The lose of women, particularly young women, m ®  probably a reflec­
tion of the rural-to-urbaa movement typically associated with girls of 
the upper teens and twenties* Memphis and Jackson are located near 
several of the Bluffs counties, and th® southernmost county of the sample 
is near Baton Rouge* 411 three of these cities have grown very rapidly 
sine* 1900 and have doubtless served as magnets drawing young wmmn 
free the near-by farming counties* The counties of Group D are not 
quite as close to rapidly growing cities? but Meridian, Montgomery, 
tfccoa, and Charlotte are close enough to some of the counties to be 
possible goals of algration* The rapid dcvelopaent of Atlanta and Bir- 
ainghae during the years of the great migration froa Group £ doubtless 
attracted youngsters departing fro# the plantations, although neither of 
these cities is in the im&ediate vicinity of the counties of Group »* 
finally, there can be no doubt that many of the migrants from 
these recessive plantation counties found their way to th© great metro­
politan districts of the {forth* The flow of th© Southern TJegro population
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counties has also been m i l  established* Sot even in the v-g* counties 
of Group D has out~®%r&tioo distorted the age and sex distribution 
of the nonshite population to the exteat ‘that it has in the BR* coun­
ties of Gr;mp F (Figure *)« H »  very snail colored pjpalatiea of 
toae counties prcetsMOy M l  an ever; higher rate of n&teral increase 
i* th© early years of t o  century than at present* If this assumption 
is correct, the population triads eenfim the suggestion provided by 
the shape of the a&wmx pymsld that set tttgaetlea of noowhites from 
these counties oust have been under vay in the 188Gfa and has continued 
constantly ever aims®, becoming very rapid after X900 and eonttolag 
SO through the 1930fs* The number of m l m  im the age groups just 
filtering aaturity at tb© ii&e of IcrM I&r X md the Mediate post* 
ear years are particularly' depleted, suggesting a great migration of 
young non fro® Group F during that era# the rate of departure oca* 
tinned to be great even In ^oro recent $ m m +  sad tee sharpest sedue- 
Uct in the insular of girls between 13 and 20 years of age found in any 
population group is recorded here*
Id interesting explanation for t o  rapid rsigr&tion of to ssall 
sesahite population in these counties 21©a in the location of so 
assy of the counties of Group F in to hills of aertora Alabmsa* ffea 
nearby city of Blrsingbui obtains a higher proportion of Mgrms than 
any other large Sectors city* with to sol® exception of Memphis* Tbs 
occupational struct**** of tiiis industrial cento has provided t o  South 
with one of its deeographie oddities# a mrnt&tn city with & large 
proportion of Megrces* Undoubtedly th© pull of this city upon the few 
rural Msgrees who reside in its hinterland ha© been tremendous* which
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mT&til 1910* the population of both r^ees in Group £ seem© to have 
increased more rapidly thou by natural increase alone# In other weids, 
count lee apparently were largely the recipients of raigr&tion during 
this period* Between the years 1910 and 1920, however, this trend ms 
reversed* Since thmt time, the counties of Group $ have contributed 
predominantly to oatnslgratia©* Bepeelftlly when the throe growing 
cities of more then 10,000 people (Ml Dorado, Arkmtms$ Bogslttea, 
Lauisi&n&j Laurel, Mlesissippi) are eliminated from the total population, 
It Is evident that the migratory trend of th© rural population has heett 
outward*
the reason for the sudden reversal of th© direction of net migra­
tion wes probably not agricultural, but rather was related to the de­
cline of the lumber industry# is the forests became depleted, som  of 
the migrants who had entered the counties because of the iuTSfcmr industry 
departed* Others remained and turned to farming on cutover land#
The outward migration lies been of fairly equal importance among 
the two racial groups* During the years between 1£ ID and 1920, both 
races began to send a stream of migrants sways but in the earlier years 
the colored stream was much greater than the white# In the mxt decade, 
1920 to 3930, the white migration from the arm m m m  to have been greater, 
based both upon the population trends of the counties and upon the age 
and sex composition of the farm population* Among both races, the rate 
of outward mlg ratio during the 1920* s was moderate# Hueh of th® move­
ment of nosehlt® residents of the farms of these counties durif^ the 
1920*e was to th® local cities# The sudden rise in the sex ratio of 
the age group v 30 through 34° in 1940 to bear out this assumption,
indicating that many of the ^irls who were between 15 and 20 years of
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That aet migration was into the Delta prior to 1930 1© easily 
demonstrated by th© rapid population increase before that time. The in* 
elgraiion may have been even greater than appear© at first glance, Evi­
dence has already been offered that the rata of natural increase in the
Delta, a fee years hack, was considerably lowor than st present* There 
i*» however, no indication that the natural increase m s  ever so low as 
to be negligible, or actually negative*
Field studioe have consistently pointed-to a large proportion of 
a&granfcs from the hills* Taking the studies together, it seems safe 
to assume that about half of the. entire Delta population is not native 
be the area* There is, indeed, reason for believing this proportion 
a&ght be higher ©till if the field studies &6. been made in other coon* 
tie*. After all, Tensas Parish, Louisiana, the four counties which Welch 
studied in Mississippi, and th® Daekwater Are© of Mississippi studied 
by Beberle and Jolley, all happen to be districts of old plantations, 
by Delta standards* If studies had been sad® in such parishes m  ideh- 
liai end franklin, or In such Mississippi counties as Sunflower or Quit- 
man, or especially in the rapidly growing counties of northeastern Ar­
kansas, it 1b probable that the percentage of outsiders found la the 
regim adght have been larger still*
An addition of as many adults fro® without m  lived within the 
region, plus even & ernll natural increase, would m m  m m  than doubled 
the population of the region betveen 1900 and 1940* In actuality, the 
population hsg not doubled In the forty-year Interval,
The reason, of course, Is that there has been an outward flow, es­
pecially of nonwhltes* Although no estimate of the variation® in 'the
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replacements from the hills.2*
There can be no doubt whatever that tore was a net aigration from 
t o  Delta daring th* decade 1930 to 1940. The ruml-fars population of 
droup A registered a slight decrease daring the decade. The increase 
^  farming population of Group B was smaller than its probable 
natural increase* An estimate of the net amount of oub~®igraiion is 
difficult because of the lack of reliable data upon natural Increase*
A mialam estimate, making allowance for th® possibility that the rata 
of satural inerea&e res® during the decade, indicates tot to net 
eut-aigr&tioa fro® the Delta during the decade must have approached 
5©t9QG. A maximum ostiiuato, assmlng tot to 1940 rat® of natural 
increase prevailed throughout th© decade, would raise the amount of 
out-a&gratioa to nearly 75,000. Probably th® true amount is 8am®h&r& 
between these figures* Th* combined eeont&ea af Groups A m d  3 con­
tained marly a million inhabitants during the deoadc, so the actual 
rate of migration froffi the Delta probably accounted for 5 to 8 per cent 
of the population. Perhaps four-fifths of the total net migration m m  
frea the counties of Group A, however$ m d  most of it was noawbiie*
The fact that the migration fro® th® Delta during the decade m &  
not M y  much larger than it was ©an he attributed to th® great in­
crease Sn th® number of new-ground farms* Tim agricultural chan; es 
Of t3m* decade produced a surplus of plantation laborers j and therefore 
the migration from the plantations thmmlvm was doubtless such greater 
than that revealed by the figures for to total Delta counties. The
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Migration frost Group b thm fro® Croup A is indicative of the 
importance of the naw-o round developnants in preventing a rap5d popu­
lation decline in the Belta during the decade• Th© great racial dif­
ferential in out-a&grmilon arose from the disproportionst@ represen­
tation of whites in the new ground* for the plantations themselves 
tended to retain a larger percentage of their colored than of their 
white laborers*22 Sxmainaticn of the Individual counties within the 
Delta verify this conclusion* Counties In which there were few or no 
new-ground developments showed m decline In their total fans population, 
end in nearly every instance the decline asong whites was greater than 
aneug nonwMtes.
On# final difficulty in understanding the stgrailea camst fros 
tbs 'Delta lies in th& fact that the rub^gr&tioa of th© depression 
jeers is not reflected in any particular age and sex group of th# popu­
lation of 1940. This unusual condition seews to he as true In the 
counties of Group A, where the etfgratlon m s  great, as it 1# in Group 
B, where the gdgratior m s  offset in large part by new-ground growth* 
Tnrtheneor#, the analysis of the age structure of Individual Delta w w r  
ties* such as Bolivar and Sunflower In Mississippi* shows that even the 
cooties which recorded the sharpest decreases in total farm population 
appear to have no age groups depleted sufficiently to account for the 
Cut-aigratlon. Among the whites, th© age group *20 through 2AP appears 
to have lost a modsraU proportion of its members, but the reduction In 
the else of this e£© group Is far too small to account for any considerable
22 pj^y mi& gaith, 1 The Influence of tH A»;u/U Cotton Progre* 
Upon the Tenant, Cropper, and laborer,® p. 500*
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eut^ fcXgretien* Besides, the nonwhite population show© little deple­
tion la these fmmgm? years. The &mll amber of the aged in the 
delta has been diseuesed 1st detail, with the suggestion tfet in part 
auV-Slgpttion ftSroBntfi for this phenomenon» %g&tnf however, the am* 
her *f aged persona involved In out-mi^ rstloit soull not have been 
Xitsge enoogh to account for the eonsidembla migration loss of the 
aunties of Group- k in which there was no settlement* the
conclunion asset be, then, that the tsig-mticm from the Delta, during 
the depression years Included a heavy representation from no om age 
group, but las tend took person© of all ages*
In the analysis of eutHBd-gr&tien In the selected eonatlss of this 
study, several important factors have been esrpfeasiaed. The recessive 
plantation ooantles have sent a stream o** a&grs&ts, predominantly '
colored, from their plantations m a r  n period of tasny years* There is 
evidence that waefc of this migration went to the Worth, since a large 
Busber of yesmg? sales departed, leaving behind a disproportionate number 
©f females, This atgretsl an was increased due to the offsets of World 
War I aad the bell weevil* It was not earned by these factors, however, 
for it existed before them and continued after their greatest jslgni~ 
fieanee had waned* Migration from the recessive plantation comities 
continued throughout the deprmmlcm, but at a somewhat slower rate 
than previously*
Migration from the nonplentstion eountise has also bean under 
way* In Group P, the small nenWhite population has been greatly reduced 
by eut-mlgratlon. The white population of Group F and th© population 
of both races in Group & have contributed many migrants to oth*>r see* 
tions, teat not at so rapid a rate as have the recessive plantation
comties*
Out-aieration ha® also been lisperteti in tho Pelta emuities* 
•specially among the nonwhlte population* Only by the asmaiiptios thst 
migration has been under way from the®* comities can their population 
trend® be reconciled with tho ©sdstenee of in^ ttifrgtlens of the sir.® 
known to have occurred. Btetil the 1930*s, however, the net trend 
of migration is the Belt® was into the area. With the- change® of 
that decade, a reversal of this trend occurred. The declining demand 
for plantation labor would haw* created a meh larger outHKlgratioa 
than actually occurred m m  it not for the coincident development of 
new-ground settlement in many Delta count lee.
m m m  ft 
poramo?? t r t w s sisce 1 9 2 0
After the date open the esmpmi%i.m of a population, the vital 
processes, aad t o  migrates? curowiits hm® ton dismissed, dsaogrsphlc 
analysis demands tot toy be brought together to interpret t o  trends 
of the population* the popolatioB changes in the years preceding 
1920, end to tmwmr in which these were associated with tonree in 
agricuitar&l techniques, were dis^iesed in Chapter II* At this tise, 
■ere reeent population changes will be ®mwtmd* First of sll, 
t o changes in the pqpuXatitma of the groups of counties between 1920 
and 1940 will be briefly analysed* A cenaMeratto of to tongas in 
t o  raral-f&rs population during t o  decade of 1930 to 194® will follow* 
Finally will eons a brief discussion of to changes in t o  sise of to 
faro population of tose counties in t o  years of World War XI*
I t a M ^  & s o e » 1 S & M U 3
th& decade which followed World War X was narked by & national 
prosperity in which to cotton faraer din not fully chare j ton the 
decade of the 1930* e was tot of t o  great depression, which severely 
affected to farming population of to South* Thus, during such of 
the interval between to two groat wars, economic conditions among 
cotton faroers were had or desperately bad* After the year 1933, 
however, condition® in to Cotton Belt improved considerably, so that 
by t o  end of t o  decade, economic recovery had been sior® marly s.t- 
gained ia cotton-growing areas ton in t o  industrial portions of t o
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nation. To he sure, this was in part an artificial recovery derived 
in conaidsr&ble degree from the agricultural policies of the federal 
government* nevertheless, from the sl^s&peist of the individual cotton 
grower, economic conditions were greatly improved after 1934*^
Baring the urban prosperity of the 1930*0, the cities of the «a- 
tion attracted so great a rural aeration that the national farm popu­
lation declined, despite the high rate of natural increase among farm 
residents, there were nearly 1,200,000 fewer farm residents in 1930 
than in 1920. The depression reduced the attractiveness of cities to 
the fans population and, as stated previously, for a short time the 
m %  migration was back to the farms* For the decade of the 1930* a as 
a whale, however, migration to the cities continued to exceed that 
back to the land. Tfe® set migration to cities during the period 1930 
to 1940 was just largo enough to absorb the natural increase of the 
flora population, leaving the total number of farm residents at the 
and of the deeade about the m m  as at its beginning* During both de­
cades, migration fro® the farms of the Cotton Belt was great* In the 
satire South, the white farm population increased slightly (1*65 per 
seat) between 1 30 and 1940, and the Megro farm population declined 
about A per cent*
Of the selected groups of counties, only those of Group I) failed 
to record a population increase during th® 2©*»y*-ar period. Th© popula­
tion of Group I decreased a little between 1920 and 1930, gained a
1 i-'or example, a study of plantati. n organisation reported that 
the average plantation sampled, mad® a net profit of only $615 in 1932. 
but of *14,625 in 1936* bee b- bangaford and B. f. Thibodeaux, 24ST 
tation Organization in the ]{ai&| ’felted States
Department of Agriculture Technical buiietin 6»a (Washington; Government 
Printing Office, May 19395, P* 33*
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Generally speaking, the «En counties of this group increased ©ore 
rapidly t an did the RU,? counties* the WIP couaUos in 1940 ware still 
a little less populous then they h M  bmn in 1900* fhe growth of the 
'’,RW counties war greatest during the 1930*s; they contained the greater 
P**t of the increase of whit® population during the 1930*a*
Scat of the increase in population in the counties of Group C dur­
ing the 1920*9 resulted from the growth of the incorporated towns.
During the decade of the depression, the toms of these counties grow 
mere slowly and provided less than half of th^  total population growth 
of the counties. For both decades, the growth of the open country was 
slightly greater, ns^arleally, than that of the incorporated centers*
Use town population was small and, relatively, grew wmh tap idly
than did-tbat of the remainder of the counties*
It is significant that the two groups of counties containing the 
recessive plantation areas were the two groups reserving the smallest 
increases in population. In each of these groups, ‘the Uegro popula­
tion la 1940 was less than it had been in 1900* The towns of the re­
cessive plantation areas grew slowly, hut their growth was sufficient 
to contrast with the open-country sections of the imz® counties. In 
the jam of both of those plantation groups, however, the population dur­
ing the depression years re corned a growth* In Group C, the population 
grew more rapidly than in the previous decade} in Croup I), the loss of 
the previous decade was almost offset by a small increase during the 
depression. It cannot be stated definitely whether or ,ot the ending 
of the decline in population arose entirely from the lass attractive 
appeal of the cities during hard times* It may be that the labor force 
of the plantations of these counties had been reduced t© tire desired
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m m  rapidly than did toa© of Incorporated mtttew* »©e s o ,  th© 
rat# of growth for th® towns m s  m m  rapid than that of to reminder 
of toi e o m t o ,  faking both and *0* counties together, the unin­
corporated territory contained rnre than half t o  total increase of 
population, but grew st a considerably slower rat© ton aid to towns of 
the counties,
Group S recorded a greater growth in population during tose d®~ 
oades ton did t o  other nonplan &tlon group of counties, having an 
ewowrated increase of about 60,000 people, amounting to 22 per sent of 
the 1920 population, lb© growth east© alraosi entirely in to prosperous 
1920* s* this growth, added to that which had occurred in these comities 
before 1920, was sufficient to bring th© total population of ©roup I 
in 1940 to a level over twice tot of to 1890 population of to csa© 
counties, This statement ms not tree of t o  counties in the nonplania- 
tto counties of Group F, whose rat© of growth was considerably less, 
whether viewed sisaply since 1920 or for an entire half-century,
Between 1920 and 1940, t o  rate of growth of to sonw it® popula­
tion of Group T- m s  considerably faster ton that of to white population* 
This is t o  only group of counties in which t o  colored increase has been 
relatively greater ton the white? but here it was true in both decades 
and in both “B* and gtJ* samples*
The growth of Group 8 during th© 20 years under consideration was 
very largely & growth of t o  #G* counties* Although to nonwhite popu­
lation in the *R* counties recorded an Increase of 17 per cent in to 
1920*8 and 5 per cent in the following decade, th© whit® population of 
t o  BR*1 eounties was virtually stationary throughout t o  period. Both 
races increased rapidly in t o  *0* counties during th® prosperous years*
519
There was only a m i l  Increase of t o  white population is* t o  w0* 
counties during the depression, ewounting to about 2 per cent; but even 
ee it exceeded the growth of the *W* counties*
flie contrast between the rate of growth In prosperity and in dif­
ficult iiaee continues to exist, even after th® inoorporat®d towns have 
been eUataeted fro® t o  total population, tosh m m  than half of th© 
total population t m m a m  between 1920 and 1940 in Croup S occurred within 
town end city Unite* This in part explains the sore rapid growth of 
nonwhites in the group then of whites* 4s is true of na«y sections of 
t o  South where to Megre papula t-’ on is not great, to cities here con- 
tain a larger proportion of colored population tlian do to farming dis­
tricts* The growth of t o  cities in Group % during t o  prosperous years 
also explains In part t o  msk greater growth of t o  *0* counties than 
of t o  *E* counties* ton when t o  Incorporated papula ties Is eli«iiiated, 
t o  *0* counties had a sore rapid growth for t o  entire period, but t o  
contrast is greatly reduced. In to depression years, the population 
outside t o  towns and cities of Group I m m  virtually stationary, espec­
ially in t o  *%• counties*
When t o  growth of t o  Incorporated centers of Group B is eliminated 
frow t o  totals of these counties, t o  rste of growth mi to regaining 
population ceases to be impressive* It is about to aaa© as that of 
Group F outside t o  Incorporated centers* Th© two nonplant&tion areas 
had definitely larger increases in their population ton did to reces­
sive plantation counties, but the increases nevertheless are seder at®
Phan the Incorporated centers are ignored* In ®a«fe instance, there can 
be little doubt tftacfc s&gration drained off a considerable proportion of 
young people, but the outflow was not quite as great ss to natural increase*
The vary high fertility ratios reported for th© noawhit® far® popula­
tion of Group E awggeet that th© greater growth of the colored popu­
lation i» the unincorporated portions of these counties say haw re- 
salted free the higher natural increase*
Beth the Delta group® recorded soaewhat higher rates of popula­
tion growth during the 2© years hetman 1920 and 1940 than did Group 
%m Group A, which had a population increase of 23 per sent during 
the two decades, grew sow slowly than did Group B, which increased 
27 per sent* Numerically, Group & gained 120,000 residents during th® 
period-^th© largest gain in total aumhars of any group of counties in* 
eluded in th# study. Of this increase* SB,000 was recorded daring the 
first decade, with the fain dosing the depression years amounting to 
only 22,000, or less than A per sent*
The nenvhlt© population in Group A grew mmh mm slowly than did 
the whit© population. Numerically, only 32,000 nenshiies were added 
during th# decade of th® twenties, as eanpnred with an increase of 
56*000 shite residents. Proportionately, the nmnrhlte increase aaoontad 
to only S per eentj whereas the white Increase was 56 per cent of the 
1920 population. Thus it can he seen that the growth of nonwhitco was 
small enough that natural increase alone may account for it. When added 
to the indications of migration of nonwhites into th® counties of Group 
A, this provides ootnrineing evidence that during the 1920* e may were 
alee leering it for other points. The very rapid growth of the white 
population, however, could only h«nr? arisen fro® a great movement of 
white people into the region* The frequently wade statement that whites 
ease into the -Selisa to replace Heroes who had moved North during the 
1920*# 1® not quite accurate, for the Negro population was not depleted.
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Baring t o  depression* tit© aonwfcit© po-polstioa of Group B Increased 
about 5 per ®®nt| whereas th© whit© increase slowed down to 19 per 
sent* This whit® increase, howover, was th® most rapid shorn by 
•ither race in any group of counties during th© daeaul® of the 1930ss* 
th® ®U» counties of Group B grew More rapidly ton did to **K« 
emetics, both in total population and in each racial group* la both 
decades. t o  population of t o  toorpomtei centers of C roup 1 grow 
Slightly acre rapidly than did th® unincorporated territory in both 
Baades* t o  growth of t o  oeunti®® of C roup 9 raaain® larger 
ton tot ©f t o  ”K8 aean&iea* even ton to tows© and cities are 
rwBQvod from both. Snlik© th© ©itoiien found in Group 1, ton* 
and in Group A during t o  depression9 to rapid growth of Group B 
cannot be explained in terns of town m i  city growth* During t o  2Q~year 
interval* 72*500 out of t o  total increase of 97*000 occurred is uain- 
corpcmted territory*
th® greater growth of t o  ‘’IF11 m m t i m  of Croup B is probably 
eoinei&ental* having a© direct connection with to classification of 
these eeuaUes* It arises in large part frm t o  fact tot Mississippi 
County, Arkansas ? most mildly growing: m d  populous county of t o  
•stir® study* is within the *&• group, th® growth of lisslsuippl 
County was only slightly eonaeeted with the ansll city of SSytovillaj 
it was predominantly th© r- suit of th© extension of cultivated acreage 
let® t o  interior of the county* In sections of to county* this «sc- 
tensloa of acresg© during: th© 20-year period wan within th© framework 
©f th® plants tier system* but, contrasting with similar counties in 
Mississippi* moat of the labor on new plantations was whit®. In ©tor 
sections of t o  county, the new-ground activities ocnslstad of settlement
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of fanlly-ais* farms. In either event# the growth of population in 
the county resulted firtm a great expansion in th® total amount of 
cultivated acreage*
b. s&mw. ia  Ste Saxal-tssx Sassm trn, 2S2S-13MI
Hie division of the rural population Into f«m and nonf&rm segments 
see not instituted tor th© federal m m  as until 1920* the detailed in- 
formtion required for an analysis of trends In the farm population* 
fcy race* for county unite was not presented until th© census of 1930,
To some extent* the population of the unincorporated portions of th© 
ooimties of this study approxlnated th© nxrol-fam population* In 
1940# the population of all isoiaeerporated territory exceeded the rural- 
fara population by less than 10 per cent in all four of the groups of 
plantation counties* In Group 0, the population of ^incorporated 
districts exceeded th© farm population by only 7.8 per cent. In Group 
1# the corresponding percentage was 9*9# and Groups A and & m m  inter­
mediate between the other two* As a generalisation# then# it m y  he 
stated that the population residing outside of jtaecrpsvatcd center® in 
plantation counties is almost entirely a t & m population* Perhaps this 
arises fro© th© fact that the plantation system, with the centralized 
administration of th® operating unit* discourages nonfarm enterprises 
looted ir, the s&dst of the farming population. Perhaps it is m m l &  
coincidental* arising from th© feet that ttot plantation m m % i m  of the 
study happen not to have mineral or other ncnegricultural resources to 
attract an open-country population not engaged in farming*
However that may be# the percentage by which the total population 
©f unincorporated territory exceeded th© farm population wag much greater
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in the nonplantation counti$a« la Group F 9 It m s  24 p@r eeatj la 
Group E, 21 per coat* Th© figure for Group I is m t  surprisingly 
Ugk* la those counties there still remain ressaaat© of th© fonaarly 
important lumber industry* (Sawmill, settlements, evon when compara­
tively large, have usually remained unincorporated*} Furthermore, 
the decline ia lumbering i n  recent years sms not brought m decrease 
in the nonf&m population of the uaiac&rporateri district* of Group E, 
because it has been effect by th© developing petroleum interests la 
sea© of the counties* it m y  rate, in th© previous section of this 
chapter, the material which dealt with the population outside ineor» 
peratsd towns was m t  as nearly equivalent to the farming population 
hers as in the plantation samples* In all groups of counties, 1$m Gif* 
fezwnce between th© population of imincorporatod territory end the 
rurd-faxa population incroased eonsldmbly during the decade of the 
1930*s, probably Indies tirsg that the built-up fringe outside the offi­
cial limits of the toms m s  becoming soars popular as % residential area*
1 larger proportion of the total population of Group 0 in 1940 
consisted of fam  residents than m s  true of any other group of coun­
ties* with Group 35 holding second rank In this respect* In these two 
groups of counties, 77 and 75 per cent of the population resided on 
fame* Group B, with 72 per cent, and Group A* with 71 per cent, 
followed* The proportion of1 th© farm potation in th© recessive 
plantation areas was soaowh&t larger than in the Delta, and the fare 
population of the Delta was a larger proportion of the total population 
than was th© case in th© aonplaatution counties, where in Group F M  
per cent of th© population lived on farms and in Group E, only 55 per cent* 
Th© comparatively small percentage of farmers in the latter group of
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counties a r m  not only froa th© greater nmgriettXtaral opr.*ortunltles 
offered rare! residents, but ale© from the greater proportion of th® 
total population of these coujsties thioh resides in cities* Vhe throe 
oltles of Croup I which contained more than 10,000 people had, together, 
a population of 52,000 persona, or one-sixth the population ef Croup E. 
the else ©f the nmf&rm population of Croup S., then, probably is not 
especially neaniagful, but merely reflect® the o h m ce location of 
BOttfam opp©rt\xnitiQa both in and out of cities in tbs selected counties* 
XV is perhaps significant, however, that all four of th© plantation 
sables contained very m m lX urban and mr&X-noiif&m populations*
The total, Negro, and white rurai-fara populations of the selected 
g m ^ s  of counties are shown in Table XX32, for both 1930 aod 1940*
The percentage change for the rural~fara population and fear each racial 
group during the decade is shown in Via next table, XXXXI*
Although th® rur&X-f&ra papulation formed a greater proportion of 
the total population ©f Group C, examination ©f the data in Table XXXI 
indict tea that Group A contained the Meet faro residents numerically*
Its rural-far® population of 413, GOD was greater by 8?f0OQ than that of 
any other group of counties* During the decade of th® depression years, 
however, th© far® population of Group A declined by 6,000, or 1*5 per 
cent* The far® population of the **$** counties declined 3*5 per cent; 
whereas that of the counting reeordad a negligible increase of 
0,5 per cent*
'fee different counties which compos© Group A varied considerably 
froa county to county in their changes in fsna population during the 
decade, ©f th© 16 counties in Group A, only 5 actually recorded decreases 
in their rural-fano population; but the decreases in these 5 counties
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mere than enough to off sot the galas? recorded by the other ©©unties* 
The 5 counties of Group 4 which recorded declines in their fare 
population sre contiguous counties in Mississippi* Four of them are-. 
very thickly settled counties, among the largest in tbs nation in their 
total rur»l*ftu!i8 pepnlatlon« These counties had become so intensively' 
cultivated before the beginning of the depression that there m i  in 
them little or no potentially valttebls lend not in use# As a result# 
they did not ocmtsdn any important ncw**gr©and settlements and the 
decline is the else of the plantation labor force m s  net offset by 
nee settlers* Three of these counties lost 5*000 farm residents each 
during the 10 years? in Leflore County* this t&m amounted to 13 per 
cent of the 1930 population*
Sect of tbs other counties of Urmp I. remained virtually stationary 
in population during the decade with the exception of a fm eosrniies of 
the Mississippi Backwater Area containing the most rapidly developing 
Background districts* For the ssest part * the counties in the Baek- 
c&ter Area wore counties of considerable smmplmi mS emUl populations* 
Itelfttively small maerleal 1m v m m ®  thus amounted to fairly large 
proportional increases in popalation* Issaquena County* with th© smallest 
total population of &11# recorded the largest proportional growth^ 18 
per cent*
Ttmre seen© to have been no particular significance to the dif- 
ftTtiig trends recorded for th© WEB and ’If* counties* Three of th© 5 
counties which recorded decreases wore **BW counties., and they contained 
a large enough proportion of th© total *F» population to produc® the 
decrease for the entire sample* There was no uotioeable tendcrvcy for 
the population m  farms In Group & to grow* or to decrease, in relation
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grath la fta* Kslrfants, with th# »0« (Monties rewwding th# higher 
rate ef increase.
Only 3 counties of Group B recorded a decrease is th© si©@ of 
fans population, and da ©&©h instance th© dd^FMse was small*
Bed River Parish, Louisians, «bieh last about 5 per cent of Its 1930 
fmm pofRxl&tiorj, hod the most serious less within Group S. The 3 
counties whiles recorded lasses wens widely separated from owe another, 
a m  being: within each of the 3 states included within Group B» Mo- 
where la Croup i wee there ® block of counties of degreasing pojmls* 
Idea auoh as was found in Group 1*
the increases la f&m population found within most other counties 
of Group B were small* the rate of growth of the entire group ©am© to 
a large extent frm the emits considerable immrnm In population 
recorded in only 4 counties* Mississippi, Ofaieot, mid Beaha Counties, 
Arkansas, and Bast Carroll Parish, Louisians, accounted for an increase 
of 2D,000 fat* residents, leaving a gain of only about 6,000 for the 
ether 10 counties of Group B. On© of these rapidly growing m m * l m 9 
l&ssissippi County, is located in the far northern part of the selected 
area, along the Missouri border* SettleMgit of newly drained land in 
the interior of the comity, along th® St* Francis liver, accounted for 
m i  of the growth, lb© other 3 eomcfaiee of m p M  growth are located 
in a block along the Mississippi Hirer, Jmsfc north and south of the JLr- 
kansas^Lmiiaiam boundary* these cotmiie© are directly across river 
froi the counties of the Mississippi Bacfewater Arm which recorded the 
largest growth in Group A. In those 3 counties, as in the Backwater 
Area, the population growth was a new-ground growth, and therefore, for 
the most part, net a growth on plantations. th© increase was greatest
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min Oretiq? A* nest in Group B* Arkansas, Louisiana* am£ IttssXfiisippi 
each contained seme emmties in this area of expanding now-ground 
settleaest*
Bespit© th© fact* then* that th® far® population ef Group A de­
clined while that of Group B increased* the explanation of their popu­
lation trends is the ease# In each instance*. the net change in popu­
lation apparently resulted froa th® balance between losses m  plantations 
rad gains in the mm  ground. the lose of Sogroos in the fax« popel©- 
Men of the Belts* as a whole can bo explained in tome of the decline 
In else of the labor fores on plantations j th© gain of whites is «*» 
plained by advancing settlesent in the
lbs rural-far© population of Group c in 194© was approximately 
143*000* an increase of about 5,000 persons since 1930. this snail 
increase ms found entirely within the *1® counties* where it amounted 
to a . rowth of 3 per cent for th© 10-year period# the faa» population 
the ®G* counties was stationary* the 1940 entateration reporting 
only 2$ persons less then had resided ©n fares in 193©*
The population of the Individual counties of Group G changed 
little la the case of 5 of the 7 counties* 0a© of the 2 remaining 
counties recorded a small decline in number of farm residents* the de­
crease of this county* Which is classified a® *0* because of its 
proximity to Jackson* was just enough t© cancel th© slight gains made 
by the other three n0* counties and to produce th© stationary papula­
tion for the "0* counties as a whole# The on® county in Group C which 
recorded a definite increase in farm population was Panola County* as 
"Ka county in northern Mississippi# Hi® growth in Panola County resulted 
from »ew*grownd settieaent. The completion of th® Sardis Da® during the
m19JO*# provided m m u r h  of protection f r m  floods la th© bottoalaad# 
«f th# Tallahatchie Hiver, which flows through this county* A localised 
settler# on th# new land of thi# one county accounts for its 
considerable growth (14 per coat) in far© population and comprises 
■early all of the increase found in Group G m  a whole* therefore, 
although it is tree that the Bluffs counties as a group contained little 
lead evailabl© for new settler#, the one important exception to this 
generalisation provided the location for th© small Increase in popula­
tion of Group 0*
The Hegro farm potsilation is Group © increased by slightly 1©## 
than 2,000f whereas the white farm population grew 3,000# This re­
presented an Increase of less 2 per cent for the Hegroos, compared 
with & moderately large growth of nearly 10 per cent for the whites#
The *8* counties accounted for the increase in the legrc population, 
sect of it occurring within Panels County* Hie Hegro f&m population 
ef the aU* counties depressed about 1,000* The "R* ©otmtiee also con­
tained the greater part of the increase In white population* Again, 
the greatest increase occurred within the one county containing new- 
ground land# However, the white population increased in every county 
of Group C* Even where tie total population on Item was virtually 
stationary, a slight change Is  th® proportion of th® two races occurred 
at the expense of the Hegroes*
the alight relative decline In th© importance of Hcgroc© on the 
fame ef Group C probably resulted, as in the Delta, from a decrease 
|# the labor fore# required on ti e plantations* Th© small growth of 
white population indicated retention of a greater proportion of aatnring 
adults than was true aaorsg Negroes* Sftcn in counties where no land for
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mor m  laborers, apparently preferred to temp their colored la­
borer®, and periape sometimes mrnn replaced white sharecroppers with 
blaefc ei^pers or day laborers* It is interesting to not® the apparent 
preference for Segro laborers in counties where the fa?siXy*sIa© farm 
ooaprises the majority of farm operations and the plantation system 
has never been predominant.
the nus&er of Wegroes dependent upon the labor Basket in Group B 
actually increased, not only because of their small population in­
crease, but also because a considerable number of Wegre owners lost 
their land during the depression* At the end of the decade9 a larger 
percentage of all whites In agriculture m m  landowners, and a larger 
percentage of all Negroes m m  laborers* than had previously bees true* 
The far® population of Group F increased ©lowly during the decade# 
The *Ka counties contained all of this increase, for tha farm popula­
tion of the "t?*2 counties decreased about 600 persons, or 0*5 per cent.
In most counties of G roup F, the population m  the fare© changed little 
during the decade, but store counties reported small gains than reported 
losses. Won® of the counties increased rapidly in fwm population#
Most of the growth of Group F occurred In A counties of moderate in- 
creases* Three are adjacent counties in northern Alabama, and the 
fourth is Rutherford County* Worth Caroline.
Although in total fans population* Group F ranks third among the 
group of counties, following the two Delta groups, it contains by far iba 
largest total white population. Its iogro population is much smaller 
than that of any other group of counties! its 17,430 Wegroes residing 
on farms eomprl®® only 5*3 par cent of the total rural^ farsa population* 
The Wegro population of 1940 was about 2 , 5 0 0  smaller tfe.n that which had
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* Other Tenants.*
In «njr event, th* miabar of troanta m  maintained during the decada
t© H d®gmC sufficient to Indicate that there was n® important shift to 
the wage system in Group F* Instead, the change probably involved more 
managerial righto and more .independence on the part of too tenant than 
he bad had as a sharecropper* the adjustments made ia Group £ involved 
a Ion of atatua for to® worker in to® con version of sibaraaroppors into 
wage laborer®, and Hogroae war® preferred* Tht sdjuatoants to Group F 
probably involved a gain to statue for to® worker, and whites were pre­
ferred*
In both Group© i and F, toe percentage of fars owners m ®  large at 
all times, Therefore, to contrast with the plantation counties, toe 
majority ef the farm population was not m  toe labor market* However, 
the ehan^ea which occurred In to® total fan* population probably did 
not take place among the relatively stable, and established majority 
of far® owners as much m  m m g  the landless, minority* For that reason, 
to toe nonplantatSon counties to® key to toe interpretation of popu­
lation changes sees® to be- alterations in too ©smr*weri»r relationship, 
just as was true in the plantation counties themselves*
All 6 groups of couaties utilised to this study m m  selected, a® 
discussed to Chapter II, because they m m  eottoa-smjduoing counties 
engaged in CGSPseretolised agriculture* There to a thread of consistency 
running through the population treads to all 6 groups of counties studied* 
The eomntirelaXtoed nature of the agricultural system apparently did not 
eneourare young people to remain on the farm for lack of any batter 
place to go, a® happened to much of the nation during the depression*
When the maturing members of the family wore not needed, they apparently
342
found HO haver. on the M m U l i M d  cotton farm. This situation 
fspewAled almost as completely in the nonpXantatics areas as on the 
plantations,
tm plantation counties, the change In racial composition of the 
population can largely he explained, by an increase in shite owner* 
ship and a decline in the later imqulr«neats m  the plantations. The 
Increase in white owners was greatest in those counties containing 
new-ground settlement. Although little new ground was available in 
Groups D, S, and F, there was still a M i l  i m r m m  in the number 
of white farmers who managed to become landowners. In all groups, 
those who, not owning land, mad© up the agricultural labor force, 
found the demand for their work lessening, Hhere 'decreases in popula­
tion occurred, they are explainable in terms of the declining need 
for workers* Changes in the racial composition of the landless part 
of the farm population apparently reflected the racial preferences of 
landowners, varying with the particular forms of owner*laborer relation­
ship prevalent in the different counties*
&• Changes jg the ftiral-fory Peculation. 326£hj263
Throughout this study, the year 1940, bh© date of the last decennial 
census, is the point in time upon which emphasis has been concentrated* 
However, so great haw the changes In the raral-f&na population been 
since the time of the last census that a glance at mors recent trends 
is justified*
The source of data is the 1945 Census of Agriculture, which in­
cluded an enumeration of the total number of persons living in the 
occupied dwelling located on farms* Tta© figures are not strictly
comparable to those of the rur&l~f& » 9  population of X9 4 G, for a number 
reasons* D i r t m m *  in ib© proce&u* of ©ms&eration etmemi th* 
Census of Agriculture and the population census account for a part of 
the l&efe of eosparebility.S Quite aside from the tachn&pas used la 
eaueermting and tabulating 'the f€21*5.1 popxlatlozi9 bh© year 1945 was an 
unfortunate one f®r a f&ra mmeratleti* The census was taken 3 3  of 
Kansas? 1 | the war was still on and wartime dislocation® m m  at their 
height* Therefore, due to the number of furors in the Armed Forces 
end to the number wh% working in m r  industries, had deserted farm- 
lag at least temporarily, the decrease In fera population m ®  large* 
Therefore? the data presented in this section tarn 1 M W  significance* 
It is felt, howler, tfc-t the disturbing factors operated in a reasonably 
uniform m m m r  upon all the agricultural oomtie# of this study, and 
that therefore the data do haw value for the purposo of comparing 
the degree of population shifts In the different groups of counties*
War contracts and war facilities projects wore of economic sig«- 
nificance in sens of the counties included in this study# A county of 
Group A— yefferaon County* Arkansas— had the largest wartime industrial 
development of any stngl© county included in the study, consisting of 
a munition® manufacturing plant at Fin® Bluff* With this one exception, 
there were no major m r  plant® or military instaXlations in the two 
Delta groups of csuntlcs* Group B had th® smallest gain from war cos*’ 
tracts and construction of any group of ©ouittAes studied* Outside th®
2 for a discussion of the cause* for lack of comparability between 
the data of the two enumerations, eee fiafcfafl $&M$M |M 8 M  SgSISIl*
United States Census of Agriculture, 1945, Vol. U# Gen&rel Steportii 
Statistics by Subjects” (Washington? Gcrrerwmi Printing 01 flee, 1V4?;, 
279*
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Delta, Group D profiled XitH© from wartime ©nterpri:?© s, possessing 
only a few scattered projects, none of the® ver,' large* dth the ex* 
caption of the one c-unty mentioned, izartSme Industrial and military 
developments left Groups A, B, mC. 1) almost untouched*
The other plantation area— Group C-*farod better during the war# 
fly# of the 7 counties contained war projects; and in two counties 
thes* were large enough to overshadow all other activities in their 
seononie life* In on# county, there m.s a major ordnance mmifacturlng 
plant; in the other wan located an Army training camp* All told, war 
contra to and war facilities projects in Group C reached a total of 
#55,000,000, which to these rural counties of recessive plantation* 
represented a tremendous am*
Both of the nonplantation groups of counties did moderately well 
In wartime enterprises* the total value of contracts and projects 
In Group % was about that of Group C* Since Group S is ranch larger 
and contained more people than Group 0, the per-capita value of war­
time expansion there was such smaller than in Group G* Also, in 
Group E the lion’s share went to tfalon County, Arkansas, which contains 
the city of SI Dorado* Jones County, iississipT 1 received less im­
pressive industrial contracts; md smaller amounts were received by 
3 other counties* Gf the 11 counties in Group E, 6 did not benefit 
directly from any wartime undertakings#
Group F received mere stimulus from war industries, proportionately, 
than did any other aside from Croup 0# Also, in Group F th© amounts 
were more evenly distributed among the counties than was true in any 
other group* Only 3 counties of Croup F received■ no direct benefits 
from war production or military installations, and in no county of the
group was the value of contracts or construction disproportionately 
concentrated*3
The location of m r plants and of military Installations appears 
to have been sn important factor in determining the population trends 
of the farm population during the war years* In those sections most 
remote from war-inspired ©ccupatl •'iis , many faro residents left to ob­
tain employment* In rural areas near industrial or military develop­
ment#!, however, a larger proportion of the faro population probably 
continued to reside at home and commuted to nonfam jobs* Despite 
the general decline in the enumerated farm population, increases due 
to war enterprises were sometimes registered, because of the renting 
of rooms to war workers or soldiers* families* In none of the groups 
of counties included in this study were industrial and military develop­
ments spectacular, when compared with other portions of the nation*
Analysis of the changes in farm population between 1940 and 1945, 
shown in fables XXIX. and XXII^ indicates th&t the extent of wartime 
nonfarm occupational opportunities in the various eountie© largely 
explains the differences In the rates of loss of faro population from 
group to group and county to county*
In the United States as a wholes, the roral-f&rm population declined 
during the first 5 years of this decade fro® 30,500,000 to 23,550,000, a 
decrease of 23 per cent. The decrease of faro population In the 13 
Southern states was a little greater, amounting to nearly 26 per cent 
of the 1940 figure* In only 2 of ike selected groups of counties was 
the decline less than the average for the Southf in Croup C, a decline 
of 22 per cent occurred j in Group F, one of 23 per cent.
3 m  -*"1*1 “ & * W £ . ' K ' < ! ! i r a S » »projects was obtained from U 
Bofia * k  jttPPlen-ent to the S 
(Washing ton* Gc^irtSntTt?
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Since the two groups ©f counties which had the smallest reduction 
iM farm population mre the very groups in which the importance of 
military and industrial establishments connected with the war was great* 
©sty the suggestion of a causal relationship is very strong• This indi­
cation is further strengthened by the fact that both Group C and Group 
F recorded considerable declines in the total amount of acreage har­
vested during this interval of time, and had moderate declines in the 
aEoouf of cotton acreage harvested* Apparently, c'^ s© of their farm 
residents were no longer farming much*
The differences in the rate of decline between these two groups 
of counts and the other four groups will probably h&v© vanished by 
the next census* fhs military establishments have been abandoned or 
greatly reduced; most of the «rar-b©rn imxwtrivs will presumably 
mot endure permanently in those rural counties* These assumptions are 
based, of course, an the premise that war will not return in the near 
future*
During the w&r, Group D recorded the greatest decline in popula­
tion, closely followed by Group® o and 25* Th© decline in those 3 groups 
we® Just less than one-third of the 1940 farm population* The decline 
of 20 per cent in Group k was a little less rapid# Although this sec­
tion of large plantations had shed part of its labor force during the 
depression, it seems to have been & little more s u c c e s s f u l  than the 
other groups in retaining the remnants of a labor fore© during the war* 
T m  last conclusion is verified by examination of trends in agri­
cultural production• Group A alone was able to maintain practically all 
©f the harvested acreage which had been fanned before the war; and, && 
shown in Table V, Group A effected a ©light increase in cotton acreage 
during the wartime period* The lose of farm population in the other 3
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groups was accompanied by a reduction in total harvested acreage and 
in cotton acreage*
Group Z sight have been expected to report a smaller decline in 
far® population than Groups A, B, or Dj for Group E had considerably 
more direct st5.cnila.tion fw« wartime source® than did they. Probably, 
however, the decline in number or farm residents in Group S would 
have been even greater had nonfarm occupations in certain of the counting 
not permitted some residents, no longer active in farming, to remain 
in their farm homes. The amount of harvested acreage in Group E during 
the 5*year period was reduced 22 per cent, and the amount of cotton 
acreage fell off 32 per cent# Mot even in Group f did agricultural 
activities decline so much.
Group £ showed a marked decline In farm population, accompanied 
by a moderate decline in farm operations. Fourteen per cent of its 
prewar harvested acreage was removed from crop production, but its 
cotton acreage fell off only 5 per cent* Group B reported much smaller 
declines in both respects.
The material indie at- -a thrtfli© plantation counties were able to 
maintain farming operation® at a prewar level much more successfully 
than the nenplantetlom counties could do. The population data also 
suggest that the plantation counties may have retained a somewhat 
larger proportion of their labor force than was true In the nonplantetlon 
areas, If the probable number of farm resident® inactive in agriculture 
in the letter categories is considered. Whether the somewhat greater 
retentive power of the plantation countless, and ©spe^i^HF Group A, 
-rose fro® smaller migration to war centers from those areas, or from 
a greater rate of dr&^t rejections, or both, cannot be determined.
3m
tesdaetior of county data in Croups k and B reveals another 
interesting relationship* In both groups, cotton acreage was actually 
increased, arid total acreage maintained, is most of those counties 
where toe new-ground settlements of tha depression had been of little * 
significance. The greatest loss in population, relatively, and the 
greatest retraction of agricultural production occurred in the very 
counties which had recorded the greatest increases in the previous 
decade* Within these counties, the plantations npps-r to have weathered 
the dislocations of the war better than did the mall new-ground farmers. 
It is easy to see why the large enterprise m n  nor® frequently able 
to aaintoit, full operations than toe snail fans. The loss of one 
laborer might make impossible full cultivation on a fasily-siae farm.
On plantations, and ©specially on those which had been mechanised, a 
considerable loss of laborers could be offset by mechanised production 
techniques and by more effort m  the part of the remitting workers.
£0 material is available upon population ehanr^s in these counties 
by race during the wartime* years* The comparative success of the plan­
tation ia holding its labor fore© and keeping up full production might 
lead to the logical explanation of the waller migration of Negroes 
than of whites. The great loss in the new ground, where white farmers 
were relatively more numerous than on pianiat one, might lead to the 
863® expectation. Negro migration from the 'South, however, is known 
to h&v® beer, very 1&rg® during 'he wartime years. Emswledg® of racial 
trends in plantation and ttonplantatio-n counties must await sore adequate 
information*
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4 whole or in the other parte of the w m  states* The only excepiion 
1e found west of the Ulseisgippi fiiver in some of the newer portions 
©f th© Delta, where the plantation eastern exists with a white labor 
fores* The population of the two nmpXantation groups of counties 
is predoH&ii&n tly whits, more so than that of the regie® or the states 
Is which the nonplaatation counties are located*
A basic similarity ©f the four groups of plantatioaa eotm-
ties is shown by the absence of eon tracts in the demographic traits of 
the nonwhlie population between counties of differing degrees of urban 
Influence* lb® influence of the city upon farm people is ordinarily 
reflected first ©f all by a declining rate of reproduction— hence, in­
directly, by sua altered age strueture* Although the different groups 
of plants.tier, counties differ widely An their fertility pattern and 
age structure, they are aHbe in that internally they show little 
variation by proximity t© urban ©enters. In some ways, the large 
and centralized plantation is itself The degree t© which
the plantations have developed trait© resembling those of cities varies 
from one section to another, but within each area, the plantations 
see* to manifest Uios© traits to about the mm. extent, whether near 
to, or remote from, cities* The plantation provides for its colored 
residents a little world contained within itself, end thus reduces 
the frequency and significance of contact® with the greater world be­
yond* The influence of cities upon the demographic traits of the 
nonwhlt® population Is much more apparent In the nonplaist&tion ©mmtles* 
Another respect in which all plantation groups are similar, and 
in which they all contrast with the implantation counties, is found 
in the educational attainments of the population* The plantation
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Delta gwupi. When all tenants (including sharecroppers) aits taken 
as a separate category, then the most mobile tenant group is not 
found in plantation areas, but in the non plantation comities of 
©mips £ and P. She Delta again exceeds the older plantation counties 
in mobility* Shether the greater mobility of the tenants of the non- 
plantation eooatias arises entirely from the large proportion of white 
tenants or whether it represents a tendency of tenants of both races 
to move frequently cannot be detemito* M&swise, It cannot be 
determined whether or not the greater mobility of tenants in the Delta 
has its origin in the l&yger number of white tenants there than in 
Groups 0 and B, Whatever the rank of the different groups of counties 
la specific race and tenure groups,- it remains true that the proportion 
of the total population which participates is frequent f&ra^te-f&ra 
moves is greater is plantation that* in nonplant&iion counties* Within 
the plantation selection, the frequency of fsrm»tO">ffeni moves 1b greatest 
in Use Delta#
The sixth sad final respect in which plantation counties shorn a 
fundamental similarity throughout the Smith is the manner in which 
their agricultural organisations have influenced population trends*
The actual trends have varied a greet deal in the- different groups of 
plantation counties, but their underlying cause seems to be the same 
for all plantation count is a, ocmswrelttXito or traditional! s tic * The 
Xoog period of declining population through which many of the counties 
in the older plantation group® toe passed apparently t o  its basis in 
the gradual shift of tit® counties toward less complete dependence upoaa 
cotton end more cultivation of other crepe demanding fewer man-hours 
of labor* The growth of population in the Delta through 1930 apparently
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of mechanised eottcm production la to West sad in the Salt*, sad 
therefor© may centos* their shift to ether crops squiring fener 
8®n***lsouire of labor* In ©3 th s t event, fuhu; ® populati or? declines also 
so©® likely in the older plantation counties'.»
The trends of the f&yst pojn*l&ti®& in the nonplastatlon counties 
have also lean regulated by the labor requirements of cottott* There­
fore, these eeisttstiee to© have been tm&hXo to absorb into their fan 
populations any eoneiderabl© number of people not directly needed in 
their agricultural ©ntoptoas* The population toad® in implantation 
counties, however, hm» not. been an closely correlated with trends in 
cotton production and acreage harvested as has been generally tm© la 
the plantation counties* These counties, however, may he espeeially 
affected in their future population trends by mechanisation elsewhere* 
asst of the f&ms- of Groups S and F are too m i l  to Justify to 
large Imres taaat required for swcJmnissfcion, and therefore the farmers 
vi-U almost certainly be placed at cimsidamble disadvantage in com­
petition with the lower productions coats elsewhere* The future of "to 
feiw population of the »ona1^ »*.ation counties, ton, m y  depend upon 
t o  extent to which to farmers of toss counties are able to supplement 
their incomes frost nonf&m soaroes or noon to extant to which they 
abandon toir devotion to ©otto sad develop a system of agrdtsuXtare 
8&>r® noayly anproaehta$r tl&t of sidMsistenQ® far^ dng* Xf neither of 
to.«e alternatives develape, it is probable that to sis© of the farm 
population of these counties will decrees© mi tot consolidation of 
the small holdings now prevalent will benefit the famer® who do rswis, 
the data reveal, ton, tot the population of all to plantation 
groups differs sharply frm that of the nonplantailem groups In nix respects*
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(X) Plantation areas contain a much larger proportion of Negroes 
than do nonplantation areas. (2) Plantation counties do not reflect 
varying degrees of urban influence in the demographic traits of their 
none hits fans residents as much as do the nonplantation areas. (3) 
Extremes in social stratification are great in plantation areas, as 
indicated by data upon educational attainments* Plantation counties 
contain in their farm population more persona with no education and 
more college graduates than do nonplant&tlon counties. (1) Health 
conditions apparently are poorer, and mortality rates higher, in plan­
tation than in nonplantation counties. (5) A larger part of the 
population in plantation counties engages in frequent farm-to-farm 
migration than in nonplantation counties* (6) the trends in population 
of plantation areas appear more closely linked with the agricultural 
organisation than is the case in nonplantation counties*
In other respects, the demographic features of the plantation 
counties of the Delta contrast with those of the older areas to the 
east* One contrasting trait between the Delta plantations and the 
older plantations is the age composition of the populations* The 
nonwhite population of the counties of Groups 1 and B contain com­
paratively few children, a large proportion of the total population 
in the productive ages, and few aged persons* These counties also 
contain, in the productive ages, more men in proportion to the number 
of women than is characteristic of the South as a whole, and among 
their aged the men outnumber the women to a far greater extent than 
in the entire region* Hot only are there few aged persons in the colored 
population of the Delta) there ore not even the usual numbers of
nlddls*cgcd persons* ifelt population contains &n especially 
proportion ©r people under 40*. Ja the Muffs, and eapecially 
** plaat&ilon counties ©f Group £, there ora ss^ children and
f w  adults of the productive yssrs* The niaaber of agad 
Is Much gm&tftr ten in the D^lla plantation counties, and is greater 
than in the nonwhite population ©f tits South as a whole* the woasa 
outnumber the w m  in aost adult ages exsept these pest middle agej 
•sea then, the m m m  of ® m  is loom than in the Belts ex in the South 
as s whole*
She eolerad population of the nonplan tatien counties does not 
contrast with that of ell plantation comities in age and e m  sixes* 
tare* instead, it resemble®, in seas respects, the age-sex emposd* 
tien of each of the plantation types. like Groups 0 and D# the 
colored farmers of the acmplantation counties hew many children* 
like Groups A and B, there are cofBpamtlvely few aged persons*
The white farm population varies among the different plantation 
counties, else* Most of the counties of Groups A end B eon tain a 
large proportion of children enong the whites, compared with a small 
proportion in the ©Hex plantation counties* the population within 
the productive ogee is net so laxpi proportionateXy, in tee Delta as 
in Groups C and D* In the Delta, a larger proportion of white adults 
Is gftfttetee*1 within the younger years of adulthood than Am Groups C 
end &• The shortage of aged persons In the Delta is even wore striking 
f amg the nonwhite population^ the surplus of aged persons in the 
Btsffs is even acre pronounced than among the nonwhites*
B e  counties resesfele the Delta now tto the older
plantation counties ill regard to age distribution of the white
popoUiloc, because, Uk« the Delta, a eoapaiativajy large proportion 
1> Sa tha years of childhood. i saaller proportion of aged is found 
Is theeo oounti<e than la Groups S and D, but more than in Groups A 
end B*
%  sex, the white population of the Belts contalne th@ largest 
relative nueber of males, and the plantation counties ©f the Bluffs 
end the Southeast contain the eaalleat proportion of sales* The non- 
plantation counties vary in this respoot oleop Group 1 has a sex 
ratio which approaches that of the Bolts; whereas Group ? is about 
as lev as Group B in the m e  rati® of its whits population.
The contrasts between the two pairs of plantation oountios in 
age and sox composition arise ©ut of the differences between thoa in 
the rate of reproduction and in migration*
The rate of reproduction among n&*swhites is lowest in the Balts 
and high in the other plantation group® and in the mmplantation 
groups* The fertility of the nonwhites is p&rtiwnlarly high la the 
counties of the Garoliaas and in the f m  nonplantsition counties in 
the Begroes ©sra a large proportion of their fares*
Varieties la fertility of nessMtes within the Belta can be 
explained by the location of counties along routes of migration into 
the region fros othor sections, but the low fertility of the region 
itself Must result from other faster®* Sines* the Delta plantation 
doadnates all other phases of life among rural nonwhites, and since 
field stogies in the Delta have ahem the fertility of Hegroes to be 
lower en ploatetica# than on family-siase farm, some connection is 
suggested between the large, ewmroimlimd Delta plantation and the 
lew fertility of the laborers* The exact nature of the coimeetion is
a*t elMT. Attempt* to explain to® relationship flail to eanvino* 
because of the contradictory natui* of the different phases of toe 
problem*
ommee# of the low fertility of th© colored plantation workers 
III the Delta appear to he m n m iaied with Mstinctlwe features of the 
plantation system of the Dolts, singe fertility of colored farmers is 
high on the plantations farther east# One hypothesis is that the 
commercialized nature of the Delta plantation, which plages the 
laborers la many respects in a position comparable to that of urban 
workers, Is responsible for the low fertility* this hypothesis is 
weakened, however, kgr the high fertility of whites in those parts of 
the Delta where a Xasge percentage of white farmers &r© plantation 
workers*
Why do coXorod workers on the large ecnsasroialised plantations 
of the Delta haw a low fertility, whereas white laborers oa similar 
plantations have high fertility? the answer sight oonceiwbly lie 
In the much greater I^dependence which the white laborer is often 
able to maintain as compared with the strict supervision over the Negro| 
m s  seem© to be the only way in which the role of the laborers of the 
two races m  plantations is very different* The sseniKsr in which this 
condition would cause 1 m  fertility among Negroes is not clear, since 
prevailing opinion holds that Sagfoea of the Delta seldom attempt
deliberate contraception*
Another possible answer would explain the difference entirely in 
ability to reproduce. This might satisfactorily explain the difference 
between the race# in the Delta, but not the variation among nonwhites 
free one area to another* There Is little evidence to indicate that
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the aooplantaUon areas have been characterised by set out-adgrstion* 
the agricultural ©xpsaaiow of those omiaiies during the 1910*8 and 
1920*$ groat foough to absorb a part of their natural Increase, so 
the rat© of out-migration did not eoisp&r® with that fro® the recessive 
plantation counties#
fhe migration of whit© fan* population from all ©ountiv s appear© 
to have been sore nearly a movement to local towns said cities than 
m a  that of the colored population# One factor leading to this eon* 
elusion is the higher ©ex ratio among the whites, indicating that 
many of tfa® girls have left the fans©* Females ordinarily islgrate 
Sorter distances than males. Ont^Mgration m m g  the nomrhltes, 
however, has included many moves to the cities of the forth, which 
attracted a disproportionately large number &t males, therefore, the 
sex rati© of the nonwhit© population tends to be low ia those age 
groups which have sustained the greatest ouVmXgr&tion, especially 
In Groups 0 and 8.
Migration of ffegroes fro® the South has also been tmder way frees 
the c o u n tie s  ©f the Delta, the large proportion of the noasMte 
population which is not native to the Delta is proof of substantial mi­
gration lato the region frm near-by upland counties, ©specially in 
Hississippi# This stream of incoming migrants ha© not Imereaaad the 
else of the population as much a© would b© expected, thus demonstrating 
that out-migration has also ham important. For many j m m $ u steady 
movement of nonwhite farmers into the Delta from the# adjacent Bluffs 
counties, some of which are included In Group 0, ha© been partly offset 
by the migration of natives from the Delta^ -presusnably to cities, 
within and outside the region.
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